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    About the ‘CRUX’

Introducing a new and convenient product, to help the aspirants for the various 
public services examinations. The knowledge of the Current Affairs constitute 
an indispensable tool for all the recruitment examinations today.However, an 
aspirant often finds it difficult to read and memorize all the current affairs, from 
an exam perspective.The Newspapers and magazines are full of information, that 
may or may not be useful for the exams. Thus, acandidate is forced to spend a 
substantial amount of his time in selecting and maintaining notes for the current 
affairs. Another problem is that it is difficult to get every bit of information, 
relevant from the exam perspective at oneplace. Thus, candidates are often found 
wasting their time in search of current affairs material. It is with this problem in 
mind that we have come up with the GIST of The Hindu and Press Information 
Bureau(PIB). The whole concept of the CRUX is to provide you with a summary 
of the important news and current affairs,from an exam point of view. By reading 
the CRUX, you will be able to save your precious time and effort, as you get all 
the relevant matter in a summarized and convenient form. The Crux is particularly 
helpful for the Civil Services, Banking, SSC and other exams that have a current
affairs section.The material is being provided in such a manner that it is helpful 
for both- objective and descriptive sections. Our aim is to help the candidates in 
their effort to get through the examinations. Your efforts and dedication inspire us 
to keep going. It is our sincere effort to make your journey easier.

Best Wishes
Editorial Board
Team Aspirant Forum

   Courtesy:
   The Hindu
   Press Information Bureau (PIB)
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Court reserves verdict on plea challenging 2018 SC/ST 
Amendment Act
The Supreme Court  reserved its judgment in a batch of petitions challenging 

the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) 

Amendment Act of 2018, which nullified a controversial March 20, 2018 

apex court judgment diluting the stringent provisions of the Dalit protection 

law.

The Supreme Court has itself recalled its March 20 judgment on October 

1, 2019 in a review petition filed by the government. It said it was wrong on 

the part of the March 20 judgment to treat all SC/ST community members 

as “a liar or crook”. It was against “basic human dignity”. The March 20 

judgment had diluted the original 1989 legislation, saying they were using 

its provisions to file false criminal complaints against innocent persons.

‘Human failing’

On October 1, the Supreme Court cast aside the reasoning as faulty, 

saying human failing and not caste is behind false complaints.

Before reserving the case for judgment, a Bench of Justices Arun Mishra, 

Vineet Saran and S. RavindraBhat made it clear that it would neither upset 

the October 1 judgment nor dilute the provisions of the statute.

“We will not be touching anything,” Justice Mishra clarified.

The government had brought in the amendments, saying the Scheduled 

Castes and Scheduled Tribes continue to face the same social stigma, 

poverty and humiliation to which they have been subjected for centuries.

Huge backlash

The 2018 Act nullified a March 20 judgment of the Supreme Court, which 

allowed anticipatory bail to those booked for committing atrocities against 

Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes members. The original 1989 

Act bars anticipatory bail. The apex court verdict saw a huge backlash 
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across the country. Several died in ensuing protests and crores worth of 

property was destroyed. The government reacted by filing a review petition 

in the Supreme Court and subsequently amended the 1989 Act back into 

its original form.

Several petitions were filed challenging the 2018 Amendment Act. The lead 

petitioner, advocates Prithvi Raj Chauhan, even called the amendments a 

“blunder” and a violation of the fundamental right to equality and personal 

liberty. The Supreme Court however had refused to stay the implementation 

of the amendments.

‘No decrease’

The government had responded that there was no decrease in the atrocities 

committed on members of SC/ST communities, despite the laws meant to 

protect their civil rights.

India’s first e-waste clinic to be set up in Bhopal

Central Pollution Control Board will offer technical support for the unit

The Bhopal Municipal Corporation (BMC) and the Central Pollution Control 

Board (CPCB) have joined hands to set up the country’s first e-waste clinic 

here, that would enable segregation, processing and disposal of waste from 

both household and commercial units.
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After inspecting the garbage and plastic recovery centres in Bhanpur 

here, CPCB officials discussed the clinic with BMC officials. A three-month 

pilot project, the clinic, if successful, would be replicated elsewhere in the 

country.

“Electronic waste will be collected door-to-door or could be deposited 

directly at the clinic in exchange for a fee. The CPCB will provide technical 

support at the unit,” BMC Additional Commissioner Rajesh Rathore told The 

Hindu.

At present, there was no estimate of the quantity of electronic waste 

generated in the city, he added. “Hazardous waste will be sent to Bengaluru 

for recycling,” he said.

Door-to-door collection will happen in two ways. Either separate carts for 

the collection of e-waste will be designed, or separate bins will be attached 

to existing ones meant for solid and wet waste. The clinic is being conceived 

in compliance with the Solid Waste Management Rules, 2016.

In the absence of a safe disposal mechanism, electronic waste at present is 

being disposed of along with other waste, said Mr. Rathore. “A suitable site 

for the unit is yet to be identified,” he added.

Indian to join largest ever Arctic expedition
Study trip:VishnuNandan, inset, will deploy radar sensorson the sea ice 

surface from the research vessel Polarstern.  

Vishnu Nandan, a native of Kerala, will be part of the study of Arctic 

climate

For four months from November, Vishnu Nandan will not see sunlight.

He will be aboard the German research vessel Polarstern, anchored on a 

large sheet of sea ice in the Central Arctic, drifting along with it during the 
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pitch-black Polar winter.

A native of Kerala’s capital Thiruvananthapuram, the 32-year-old polar 

researcher will be the only Indian among 300 scientists from across the 

world aboard the multidisciplinary drifting observatory for the Study of 

Arctic Climate (MOSAiC) expedition, which will help the researchers better, 

understand the impact of climate change and aid in improved weather 

projections.

Spearheaded by the Alfred Wegener Institute in Germany, MOSAiC, the 

largest ever Arctic expedition in history, will be the first to conduct a study of 

this scale at the North Pole for an entire year. Previous studies have been 

of shorter periods as the thicker sea ice sheets prevent access in winter. 

This research vessel has thus locked itself into a large sea ice sheet, before 

the winter, and will drift along with it. A suitable sea ice sheet (floe) was 

identified two days ago.

Dr. Nandan, a remote sensing scientist, will travel in a Russian icebreaker 

ship from the Norwegian port of Tromso in November to join the Polarstern 

on its second leg. “The aim of the expedition will be to parameterise the 

atmospheric, geophysical, oceanographic and all other possible variables in 

the Arctic, and use it to more accurately forecast the changes in our weather 

systems. My role as a radar remote sensing specialist is to deploy radar 

sensors on the sea ice surface and accurately measure the ice thickness 

and its variations,” Dr. Nandan said over phone from Canada, where he 

is currently working as a post-doctoral researcher at the University of 

Manitoba.

Since his journey is during the Polar winter, he will not see sunlight until his 

return in March.

A graduate from the SCT Engineering College, Thiruvananthapuram, he 

quit his IT job to take up MSc in Earth Observation Sciences at ITC, in 
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Enshcede, The Netherlands, which he completed with a gold medal.

Govt may drop plan to set up PM-led national education 
commission
The Union government is likely to drop its plan to set up a National 

Education Commission (NEC), which was to be led by the prime minister, 

after objections by several states, including Gujarat.

During a meeting with the human resource development ministry, education 

ministers from several states opposed the idea, saying it will centralize power 

with the Centre and it runs against the federal character of the country, 

according to the official records of the meeting, a copy of which Mint has 

reviewed.

The development was also confirmed by two officials, who sought 

anonymity.

The draft national education policy had proposed setting up of a 

RashtriyaShikshaAayog (RSA), or the NEC, as the apex education body with 

the prime minister as its chairman, and the human resource development 

minister as vice-chairman.

“The proposal has hit a roadblock after some states, including Gujarat and 

Kerala, opposed the idea in the central advisory board on education meeting. 

The main contention is centralized decisionmaking on education is not 

welcome and nor implementable at the state level,” said the first official.

The second official said since NEC was part of the draft national education 

policy (NEP) and proposed by a drafting committee, it should not be 

construed as final. “The draft NEP is being fine-tuned at the HRD ministry 

before being sent to the union cabinet for approval. NEC’s idea may not be 

pursued in the best interest of all,” he added.
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During the meeting, Gujarat education minister B.M. Chudasama “stated 

that there was no need to constitute the national education commission, RSA 

and state school regulating authority”, the HRD ministry’s record showed.

Similarly, C. Raveendranath, general education minister of Kerala, said the 

RSA will promote centralization of power and should be withdrawn.

“Emphasizing federal structure of the country he (Raveendranath) raised 

serious implications of this policy, which is leading towards centralization, 

and against the fundamental structure of the country...RSA will finally 

result in concentration of power so this should be withdrawn,” the official 

record showed.

Manipur’s education minister said any RSA plan has to be in accordance 

with the Constitution. As per the Constitution, education is a concurrent 

subject with most of the responsibility in the hands of states and Union 

territories.

In the draft education policy prepared by the K. Kasturirangan committee, 

RSA, or NEC, has been proposed as the “highest body...under the 

responsibility of the prime minister himself/herself so that in his/her role as 

the highest functionary of the government of the country, the prime minister 

can bring his/her authority to create the necessary synergies and provide 

direction to this national endeavour, as a part of the country’s overall vision 

of a knowledge society”.

According to the draft policy, the current governance of education in India 

is not effective and “against this backdrop, there is a need to revisit the 

existing system of governance, its structures and leadership mechanisms”.

“In this context, the (draft) policy envisages the creation of a NEC/RSA as 

an apex body for Indian education. As the highest level functionary of the 

government, the prime minister will chair this body and bring to bear the 

vision of education and the authority of the office in directing the educational 
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endeavour. Also, such a step would ensure the necessary cohesion and 

synergy between the multiple dimensions of education in the country,” the 

draft policy added.

Govt. unveils faceless I-T assessment, opens National e-
Assessment Centre
‘e-Assessment to bring about efficiency by eliminating human interface’

Revenue Secretary Ajay BhushanPandey has launched the faceless 

assessment system in the Income Tax department and also inaugurated 

the National e-Assessment Centre, promises that Finance Minister 

NirmalaSitharaman had made in her Budget speech.

“The e-Assessment Scheme introduces the concept of team-based 

assessment with dynamic jurisdiction which would bring about transparency, 

efficiency and standardisation of procedures by eliminating human interface 

between the taxpayer and the Income Tax department,” the government 

said in a release.

The launch of the e-Assessment system comes days after the Central 

Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT) launched a system wherein all notices and 

communication sent by the I-T department would come with a computer-

generated documentation identification number (DIN). Notices without this 

DIN will be considered non est or non-existent under the law. “E-assessment 

is a welcome step in making assessment proceedings efficient and speedy,” 

said HomiMistry, partner, Deloitte India.

Save time

“Online submissions will save time and effort involved in visiting tax offices 

for face-to-face proceedings. Faceless assessments will make the process 

objective and hassle-free.”
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The nodal National e-Assessment Centre (NeAC) will be located in Delhi 

and headed by the Principal Chief Commissioner of Income Tax. The eight 

Regional e-Assessment Centres will be located in Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, 

Kolkata, Ahmedabad, Pune, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad.

“Cases for the specified work shall be assigned by the NeAC to different 

units by way of automated allocation systems,” the release added. “In view 

of the dynamic and all-India jurisdiction of all officers of NeAC and ReAC, 

this kind of connective and collaborative effort of officers is likely to lead to 

better quality of assessments.”

Assam tea estates violating labour laws’

Oxfam report says State’s move to provide living wages to the workers 

should be supported

A report by Oxfam, a confederation of independent charitable 

organisationsfocussing on the alleviation of global poverty, has flagged 

violation of labour rights in the tea estates of Assam.

Tea industry captains, however, said there was nothing new in Oxfam India’s 

report finding tea plantation workers with “no toilets, crumbling houses, poor 

wages, lack of quality health and education entitlements”.
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Along with the Tata Institute of Social Sciences, Oxfam India had conducted 

the research that yielded the report ‘Addressing the Human Cost of Assam 

Tea’ through interviews with 510 workers in 50 tea estates of the State.

The report noted that the Assam government’s commitment to increasing 

the minimum wages of tea plantation workers to Rs. 351 met with hurdles 

of financial viability in the sector.

‘Struggling tea industry’

It hoped that the proposed Occupational Health and Safety Bill would help 

the “struggling Assam tea industry” be viable and at the same time “ensure 

fair living wages and decent working and living conditions for tea plantation 

workers and their families”.

The report attributed the condition of plantation workers to the “relentless 

squeeze by supermarkets and brands on the share of the end-consumer 

price for tea”. The researchers found that despite working for over 13 hours a 

day, workers earn between Rs. 137-167, while tea brands and supermarkets 

“typically capture over two-thirds of the price paid by consumers for Assam 

tea in India — with just 7% remaining for workers on tea estates”.

Oxfam asked consumers, supermarkets and brands to support the Assam 

government’s move to provide living wages to workers and to ensuring more 

of the price paid by the consumers trickle down to them.

‘Vulnerable existence’

“We welcome the attempts of the government to increase the wages of 

tea plantation workers and the upcoming Occupational Health and Safety 

Bill. Both have the potential to address the systemic injustice faced by the 

tea workers in Assam. However, our research points to the fact that tea 

plantation workers and their families are living a very vulnerable existence. 

The wages they earn are very low, and their working and living conditions 

call for an urgent response,” said Amitabh Behar, CEO, Oxfam India.
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A spokesperson of the Indian Tea Association declined to react, beyond 

saying that “such reports keep coming out to batter an already-battered” 

industry.

New ‘Aarogyasri’ health cards from December 21
2,000 types of diseases and procedures to be covered under the 

programme

Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister Y.S. Jagan Mohan Reddy said  that the 

government would bring treatment of 2,000 types of diseases and procedures 

under the ambit of its flagship programme ‘Aarogyasri’ from April next on a 

pilot basis in West Godavari district.

One district would be added under the scheme every month. Launching the 

YSR KantiVelugu Scheme on World Sight Day at the Government Junior 

College here, Mr. Reddy said new Aarogyasri health cards would be issued 

to all eligible persons from December 21 with a provision to record patient’s 

medical history.

The dues of the network hospitals had mounted to Rs. 650 crore in the past 

five years but all dues till May 31 were settled by paying Rs. 540 crore.

The financial health of these hospitals would improve now, the Chief 

Minister said and announced that 250 hospitals in Chennai, Hyderabad and 

Bengaluru would be empanelled and treatment for Aarogyasri card holders 

would be enabled from November 1.

Of the 5.40 crore population, 2.12 crore people suffered from vision-related 

problems, hence the entire population would be covered at a cost of Rs. 

560 crore.

‘NMC will ensure standardisation’
New Act will improve medical education, says Union Health Minister
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Despite protests by doctors, Union Health Minister Harsh Vardhan says the 

recently enacted National Medical Commission Act, 2019, will provide for a 

medical education system that improves access to quality and affordable 

medical education and ensure availability of adequate and quality medical 

professionals in all parts of the country

What are the manpower required and the cost of implementing the 

ambitious NMC Act in India?

As of now, none. You see, the National Medical Commission will be a body 

comprising 33 members, in addition to the four Autonomous Boards and a 

Medical Advisory Council.

The officers and employees will be appointed by the Commission after its 

constitution.

There would be no additional financial implications on behalf of the Central 

government. All the expenses will be met from the existing funds of MCI 

[Medical Council of India] and is not expected to exceed beyond the current 

expenses of the MCI.

Currently in India, the fee for medical school ranges from Rs. 10,000 

to Rs. 45 lakh a year. How will this get standardised? Why will private 

medical schools agree to cut fees?

The whole idea of the NMC Act is to bring about standardisation and good 

governance as mandated by our leader Prime Minister Narendra Modi.

In this context then, the NMC Act states that the fee of the State government 

medical colleges will continue to be regulated by the States.

The guidelines for determination of fee and all other charges for 50% seats 

of private medical colleges and deemed universities will be framed by the 

Commission. The guidelines so framed will be statutory in nature and binding 

on the private medical colleges and deemed universities.

This will allow objective, periodic and transparent assessment of medical 
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institutions and facilitate maintenance of a medical register for India and 

enforce high ethical standards in all aspects of medical services.

We are also bringing in an effective grievance redressal mechanism.

How will the medical school ranking system work?

The Act has just been notified and this activity will be taken up. The Medical 

Assessment and Rating Board under the Commission will develop the 

system for rating of the medical colleges and which will be duly specified in 

the regulations. The performance of the students in the National Exit Test 

(NEXT) would be one of the criteria for rating of medical colleges.

How will the NMC help students who have graduated from foreign 

medical colleges?

The National Exit Test (NEXT) will be the basis for grant of licence to practice 

medicine in the country. There shall be equal treatment for both foreign 

medical graduates and Indian graduates. We also expect under the new 

legislation, due to simplification of procedures, a spurt in the number of 

medical seats, increasing opportunity for medical students in India.

What is the rate at which students are leaving the country in search of 

a medical degree and how many are returning?

The first step, irrespective of trends is that, qualifying NEET is mandatory 

to take admission in primary medical qualification i.e. MBBS or equivalent 

abroad.

The data regarding the number of such students is not maintained in 

the Ministry, so you tell me, what such rate have you come to know 

of?

This being said, in the Foreign Medical Graduate Exam (FMGE) conducted by 

the National Board of Examinations in June 2019, around 13,000 candidates 

had appeared which also includes candidates who did not qualify the exam 

in their earlier attempts.
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Will the NMC ensure that there is a greater reverse flow of Indian foreign 

medical graduates?

We sure hope so. The Act has been developed keeping all these issues in 

mind. A large number of medical colleges are being established in the country 

for which faculty, residents, etc. will be required. Thus, ample opportunities 

are available in the country. Further, steps to attract foreign faculty will be 

taken after constitution of the Commission.

What is the targeted increase in medical colleges and teachers in the 

next decade?

The effort to resolve the issue of medical HR shortage in the country have 

been on ever since the NDA came to power in 2014. In the past five years, 

158 new medical colleges have been established and around 29,000 MBBS 

seats increased.

Further, the government is running a centrally sponsored scheme for 

establishment of new medical colleges and Phase III of the scheme has 

recently been announced. This would result in more government medical 

colleges in the near future.

We expect rapid growth in UG/PG seats in the country under the new 

legislation. The Commission has also been mandated to ensure availability 

of adequate and high quality medical professionals in the country.

We expect rapid growth in UG/PG seats in the country under the new 

legislation

‘Education of mothers directly linked to better nutrition for 
children’
Pan-India study of 1.2 lakh children by Health and Family Welfare Ministry 

shows children received better diets with higher levels of schooling among 
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mothers

A first-of-its kind pan-India survey conducted by the Health and Family 

Welfare Ministry on nutrition levels among children shows a direct correlation 

between mothers’ education and the well-being of children.

The Comprehensive National Nutrition Survey (CNSS) studied 1.2 lakh 

children between 2016 and 2018 and measured food consumption, 

anthropometric data, micronutrients, anaemia, iron deficiency and markers 

of non-communicable diseases.

These were compared with different population characteristics such as 

religion, caste, place of residence and the mothers’ level of schooling.

The data recorded show 31% of mothers of children aged up to four years, 

42% of women having children aged five to nine and 53% of mothers of 

adolescents aged 10-19 never attended school. Only 20% of mothers of pre-

schoolers, 12% of those of schoolchildren, and 7% of those of adolescents 

had completed 12 or more years of schooling.

Core indicators

Diet diversity, meal frequency and minimum acceptable diet are the three 

core indicators of nutrition deficiency among infant and young children.

Data from the CNNS study show that with higher levels of schooling in a 

mother, children received better diets. Only 11.4% of children of mothers 
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with no schooling received adequately diverse meals, while 31.8% whose 

mothers finished Class XII received diverse meals.

The study found 3.9% of children whose mothers had zero schooling got 

minimum acceptable diets, whereas this was at 9.6% for children whose 

mothers finished schooling. Moreover, 7.2% of children in the former 

category consumed iron rich food, whereas this was at 10.3% for children 

in the latter category.

The proportion of children aged two to four consuming dairy products, 

eggs and other fruits and vegetables the previous day increased with the 

mothers’ education level and household wealth status. For example, only 

49.8% of children in that age group whose mothers did not go to school 

consumed dairy products, while 80.5% of children of mothers who completed 

their schooling did so. These trends also show among older children and 

adolescents — only 25.4% of children in the 5-9 age group with uneducated 

mothers received eggs, but 45.3% of children whose mothers studied till 

Class XII had eggs.

Stunting, wasting

Levels of stunting, wasting and low weight were higher in children whose 

mothers received no schooling as opposed to those who studied till Class 

XII. Stunting among children aged up to four was nearly three times for 

the former category (19.3% versus 5.9%), and the number of underweight 

children was nearly double among them (14.8% versus 5.1%) as compared 

to the latter category. Also, 5.7% of the children were wasted in the former 

category, while this was at 4.3% in the latter category.

Anaemia saw a much higher prevalence of 44.1% among children up to 

four years old with mothers who never went to school, versus 34.6% among 

those who completed their schooling.

Flip side
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But on the flip side, a higher level of education among mothers meant that 

their children received meals less frequently, perhaps because their chances 

of being employed and travelling long distances to work went up — 50.4% 

of children in the age group of 6-23 months born to illiterate mothers versus 

36.2% among those who had finished schooling.

Such children were also at higher risk of diabetes and high cholesterol as 

relative prosperity could lead to higher consumption of sugary drinks and 

foods high in cholesterol. Children in the age group of 10-19 showed a 

higher prevalence of pre-diabetes if their mother had finished schooling 

(15.1% versus 9.6%). The prevalence of high cholesterol levels was at 6.2% 

in these children as opposed to 4.8% among those whose mothers never 

attended school.

‘Foreign’ plastic invades Great Nicobar Island

Researchers have found litter from Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand on the 

island, which hosts a biosphere reserve

The pristine beaches of the Great Nicobar Island, India’s southernmost 

territory, are under threat from plastic. A survey of five beaches in the islands 

recorded the presence of plastic bottles.
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Sixty of these were analysed and found to be of ‘non-Indian origin,’ according 

to researchers, whose findings appear in the latest edition of Current 

Science.

“Major portion of the litter (40.5%) was of Malaysian origin. It was followed 

by Indonesia (23.9%) and Thailand (16.3%). Other countries contributed a 

minor portion,” researchers Biraja Kumar Sahu and B. Baskar note in their 

study.

The litter of Indian origin only amounted to 2.2%, they said.

Mr. Sahu is affiliated to the CSIR-Institute of Minerals and Materials 

Technology and Mr. Baskar to the Mayo Clinic, Rochester in Minnesota, 

USA.

About 10 countries including India contributed to the plastic litter in the 

island.

They were Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Singapore, Philippines, Vietnam, 

India, Myanmar, China and Japan.

Proximity to island

The overwhelming contribution from Indonesia and Thailand was likely due 

to its proximity to the island; the plastic is likely to have made its way to the 

island because of water currents via the Malacca Strait, which is a major 

shipping route.

“The huge quantities of marine debris observed on this island might be due 

to improper handling of the solid waste from fishing/mariculture activity and 

ship traffic,” the researchers note.

Strain of tourism

However, the researchers also point out that litter of Indian origin on beaches 

and mangroves of the Andaman Islands is continuously increasing.

This is probably due to lack of proper guidelines and inadequate staff to 

monitor these islands, they said.
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The Great Nicobar Island of Andaman has an area of about 1044 sq. km.

According to the 2011 census, has a population of about 8,069.

The island is home to one of the most primitive tribes of India — the 

Shompens.

The island includes the Great Nicobar Biosphere Reserve (GNBR) comprising 

of the Galathea National Park and the Campbell Bay National Park.

The island harbours a wide spectrum of ecosystems from tropical wet 

evergreen forests, mountain ranges and coastal plains.

The island is also home to giant robber crabs, crab-eating macaques, the 

rare megapode as well as leatherback turtles.

Biggest threat

Plastic pollution has emerged as one of the severest threats to ocean 

ecosystems and its concentration has reached 5,80, 000 pieces per square 

kilometre.

Plastic represents 83% of the marine litter found.

The remaining 17% is mainly textiles, paper, metal and wood.

If media keeps quiet, terrorism will end: Doval
“If 10 people are killed somewhere and nobody comes to know about it, 

nobody is terrorised. Somebody’s son is kidnapped and killed, then a mother 

sitting 500 miles away is terrorised, ‘could it happen to my son also’?” He 

asked.

“This is why we have to change our media policy, become more transparent, 

take them into confidence. And when we don’t tell them anything they 

probably speculate at times, which creates more terror in society. So 

perception management is an important part,” he added.

In 1985, Margaret Thatcher, while discussing the Trans World Airlines flight 
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hijacking, had said democratic nations “‘must try to find ways to starve the 

terrorist and the hijacker of the oxygen of publicity on which they depend.”

Mr. Doval said Pakistan made sponsorship of terrorism an instrument of 

state policy.

Lauding the efforts of India during the proceedings of the Financial Action 

Task Force (FATF), Mr. Doval said, “The biggest pressure on Pakistan is 

from the FATF. If you can collect evidence and share... Everyone knows 

Pakistan supports and finances terror. Only you people [the ATS, the STF 

and the NIA] can collect evidence. We are not targeting one country...don’t 

destroy evidence, use them... how we did against Pakistan. Give it to the 

media.”

‘FASTags will work as Aadhaar, track vehicles’
A FASTag uses Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology to make 

cashless payments through a prepaid account linked to it. The tag is fixed 

to the windscreen of a vehicle and an RFID antenna in the canopy of the toll 

gate scans the QR code and the tag identification number, following which 

the boom barrier lifts to allow a vehicle to pass through it without the need 

for a vehicle to stop.

The Minister mentioned that cameras will capture the images of vehicles, 

but officials involved with the initiative explained that it is the FASTag that 

will help track vehicles.

“A FASTag is linked to a bank account. When a vehicle passes through 

a toll, an SMS with date, time and place of transaction will be sent to the 

owner of the vehicle. The master data of all transactions will be with the 

concessionaire of the toll booth concerned, along with the bank with which 

the owner has registered the FASTag and the National Payments Corporation 
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of India,” officials said.

The Minister was quoted in a press statement saying that FASTags are “likely 

to reduce the nation’s GDP loss by bringing down loss of fuel while waiting 

at toll plazas.” FASTags are acceptable across 490 National Highways out 

of the total 527. These can also be used at nearly 39 State Highways. So 

far there are six million users in the country.

SC seeks reply from Centre on RTI portals
Court gives a month’s time; States also asked to reply

The Supreme Court  gave the Centre and 25 States a month’s time to 

respond to a writ petition seeking a direction to establish Right to Information 

(RTI) web portals across all States to enable citizens, especially those living 

abroad, to file RTI applications online.

A Bench led by Justice N.V. Ramana said no further adjournment would be 

granted to the government to reply on the petition filed by the Pravasi Legal 

Cell.

In August, the NGO, represented by senior advocate Sanjay Hegde, had 

said that none of the States, except Delhi and Maharashtra, has set up RTI 

portals.

The Central government established an online RTI portal whereby any Indian 

citizen, including Non-Resident Indians (NRIs), can apply for information 

under the RTI Act with the desired Ministry or Department under the Central 

government. An applicant can also pay the requisite fee through online 

payment in this portal and submit the RTI application, the petition said.

Feasibility of portal

The Centre had also requested, via a letter dated December 13, 2013, the 

various State governments to explore the feasibility of implementing online 
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RTI portals. It had even offered to provide technical support for this purpose 

through the National Informatics Centre (NIC) to the States.

“However, only the States of Maharashtra and Delhi have established their 

respective online portals for obtaining information from the departments of 

their respective governments,” the petition pointed out.

Physical application

It said that a person seeking information under the RTI Act of 2005 from 

any State department is compelled to make a physical application. This has 

become difficult for NRIs.

“The provision of an online web portal will help the Indian citizens, including 

the Non-Resident Indians by speedy dissemination of information requested, 

which in turn would only help in achieving the aim of the RTI laws of bringing 

transparency in administration,” the petition said.

It reminded the court of Section 7(1) of the 2005 Act, which provides for 

disclosure of information if it concerns the life or liberty of a person. Such 

dissemination of the information would be easier sought through an online 

application, the petition said.

Govt. officials violate RTI Act with impunity, says CIC
Chief Information Commissioner SudhirBhargava has accused government 

officials of violating the Right to Information Act with impunity, taking 

advantage of court orders that they cannot be penalised except in cases of 

mala fide intent.

He was speaking at a public meeting for users of the RTI Act, organised 

by the SatarkNagrikSangathan (SNS) , when retired Supreme Court judge 

MadanLokuremphasised the need for penalties to be imposed against the 

officials who delay or wrongly deny information under the Act.
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“When a government officer denies or delays information on pension benefits 

for a poor widow, there must be consequences,” Justice Lokur said. “They 

must face penalties or disciplinary proceedings.”

Mr. Bhargava agreed that penalties were needed to ensure effective 

implementation of the transparency law, but indicated that the State and 

Central information commissions (CIC) had their powers curbed by judicial 

orders requiring proof of mala fide intent on the part of the offender. “Public 

information officers take advantage of this as it is very hard to prove mala 

fide intent,” he said.

RTI activists say that the CIC and SICs are not using their powers to impose 

penalties even in cases where proof of mala fide intent is not necessary.

Data from the commissions showed that they failed to impose penalties in 

97% of the cases where violations of the RTI Act took place in 2018-19.

“Proof of mala fide intent is only needed in cases where an official wrongly 

denied information. Even then, the commission should at least be issuing 

a show cause notice. In the vast number of cases of delay in providing 

information – some as long as a thousand days – penalties can be imposed 

unless the officer shows a reasonable cause for the delay. When the 

commissions fail to take action against such officials, they are encouraging 

a culture of impunity,” said Anjali Bhardwaj of the SNS.

SC announces new postings minus reasons; Congress’ shift 
on Article 370; more
The Supreme Court collegium Thursday published seven resolutions of 

decisions taken on October 15 which are mere “statements” conveying the 

collegium’s recommendations to the government in a tabulated form.

In a move aimed at bringing children back to school amid a shutdown, the 
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J&K administration has announced the dates for year-end examinations 

from Class 5 to Class 12 in the Valley. However, the decision has left parents 

worried about security. “Who will guarantee their safety and security? How 

will they sit in exams when they didn’t even get a month of education in the 

second term?” asked a parent.

A BSF jawan was killed and another injured after Bangladesh border guards 

opened fire at them Thursday during a flag meeting along the border. The 

flag meeting was called after Border Guard Bangladesh (BGB) personnel 

took three Indian fishermen into custody. The BGB Director General assured 

BSF officials of a thorough probe into the incident.

Nuancing Congress’ position, former PM Manmohan Singh underlined 

that though the “party had voted in favour of the dilution of Article 370 in 

Parliament,” it was “opposed to the high-handed manner” in which it was 

done. Balancing the party’s aggressive view on VinayakDamodarSavarkar 

— days after Congress had slammed the Maharashtra BJP for pledging in 

its manifesto a Bharat Ratna for Savarkar — saying it was not against him 

but against his Hindutva ideology.

The Supreme Court collegium Thursday published seven resolutions of 

decisions taken on October 15 which are mere “statements” conveying 

the collegium’s recommendations to the government in a tabulated form. 

This is a significant departure from its two-year-old practice of publishing 

recommendations to the government on appointment of judges along with 

reasons in a bid to ensure transparency.

As the 40 days of hearings are over, and just before the Lordships are set 

to rule on the matter, it is good to recall that it will be 27 years since the 

demolition of the Babri Masjid in Ayodhya this December. And longer than 

that since judicial activity over the title suit of the land with competing claims 

began, writes SeemaChishti
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Britain and the European Union agreed on a Brexit deal Thursday, setting 

the stage for a fateful showdown in the British Parliament, where Prime 

Minister Boris Johnson faces an uphill task to gather enough votes for his 

plan after three years of a politically corrosive debate.

The JSCA Stadium at Ranchi will be hosting the third Test between India 

and South Africa from Saturday. In January 2018, after Dean Elgar was hit 

on the grille by a JaspritBumrah bouncer, a similar third Test match between 

the two countries had been stopped because the umpires weren’t satisfied 

with the condition of the Wanderers pitch. However, with the JSCA pitch 

unlikely to offer any unpredictability, the visitors will have very little ‘elbow 

room’ to cause an upset.

Around 6.30 pm last Thursday, two workers were digging up a small portion 

of a muddy field at the Bareilly cremation ground to bury an infant who had 

died minutes after birth. About three feet down, they came across a cloth 

bundle. What happened next made them freeze in fear. Inside the cloth 

bundle was an earthen pot, and inside the pot was a baby girl — she was 

alive.

Report on ‘conspiracy against judiciary’ with SC
The former Supreme Court judge Justice A.K. Patnaik confirmed to The 

Hindu that he has submitted a detailed 40-page report on his investigation 

into allegations of a “larger conspiracy” hatched by a powerful lobby of 

fixers, disgruntled court employees and corporate figures to compromise 

the functioning of the highest judiciary.

“The report is detailed and deals with each and every allegation made on 

the aspect of the larger conspiracy against the judiciary. The report was 

submitted in the Supreme Court a month ago. It was not taken for hearing 
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because the court was busy with the Ayodhya issue. It will be taken up for 

hearing in open court shortly,” Justice Patnaik said.

The retired judge said the contents of the report could not be over-simplified 

by saying that so and so had been given a clean chit and others not.

“All the allegations have been squarely dealt with and conclusions drawn 

on them. The report is not about the woman who complained of sexual 

harassment against the Chief Justice of India.

The report is an inquiry into the allegation of larger conspiracy and evidence 

produced in support of it in the Supreme Court,” Justice Patnaik said.

He said that whatever had appeared in the media about the contents of his 

report were “selective leaks” and not sourced from him.

Justice Patnaik’s inquiry had focussed on material and affidavits provided 

by advocate Utsav Singh Bains, who claimed that a plot was on to target the 

judiciary, including CJI RanjanGogoi.

Two panels formed to revamp ‘British-era’ IPC
The Home Ministry is all set to overhaul the Indian Penal Code (IPC) 

designed by the British. A senior government official said rebooting the code 

introduced by the British in 1860 was necessary as it is primarily based on 

the spirit of “master and servant.”

On September 28, Home Minister Amit Shah while speaking at a function 

in Delhi had said that the Bureau of Police Research and Development 

(BPR&D) should work on a proposal to amend various sections of the IPC 

and the Code of Criminal Procedure (Cr.PC) after seeking suggestions from 

people across the country.

He said that in the British era, the police were raised to protect their interests, 

but now their duty is to “protect the people,” adding that since Independence 

more than 34,000 policemen across the country lost their lives in the line of 
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duty.

Recently the Ministry wrote to all States and Union Territories seeking 

suggestions to amend various sections of the IPC.

Two committees comprising legal luminaries have also been constituted by 

the Ministry. “The idea behind the overhaul is that the master-servant concept 

envisaged in IPC should change. After it was framed, the IPC has never been 

amended in totality. Some additions and deletions have been made,” the 

official said.

He explained that there was uneven punishment for crimes of grievous 

nature. “For example — snatching of chains or bags on road. It could be life-

threatening in some cases but the punishment is not commensurate with the 

gravity of the crime. Depending on the whims of the police, it is booked under 

robbery or theft. We have to standardize the punishment,” he added.

In 2016, the Home Ministry had proposed insertion of two stricter anti-racial 

discrimination provisions in the IPC. The two amendments — Section 153A 

and Section 509A — “to deal with racially motivated crimes” received lukewarm 

response from the States.

New rules to regulate social media by January
Internet has emerged as a potent tool that can cause unimaginable disruption 

to the democratic polity; the government has told the Supreme Court.

The Ministry of Information Technology said in an affidavit that rules to regulate 

social media intermediaries needed to be revised. The regulatory regime had 

to be ramped up considering the “ever-growing threats to individual rights and 

the nation’s integrity, sovereignty, and security.”

It said the new Information Technology Intermediaries Guidelines (Amendment) 

Rules would be notified by January 15, 2020.

The affidavit was in response to a September 24 order of the court to 
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appraise it of the status of framing of the new rules and the timeline for their 

notification.

The order came on a petition filed by the social media giant Facebook 

for transfer of pleas concerning the linking of social media accounts to 

Aadhaar.

Court to look into govt. plea for access to WhatsApp chats

A terrorist cannot claim privacy, Centre tells SC

The Supreme Court has decided to examine whether social media 

intermediaries, such as Facebook and WhatsApp, should facilitate the state 

to access encrypted and private conversations of citizens, purportedly to 

fight crime and terror.

A Bench of Justices Deepak Gupta and Aniruddha Bose  transferred to itself 

several cases pending in various High Courts on the issue and scheduled 

the hearing for the last week of January 2020 before an appropriate Bench.

The court is waiting for the Centre to notify the revised Information Technology 

Intermediaries Guidelines (Amendment) Rules by January 15. These Rules, 

said the government, were born out of the present day need to usher in a 

stricter regime and more cooperation to combat the spread of pornography, 

sedition, hate, fake news, “anti-national activities and terror” online.
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“A terrorist cannot claim privacy,” submitted Attorney General K.K. Venugopal, 

along with Tamil Nadu Advocate General Vijay Narayan and Additional 

Advocate General BalajiSrinivasan.

Solicitor General of India Tushar Mehta said the government’s move to gain 

more access into social media was not a “ploy” and was triggered by a deep 

concern for the sovereignty of the nation. It stemmed out of national interest.

“The government has no intention to invade the privacy of innocents,” Mr. 

Mehta said. Intermediaries should cooperate with the government to secure the 

nation against terror. “Your Lordships have to find a balance between national 

interest, sovereignty and police investigation with individual privacy.”

Solicitor General of India Tushar Mehta said the government’s move to gain 

more access into social media was not a “ploy” and was triggered by a deep 

concern for the sovereignty of the nation. It stemmed out of national interest.

“The government has no intention to invade the privacy of innocents,” Mr. 

Mehta said. Intermediaries should cooperate with the government to secure the 

nation against terror. “Your Lordships have to find a balance between national 

interest, sovereignty and police investigation with individual privacy.”

Mr. Mehta was reacting to submissions made by senior advocate Shyam 

Divan, for Internet Freedom Foundation, that the case was momentous and 

affected personal freedom. “The rights of citizens cannot be trampled upon,” 

Mr. Divan submitted.

Mr. Venugopal said Parliament had empowered the government through 

Section 69 (1) of the Information Technology Act to lawfully intercept, monitor 

and decrypt information through a computer resource if “satisfied that it is 

necessary or expedient to do so in the interest of the sovereignty or integrity 

of India, defence of India, security of the state, friendly relations with foreign 

states or public order or for preventing incitement to the commission of any 

cognisable offence or for investigation of any offence.”

He said, “Now social media intermediaries can’t come into the country and 
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say they can’t allow decryption.”

Justice Gupta remarked that the Section only allowed the government to 

lawfully decrypt information and did not entail any obligation on the part of 

the social intermediary concerned.

Mr. Venugopal responded that the government did not want any technical 

assistance from the intermediary to crack encrypted social media traffic to 

fight crime. All it wanted was for the online platforms to facilitate access.

“They will give us facilities to access the information, to access the entire 

counter system in which they are recording,” he submitted.

“Not so simple. I don’t have the key,” senior advocate MukulRohatgi, for 

WhatsApp, responded to the argument.

Justice Bose said the hardware may be located outside the country. “Let 

them say so, we will take care of that,” Mr. Venugopal replied.

Mr. Rohatgi said the social media intermediaries were under no obligation to 

disclose details of private accounts. This would breach privacy.

Justice Bose put matters in perspective, saying the social intermediaries 

could not claim protection under the fundamental rights of 19(1)(a) and (g) 

— right to free speech and right to practise any profession. “You are not an 

Indian citizen,” he explained.

Government notifies new RTI rules
The government  notified new rules under the Right to Information Act that 

reduced the tenure of information commissioners from five years to three.

The Right to Information (Term of Office, Salaries, Allowances and Other 

Terms and Conditions of Service of Chief Information Commissioner, 

Information Commissioners in the Central Information Commission, State 

Chief Information Commissioner and State Information Commissioners in 

the State Information Commission) Rules, 2019 notified by the Ministry of 
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Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions set the tenure of information 

commissioners at three years and gave the government the discretion to 

decide on “conditions of service” for which no express provisions are made 

in the rules.

The Chief Information Commissioner’s salary has been fixed at Rs. 2.5 lakh 

and an information commissioner’s at Rs. 2.25 lakh.

Activist Anjali Bharadwaj of the SatarkNagrikSangathan said the rules had 

been drafted in a “completely surreptitious manner in flagrant violation of the 

procedures laid down in the Pre-Legislative Consultation Policy of 2014. The 

policy requires all draft rules to be placed in the public domain for comments/

suggestions of people. The draft was not available in the public domain and 

no consultations were held with members of the public.”

Among the new rules, the government had been given the “power to relax” the 

provisions of the rules, raising “serious concerns that the government could 

potentially invoke these powers to determine different tenures for different 

commissioners at the time of appointment,” she said.

Second round of Smart Cities, AMRUT may roll out in 2020
The second round of the Centre’s flagship urban development schemes — 

the Smart Cities Mission and the Atal Mission for Rejuvenation and Urban 

Transformation (AMRUT) — were being considered and could be rolled out 

in 2020, Union Minister of State (independent charge) Housing and Urban 

Affairs Hardeep Singh Puri told The Hindu.

The first round of the Smart Cities Mission that covers 100 cities would be 

50% complete, that is 50 cities, by December, Mr. Puri said.

“I need to be careful, I can’t start talking about Smart Cities two because for 

too many people, their desire is to get another smart city. And this is a project 

till 2022. I think sometime around next year the pressures will begin to build, 
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like it has in the AMRUT scheme,” he said, adding that the government was 

already working on it.

Mr. Puri said AMRUT, a five-year scheme, started in June 2015. Many of 

its water and sewage management projects would get completed towards 

the end of the scheme — June 2020. “People are talking about AMRUT 2. 

Because there are 500 cities and the criteria was a population of 1,00,000, 

which gave coverage of something like 65% of urban population. So what 

about the remaining 35%? We’ll need to come up with an AMRUT 2 scheme,” 

he said.

He said the exact number of cities to be covered — whether 50 or all the 

remaining 35% — would have to be decided.

Another option, he said, would be to include the projects under the newly 

formed Jal Shakti Ministry’s mandate.

“In some respects we have been overtaken by events. Because now you 

have the Jal Shakti Ministry, which is working on water taps in every home 

so it may get subsumed in that.”

The Smart Cities Mission covers 100 cities with a total population of 

9,96,30,069 with projects worth a Rs. 2,05,018 crore.
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How to read corporate tax cut
The cut in corporate tax rate has been the biggest change; inclusive of 

cesses and surcharges, the rate has come down from roughly 35% to 25%, 

and without the cesses and surcharges, to 22% from around 30%.

Union Finance Minister NirmalaSitharaman’s announcement to cut corporate 

tax rates was targeted at arresting the slowdown in economic growth.

Speaking at the Bloomberg global business forum last week, Prime Minister 

NarendraModi made a strong pitch before global investors to come to India. 

Back home, the government has initiated a slew of reforms to arrest the 

slowdown in economic growth.

The cut in corporate tax rate has been the biggest change; inclusive of 

cesses and surcharges, the rate has come down from roughly 35% to 25%, 

and without the cesses and surcharges, to 22% from around 30%. The 

government has also nudged public and private banks to look at providing 

new loans to businesses, and has been working with RBI to bring down the 

cost of such loans by improving monetary policy transmission and reducing 

interest rates.

From a policy perspective, the situation looks primed to benefit the “wealth 

creators”, as the PM referred to business entrepreneurs in his Independence 

Day speech.

Why has the government cut tax rates?

A corporate tax cut works a lot like an income tax cut for individuals. In 

essence, a lower corporate tax rate means businesses have more money left 

with them; in other words, it increases their profits. As charts 1 and 2 show, 

India’s corporate tax rates were quite high in comparison to neighbouring 

countries. A lower tax rate not only improves corporate profitability but also 

makes India a more competitive market for investments.

How does this affect economic activity?
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The cut has three broad impacts.

One, in the immediate term, it leaves corporates with more money, which 

they can use to either reinvest in existing firms or invest in new ventures if 

they think doing so would be profitable. But it is also possible that they may 

simply use this money to pay off old debts or pay higher dividends to their 

shareholders. Whether or not companies invest will depend on the prevailing 

economic conditions.

Investments crucially depend on the consumption levels in an economy. If there 

is high consumer demand for, say, cars, firms in that sector would happily invest 

— but if there is no demand for, say, chocolates, firms in that sector would not 

invest. However, if the consumption level is depressed because incomes are 

low across the board, and companies have high unsold inventories (cars and 

chocolates, etc.), the impact on fresh investments would be muted.

Two, in the medium to long term, that is anywhere between one or two and 

five years or more, a corporate tax cut is expected to boost investments and 

increase the productive capacity of the economy. That’s because regardless 

of a slump in demand in the short term, investment decisions are taken after 

considering long term demand projections. If demand is expected to grow, 

investments will bear fruit and with lowers taxes, profits will be higher. These 

investments will also create jobs and increased earnings in due course.

However, a corporate tax cut also depresses economic activity to the extent 

that it reduces the money in the hands of the government in the form of tax 

revenues. If this money had been with the government, it would have been 

spent on either paying salaries or creating new productive assets such as 

roads — either way, this money would have gone straight to the consumers, 

instead of the investors.

So, will the tax cut boost growth this year?

It is difficult to argue that it would. There are greater chances that India’s 

GDP growth will continue to struggle in the current financial year despite the 
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corporate tax cut. This is because of a variety of reasons.

One, official statistics show that workers in several key sectors of the economy 

such as agriculture and manufacturing, etc. have seen their incomes stagnate. 

There is also increased joblessness in the country. This essentially means 

people’s buying power is severely constrained and that is why they are buying 

less, resulting in companies having high unsold inventories.

Two, as an analysis of 2,377 companies by Care Ratings shows (chart 3), 

42% of the tax-saving as a result of the corporate tax cut will go to firms in the 

banking, financial and insurance sectors. But these firms can at best lend to 

others — they cannot directly invest and start manufacturing units. So while 

the tax savings will help them become stronger financially, there may not be 

an immediate boost to economic activity. Other sectors in the table like Auto 

& Ancillary, Power, and Iron & Steel are already struggling with overcapacity, 

and are thus unlikely to invest.

Three, while the headline rates show a sharp fall in tax rates, it has been 

pointed out that since, thanks to exemptions, the effective corporate tax rate 

paid by companies was already 29.5%, the new tax rate of 25% is not as 

dramatically lower as initially thought — thus limiting the positive impact of the 

cut.

However, in the longer run, the tax cut will indeed, boost economic activity.

What happens to the fiscal deficit?

While announcing the cuts, Finance Minister NirmalaSitharaman had said that 

the corporate tax cut will cost the government Rs 1.45 lakh crore in revenues 

foregone. That is 0.7% of GDP. If added to the budgeted fiscal deficit (which 

maps the government’s borrowing from the market) of 3.5% of GDP, the impact 

would have been substantial with the fiscal deficit going to 4.2%.

But here, too, the negative impact is not as much as what was initially 

assessed, even though the FM has ruled out cutting expenditure to contain 

the fiscal deficit.
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This is again because of a variety of reasons. One, as mentioned earlier, 

the tax foregone may not be as high. Two, a considerable portion of the tax 

foregone will come back to the government via the dividends that public sector 

firms may announce as they too pay lower taxes. Three, whatever is the tax 

foregone; it will be shared almost equally between the Centre and states. 

Moreover, the RBI has already given Rs 58,000 crore of extra dividends that 

were not budgeted earlier. Lastly, the spike in stock markets and the overall 

business sentiment would likely mean that the government will earn more 

from disinvestment.

The result is that the fiscal deficit is expected to go up to only 3.7% of GDP.

Canalize Sutlej, Ravi, Beas for economic growth of Punjab: 
Capt to PM Modi
Amarinder also underlined the need to harness the river water, which was 

currently flowing into Pakistan during the monsoon.

Prime Minister NarendraModi meets Punjab Chief Minister Captain Amarinder 

Singh, in New Delhi, Thursday. (Source: PTI)

To “enable conservation of water” and “enhance the region’s economic 

growth,”, Punjab Chief Minister Amarinder Singh Thursday urged the central 

government to take up as a national project the cannalisation of Sutlej, Ravi 

and Beas – the state’s three eastern rivers of the Indus water system.

Canalization of rivers and development of riverfront areas, he said, will 

expand activities leading to widening of Punjab economy’s base, diversifying 

economic activities and sources of livelihood for the state’s rapidly growing 

younger generation.

In his proposal, presented to Prime Minister NarendraModi during a meeting 

with him, the chief minister suggested construction of high speed economic 

corridors on over 945 km-long river embankments, flood protection measures 
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and lining of internal side-slopes of the Sutlej, Ravi and Beas.

Amarinder also underlined the need to harness the river water, which was 

currently flowing into Pakistan during the monsoon.

The move, he said, would help the state enhance its ‘Jal Shakti’ (water power) 

to encourage diversification of agriculture, promote quality urbanization and 

speed up industrialization.

Complementing the PM on his initiative to provide drinking water to each 

household in the country, through the creation of the new Jal Shakti ministry, 

and inception of Jal (water), Jeevan (life), Mission and the ‘Nal se Jal’ (tap water) 

scheme, Amarinder said his government also stands committed to the cause 

of providing drinking water to its citizens under the initiative ‘HarGharPani-

HarGharSafai’ (water and sanitation for every household).

Amarinder expressed concern over the state’s reduction in Jal Shakti at the 

time of India’s partition and during reorganization of Punjab in 1966, and 

pointed out that the three perennial rivers of Sutlej, Ravi and Beas irrigate only 

about 27 per cent of the state’s cultivated area, leading to over-exploitation of 

the ground water. It is apprehended, he said, seven districts of the state will 

transform into a desert in the near future with sure signs of poverty revisiting 

these areas.

Underlining the need to increase water productivity through augmentation and 

strengthening of water management, control and regulation infrastructure, 

Amarinder suggested launch of the cannalisation project with the Sutlej river, 

which would require an investment of about Rs 4000 crore (USD 0.7 billion) 

over a period of 3 to 5 years.

The task may begin with a feasibility study that may be assigned to techno-

economic experts of international repute, he suggested.

The CM assured that the state would extend its full cooperation to get the 

proposal realised in terms of sending a team of officers from the Punjab 

government to engage and discuss the same with the officials of the Union 
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Ministry of Jal Shakti.

He pointed out out that the three rivers as of now have kutcha (earthen) 

embankments, measuring 945.24 kms; (Sutlej 484.12 kms, Ravi 245.28 kms 

and Beas 215.84 kms), covering almost over 60 per cent of the state’s area. He 

observed that one-third of the state’s population living in riverfront areas was 

also suffering due to the flooding that occurs during the monsoon period.

‘Railways will help achieve $5 trillion economy goal’
Union Home Minister Amit Shah said here  that Mahatma Gandhi used the 

railway network to connect with people and gain Independence. He was 

speaking at the inauguration of a Vande Bharat Express train.

“Bapu used the railways to connect to people. During one such journey, when 

he saw a woman without proper clothes, he donated his clothes and vowed to 

lead a frugal life till he attained prosperity for his country.... the Independence 

struggle got momentum as he used railway journeys to send his message 

across. Just like Independence, railways will be an important tool in achieving 

the $5 trillion economy goal of Prime Minister NarendraModi,” he said.

The new train will cut the travel time between Delhi and Katra to eight hours 

from the previous 12 hours.

The New Delhi-KatraVande Bharat Express (train number 22439) will depart 

from the New Delhi Railway Station at 6 a.m. to reach Katra at 2 p.m.

On the return journey the same day, the train (number 22440) will leave from 

the Katra station at 3 p.m. to reach New Delhi at 11 p.m.

‘No reason to doubt government’s commitment to fiscal 
deficit’
I am not aware of any demand from the government for payment of interim 

dividend, says the RBI Governor
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Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Governor Shaktikanta Das discussed a wide range 

issues during the post-policy interaction with the media. Edited excerpts:

Did the MPC deliberate on the impact of corporate tax rate cut on fiscal 

deficit and if yes, what was the outcome?

The government has made a statement that they will adhere to the fiscal deficit 

target of the current year. So, we have no reason to doubt the commitment 

of the government to maintain fiscal deficit number as given in the Budget. 

[The] government has several sources of revenue. So, whatever shortfall is 

expected because of the announcement of the corporate tax rate cut, the 

government has the option of making it up through other sources.

Are the open market operations of the RBI only to ensure adequate 

liquidity or are they used to enable further transmission?

OMO [open market operations] is basically a liquidity instrument. In our internal 

working group report, it has been stated that the RBI has several instruments 

to infuse liquidity. OMO remains in our toolkit. Then, we have forex swaps 

which we had introduced last year. Term repo is also something which has 

been added. So far as the RBI is concerned, OMO will be done to deal with 

the liquidity situation, either to infuse or suck out liquidity. [The] RBI does not 

manage yields. Yields are market driven.

Is there a lower bound for policy rates?

We have not said anything on the lower bound of policy rates. What we have 

said is that as long as the growth momentum remains as it is, and till the 

growth is revived, the RBI will continue to remain in an accommodative mode. 

At this point, it is not possible to comment where the RBI will take a pause.

There are reports that the government is asking for Rs. 30,000 crore in 

interim dividend. But the BimalJalan Committee report suggested that 

there will be no interim dividend. Can you please clarify?

I also saw it in the media. I am not aware of any such demand from the 

government for payment of interim dividend.
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Was there a discussion in the MPC about the ongoing crisis in the PMC 

Bank?

This is not within the purview of the MPC. But I would like to say that so far 

as the RBI is concerned, we would like to make it very clear that the Indian 

banking sector remains sound and stable. And there is no reason for any 

unnecessary panic. As soon as this issue came to our notice, the RBI acted 

very swiftly and promptly. One incident should not be used as generalised 

health of the cooperative banking sector.

Do you think imposing prompt corrective action (PCA) would have been 

a better option?

Where PCA is appropriate, the RBI will use that framework. We have placed 

a private sector bank under PCA recently.

Imposing PCA is nothing new. In the past also, the RBI has put banks under 

PCA. This is to ensure timely steps are taken to bring the bank [back on 

track].

The RBI has reduced GDP forecast for FY20 sharply, by 80 bps. But why 

did you cut the rate only by 25 bps?

You have to see it at the back of 110 bps rate [cut] which has been done. It is 

135 bps rate cut now between February to October.

PMC Bank was hiding NPAs for the last eight years. Why was the RBI 

unable to spot that?

The RBI is looking into all aspects of this particular bank. The matter is under 

investigation by the Economic Offences Wing.

So, at this point in time, I would not like to go into further details.

Will the RBI prefer cooperative banks to be completely regulated by it?

Every such incident is an experience. Based on that experience, we will 

obviously give a fresh look at the regulatory framework that is in existence. 

And, if any changes are required, we will take it up with the government.
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RBI mandates internal ombudsman by large non-bank digital 
wallets
Faced issues will transfer money to your digital wallet? Have a dispute with 

a transaction through your online wallet? Soon, resolution will be faster and 

smoother. In its ‘Statement on Developmental and Regulatory Policies’ on 

the sidelines of the monetary policy that was announced today, the RBI has 

mandated the creation of an internal ombudsman by non-bank issuers of 

prepaid payments wallets.

Only issuers with more than 10 million (1 crore) prepaid payments instruments 

outstanding will be covered by this directive. Thus major digital wallet 

providers such Amazon Pay, Mobikwik or PhonePe are likely to fall under this 

ambit. However some major issuers such as Paytm which has a payments 

bank license will be covered by the banking ombudsman instead. The RBI’s 

objective is create swift and cost-effective mechanism for grievance redressal 

and create an additional tier for resolving complaints. The Central Bank is set 

to issue detailed instructions in this regard on 15th October 2019.

The latest step builds upon the Ombudsman Scheme for digital transactions 

which was set up in January 2019. The Ombudsman scheme lists out a series 

of issue that may arise for customers of prepaid payment instruments. They 

include failure in crediting merchant’s account within reasonable time, failure 

to load funds within reasonable time in wallets /cards, unauthorized electronic 

fund transfer, among others. However customers can approach this body only 

after first taking their complaint to the provider in question. The new internal 

ombudsman proposed by the RBI is likely to help providers and customers 

resolve complaints internal.

“RBI’s instruction to large non-bank PPI issuers is expected to improve the 

level of customer service as well as bring in a more effective, responsive 

and institutionalized customer redressal system for customers of large wallet 

companies,” said Gaurav Gupta, Co-founder and CEO, Myloancare.
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WEF hails bank mergers, corporate tax rate reduction

Reforms such as the recently-announced bank mergers and corporate tax 

rate cuts have added to India’s attractiveness as an investment destination, 

World Economic Forum (WEF) MD SaritaNayyar said in an interview to The 

Hindu.

“One noteworthy and recent move is the merger of the State-run banks in 

India, which will help to bring about stability in the financial sector,” she said. 

“This will help ensure that the banks have a strong balance sheet which, in 

turn, will help boost lending and revive economic growth.”

“India is still expected to grow by 7.2% according to the Asian Development 

Bank which still ranks it the second-fastest economy in the whole of the 

Asia Pacific belt (second only to Bangladesh),” she added. “It makes India 

an attractive investment destination, given India’s workforce, population and 

potential to grow.”

Ms. Nayyar added that the corporate tax rate cuts announced by the 

government were a much-needed stimulus for the country as well as corporate 

India, and that these cuts now align India with its south and south East Asian 

peer countries in terms of the basic corporate tax rate.

Further, she said the cuts provide an opportunity to India Inc. to reinvest their 

earning and pump it back into the economy.

“As we had seen during the U.S. tax cut initiated by President Trump a year 

ago, such relief can provide the necessary impetus for growth,” Ms. Nayyar 

said.

‘Cooperative banks must be professionally managed’
Board of directors must independently assess bank’s functioning and be able 

to question shareholders’ representatives

Former Deputy Governor of RBI, R. Gandhi, who headed a committee to 
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review the cooperative banking sector in 2015, says the government and 

the Reserve Bank of India should initiate governance reforms in cooperative 

banks as recommended by his committee, such as mandating professionally 

run board of management in these entities. Excerpts:

RBI often imposes restrictions on cooperative banks, the latest being 

those on the Punjab and Maharashtra Cooperative Bank. What exactly 

is the issue with such entities?

There has been always a concern over the cooperative banks’ governing 

structure. The boards of directors are appointed based on election by the 

shareholders.

The governance structure in banks or in other financial institutions is that it 

should be professionally managed.

And the shareholders’ representation should be minimum.

It is the independent directors who are majority.

That is the structure we are unable to bring into the cooperative banks because 

of the basic nature of the Cooperative Societies Act. Under that, the board of 

directors is based on election by the shareholders.

How can you bring professionalism to decision-making in cooperative 

banks?

The RBI had been suggesting, the Malegam Committee suggested earlier, my 

committee also suggested — since we cannot change the Constitution and 

even the Cooperative Societies Act derives power from the Constitution — that 

a board of management in cooperative banks should be delegated powers 

similar to what commercial banks have given to their boards of directors. This 

will be the de facto board of directors. That has not been done yet.

How will that help?

What we want is that the board of directors should have independent 

assessment of the bank’s functioning, supervising monitoring. It should have 

the moral strength to question the shareholders’ representative.
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So that the line management will have the greater confidence to act 

professionally.

Can RBI alone mandate the changes that have been suggested by various 

committees?

The government has to play along with the Reserve Bank to insist that these 

things should be done.

Do you think the cooperative banking sector will face a crisis of 

confidence due to the PMC Bank issue?

I do not think the cooperative banking system will face any crisis of confidence 

due to the PMC Bank issue.

PMC has got all the attention because it is Mumbai-based and is reasonably big 

sized. Otherwise, the RBI periodically has been liquidating cooperative banks 

or putting them under restriction. At one point, there were 2,900 cooperative 

banks, at its peak.

Today it is less than 1,500. The number is coming down because the RBI has 

been slowly eliminating the bad banks.

‘India contributed to post-blast economic recovery in Lanka’
Indian firms prefer Lanka for team outings, says official

An additional inflow of business tourists, rise in bookings for traders’/dealers’/

consumers’ conferences and wedding parties from India have contributed 

significantly to the overall economic recovery in the last couple of months, 

according to a Sri Lankan Government official.

A series of bomb blasts ripped through churches and hotels in Sri Lanka on 

April 21, killing over 250 people bringing the island nation’s trade and tourism 

to a grinding halt. After the Easter Sunday attack, tourist arrivals dropped to 

37,802 in May against 1.30 lakh in the corresponding month a year ago and 

from the year’s peak of over 2.52 lakh in February. However, the numbers 
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started picking up with 63,072 arrivals in June, 1,15,701 in July and 1,43,587 

in August as per statistics provided by the Sri Lanka Convention Bureau.

Yasantha De Silva Yaddehi, Minister (Commercial), Sri Lanka Deputy High 

Commission-Chennai said Sri Lanka had made a remarkable recovery in 

the last few months and India’s contribution to it has been significantly high 

especially in the weddings and MICE (Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and 

Exhibitions) segments.

“Post bomb blasts, our MICE arrivals from India have picked up substantially 

in the last few months. We have been receiving bookings for traders’/dealers’ 

meetings and consumer conferences. A large number of Indian corporates, 

mostly automotive, cement, pharma and IT firms, prefer us for their team 

outings. Business and leisure tourist arrivals are also on the rise,’’ said Mr. 

Yaddehi.

In September, the Sri Lankan government earned over $50 million from 

international conference of the Bohra community held in Colombo.

RBI rejects Indiabulls Housing, Lakshmi Vilas Bank merger 
deal

Negative feedback from investigative agencies could be a reason

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has rejected the merger proposal of Indiabulls 

Housing Finance and Lakshmi Vilas bank (LVB), the latter said in a regulatory 
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filing .

“... this is to inform that RBI vide letter dated October 9, 2019, informed that the 

application for voluntary amalgamation of Indiabulls Housing Finance Ltd. and 

Indiabulls Commercial Credit Ltd. with The Lakshmi Vilas Bank Ltd. cannot be 

approved,” LVB said in the regulatory filing.

While Lakshmi Vilas Bank did not disclose the reason for the rejection of the 

merger proposal, people with direct knowledge of the matter said negative 

feedback from various agencies, including investigative and regulatory bodies, 

on the mortgage financier could be the prime reason.

“Indiabulls Housing probably has not met the fit and proper criteria of the 

banking regulator,” said a source.

The merger was important for the housing finance company which would have 

given it access to low cost funds, at a time when the non-banking financial 

sector is facing a crisis of confidence with banks choking lending to the 

sector.

Indiabulls Group has been mired in controversy in recent times with eminent 

lawyer PrashantBhushan filing a public interest litigation alleging financial 

irregularities and siphoning of funds.

The company had, however, refuted all the allegations.

Indiabulls Group founder and Chairman Sameer Gehlaut’s name appeared 

in the Panama papers, an area that the banking regulator looked into while 

vetting the merger proposal, the source said.

Indiabulls Housing had applied for a universal banking licence when the RBI 

invited applications in 2013 but failed to secure one.

Indiabulls Group had significantly reduced stake in its real estate arm, which 

is now below 20%, to become eligible for a banking licence. RBI norms do 

not allow any group that derives over 40% of its revenue from non-financial 

activities to enter the banking sector.

The merger was equally crucial for LVB as it was in desperate need of funds. 
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The lender’s capital adequacy ratio at end June was 6.46%, way below the 

regulatory requirement.

LVB is now under the prompt corrective action framework of the RBI due to a 

high level of bad loans and insufficient capital.

Now that the merger will not happen, the uncertainty of the last five months 

is lifted and the company will focus on growth of its core business of housing 

finance, Indiabulls Housing Finance said. The entities had announced the 

merger in April and sought approval from the RBI in May this year.

Big truth about investing in small-caps
Entry price holds the key to returns; profit seen on books is never the profit 

one really gets, as liquidity dries up in no time

When you see a houseful of seasoned and budding investors looking for 

newer opportunities to invest, you are all respect for their efforts to invest 

well.

A recent event on stock ideas that I attended had such a gathering. And 

what most looked for were undiscovered stocks, and more so the potential 

undiscovered multi-baggers!

Now, I have a problem to pick with those who believe that they can strike it 

rich only if they can discover such stocks and that nothing else will do.

Such folks have tremendous conviction that small caps cannot go wrong for 

the following seemingly logical reasons: one, these are under-researched and 

hence underpriced. Two, small caps are riskier and therefore should deliver 

more. Three, low base effect works beautifully to produce multi-baggers.

Sorry, but small-cap stocks are, well, stocks. The above points do not provide 

them any fillip unless they pass through every sound filter that applies to all 

stocks.
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And some filters apply more for small caps. For example, your entry price 

can really be the make or break for your small cap stock’s return. This may 

not always be the case with larger stocks.

Two, the profit you see on books is never the profit you really get with small 

caps. When liquidity dries up, it does so in no time, leaving a yawning gap 

between what you thought was your profit versus what you really make.

And third, beyond all, is a fact few small-cap supporters will admit: that the 

period of brilliance in performance of small caps is limited and can shift very 

swiftly.

Larger companies have a much longer staying period in terms of returns 

they can deliver. Look at the three graphs below. I have removed the name 

of all the three small and micro caps (turned penny stocks too).

Most retail investors tend to participate in a story like the one in the ‘no 

come back’ graph and get hurt very badly. The ‘late bloomer’ is a wonderful 

example for small cap brilliance. But look at the time-frame over which the 

stock has bloomed.

Annualised return

How many have the staying power and what is the opportunity loss? And the 

return is an annualised 19% over 20 years. This is a return that stocks that 

were already large-cap managed to beat over this period. The third is the 

classic burst of brilliance and then quickly slipping to middle path.

Stocks work wonderfully when picked from the bottom of a bear market. This 

is most true of small caps because this segment takes the brunt of the bear 

hit and when they bounce back, show higher momentum from a low base.

But here’s the problem. Many of them are beaten down in a bear market. How 

do you pick the ‘best value’? Let us take the recent example of the correction 

in small caps. Since the January 2018 peak, 77 of the 100 Nifty Small cap 

index stocks are in losses. The average fall for these stocks is 41%.
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Now, the problem is if you had a quality large cap with a steep fall, you know 

the stock of a sound, established company will make a comeback when the 

economy stabilises; be it a bank, an engineering or auto company, provided 

its fundamentals remain intact.

However, the challenges are multiple in small caps: first, the fundamentals 

can change quickly when a small company fails to recover from a macro 

issue. Second, the multi-baggers in small caps are often driven by themes. 

If the last success story was a retail chain, then regency bias of picking such 

a stock in the current beaten down market sets in.

The problem lies there. If you do not know what the next emerging theme 

is, picking on a lost theme is hardly value. In fact, you end up buying at 

‘peak’ valuation despite a price correction. If you are unlucky, then you will 

be holding a ‘no come back’ stock. Or with some luck, you might hold a stock 

that delivers marginally like the ‘burst of brilliance’ graph (post the fall from 

grace, which is).

Third, the problem is compounded when the stock you picked as ‘value’ falls 

more. In the process of averaging, there is more good money thrown after 

bad. The accumulation of small-cap stocks is one of the hardest decisions 

and often where you really lose.

I am not a large-cap campaigner, nor do I believe that small caps are useless. 

My simple point is, do not be lured by the ‘5 multi-baggers for 2019/forever’ 

story done to death in media and by punters. Build a boringly solid portfolio 

and add a few small caps or small-cap funds for zing. You can free up your 

time spent on poring over numbers and instead watch a nice cricket match 

or take a walk on the beach. Trust me, you will still build wealth.

‘For FMCG, rural growth worst in 7 years’
Little cheer:Rural market grew at 5% in the quarter ended September 30, 
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lower than urban market’s 8% .Reuters  

High rural inflation, lowest annual wage hike since 2009, floods leading to 

crop loss key factors: study

For the first time in seven years, rural growth has fallen below that of urban 

for the fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) industry, whose sales are often 

looked upon as a barometer of overall economic growth and consumption 

due to the range and reach of products across price points.

According to a latest study by Nielsen, rural market grew at 5% in the quarter 

ended September 30, lower than the urban market’s growth rate of 8%. 

For the rural market, this is a sharp fall considering it grew at 20% in the 

corresponding quarter last year.

According to the research company, rural India contributes 36% to the overall 

FMCG sales, and has historically been growing around 300 to 500 basis 

points faster than urban.

“This has been on account of increasing affordability, availability and 

conversion of commodity to branding resulting in higher demand. However, in 

recent periods, rural growth is slowing down at a much faster rate compared 

to urban,” said a release by Nielsen.

Rural growth took a hit primarily due to high rural inflation, lowest annual 

wage hike since 2009 and floods in as many as 13 states leading to crop loss 

and thereby farm income.

‘Significant drop’

The sales per store in rural areas in the September 2019 quarter was 

one-fourth when compared to the September 2018 quarter, which further 

corroborates the significant drop in demand among rural customers.

In value terms, the FMCG industry grew at 7.3% in the September 2019 

quarter — a significant fall from the 16.2% in the September 2018 quarter 

— even as growth trend continued to be dampened by a drop in consumption 
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that fell to 3.9% in September 2019 quarter from the 13.2% in the corresponding 

quarter last year.

“The sentiments echo those in India’s economic environment with GDP also 

witnessing fifth straight quarter of downside. The drop in GDP is driven by the 

weakening of household spending which forms the majority share of the GDP 

for the country. There is also a looming concern on increasing inflationary 

pressure which was at 2% at the beginning of the year and has already moved 

up to 4% in September 2019,” said Nielsen.

Going ahead, the FMCG industry is expected to grow in the range of 6.5% to 

7.5% in the December 2019 quarter, while the first three months of 2020 could 

see the industry grow in the range of 7.5% to 8.5% due to a combination of 

factors like government policies, Budget provisions, monsoon, onset of festive 

season and rise of e-commerce, according to Nielsen.

Help for health insurance policyholders
In order to make health insurance available to all, the Insurance Regulatory 

and Development Authority of India (IRDAI) recently introduced certain new 

laws in order to make health insurance more user-friendly.

To start with, a committee report that restricts exclusions under a health 

insurance policy has been introduced which are completely customer-friendly. 

Specifically, IRDAI issued a draft to introduce a standard health insurance 

plan for all with a basic sum insured of Rs. 50,000 to Rs. 10 lakh, as per the 

requirement of the customer.

The minimum age of entry for buying the policy will be 18 years and the 

maximum age will be 65 years. The plan will be indemnity-based with lifelong 

renewability option.

Alternative medicine

IRDAI also mandated that the standard health insurance plan will also provide 
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coverage for expenses incurred on alternative treatment such as AYUSH, 

which includes homeopathy, ayurveda, siddha or unani. The expenses, 

though, will completely be subject to fixed and standard sub-limits on the 

sum insured.

Another major proposal submitted is a four-year waiting period for inclusion of 

any ailment in the health cover against the current waiting period which is for 

two years. However, for some conditions such as hypertension, diabetes and 

cardiac problems, the waiting period must be reduced to 30 days. Moreover, 

in order to ensure that the people suffering from pre-existing diseases, 

including those with disabilities, get proper health insurance, the insurers will 

include permanent exclusions with due consent of the customer.

Also, insurers will not be allowed to question the claims of the policyholder on 

the ground of non-disclosure. However, this will only be applicable after eight 

years of continuous renewals by the policyholder. However, the policy would 

be entirely subject to all clauses, including sub-limits, co-pay and deductibles 

as mentioned in the policy contract.

Mental health

With the aim of making mental healthcare available to all, IRDAI has directed 

insurers to include mental illnesses to be included in all regular health 

insurance policies. IRDAI made it quite clear that insurers cannot deny 

coverage to policyholders who have used opioids or anti-depressants in the 

past. Also, insurers cannot deny coverage to people with a proven history of 

clinical depression, personality or neurodegenerative disorders, sociopathy 

and psychopathy.

It was often noted that a certain group of patients including cancer survivors, 

epilepsy patients and many others with specific permanent physical disabilities 

are denied medical coverage due to their severe health conditions.

Further, all health conditions and illnesses acquired after the issuance of 

policy, apart from those not covered under the policy contract (like infertility 
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and maternity), will now be covered under the policy. There are numerous 

major ailments that cannot be permanently excluded.

Some of the important and major diseases that must be added to the list 

include Alzheimer’s, Parkinsons, AIDS/HIV and morbid obesity.

With all these changes in place, it is a good time to review your insurance 

portfolio and make sure that all health related risks are covered by the 

insurer.

The dividend yield minefield
You should investigate high dividend yield stocks thoroughly before committing 

investment

Investing for dividend yield in India is a minefield. Here’s how to navigate it.

With shaky banks and defaulting NBFCs, many Indian investors are beginning 

to wonder if dividend yield stocks aren’t a better bet for their income needs. 

The recent market correction has also expanded the basket of stocks offering 

lucrative double-digit dividend yields.

But dividend yield investing in India, like value investing, is a minefield.

To succeed at it, you’ve got to put extra effort into researching a company’s 

profit and dividend history and business prospects. Here are some checks to 

avoid the risks.

Special dividends

Most stock screeners calculate dividend yield by dividing a company’s latest 

annual dividend per share by its latest stock price.

While this is indeed the correct way to capture dividend yield, selecting stocks 

based on this parameter can leave you high and dry if the ‘yield’ was propped 

up by a one-off dividend in the latest year. Companies that are regular 

dividend-payers may suddenly declare a special dividend in a particular year 

to distribute proceeds of an asset sale or a spin-off.
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P&G Health (formerly Merck) today pops up on many ‘high dividend yield’ 

screeners because it declared a total dividend of Rs. 440 per share for 

CY2018, translating into a 10% yield on the current stock price of Rs. 4,400.

But if you buy the stock hoping to mop up 10% from dividends every year, 

you’d be sorely disappointed because that’s not a sustainable payout. In 2018, 

Rs. 416 of the company’s Rs. 440 dividend per share came from a special 

distribution that it made, after transferring its biopharma and life sciences 

business to Merck Life Sciences.

So, if you find a quality stock with a dividend yield that looks too good to be 

true, double-check for a special dividend in the latest year.

Strip this out from its average dividend per share for the last five years, to 

calculate the sustainable dividend yield.

Unpredictable earnings

Graphite India figures on many high dividend yield shopping lists currently, 

because its dividend for FY19 at Rs. 55 per share translates into a hefty yield 

of over 20% on its stock price of Rs. 270. But its dividend history shows that 

the company which paid out modest dividends of Rs. 2-3 per share for the ten 

years from FY07 to FY17 suddenly ramped them up to Rs. 17 in FY18 and 

Rs. 55 in FY19.

The jump in dividends can be traced to a sharp pick up in the company’s 

fortunes which saw its reported profit shoot up from Rs. 112 crore in FY17 

to over Rs. 2,800 crore in FY19. But after this stellar growth, it has seen its 

revenue halve and profit fall by 77% in the recent April-June quarter.

Given that the company’s profits (and thus dividends) are decided by hard-to-

predict factors such as swings in the global steel, electrode and needle coke 

prices, its dividends can be prone to high volatility from year to year, making 

it a poor choice for regular income seekers.

Companies with a five-year record of steady profit growth make for better 

dividend bets than those with a recent profit boom.
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Price meltdown

Sometimes, companies pop up on high dividend yield lists because their 

stock prices have fallen off a cliff.

Given that the very purpose of dividend yield investing is to earn a regular 

cash flow from a stable business, betting on a teetering business for yield is 

a dodgy strategy. Beverages maker Manpasand Beverages seems to offer 

an attractive dividend yield of over 8%, quite unusual in an FMCG stock. The 

company paid out dividends of Rs. 0.5 to Rs. 1 in the three years from FY16 

to FY18, while its current market price is just Rs. 6. But a check on its stock 

price chart shows a decline in its stock price from over Rs. 100 in May 2019 

to Rs. 6 now. The company has been battling misgovernance and tax fraud 

allegations and hasn’t published its financial results in the recent quarters.

Apart from checking recent news,It is also critical to run a governance check 

on companies with an unusually high dividend yield before taking the plunge. 

In India, an ultra-low PE or a sky-high dividend yield on a stock is often a 

sign that the stock market is sceptical of the reported numbers. There’s no 

point in investing in a ‘dividend yield’ candidate where governance risks can 

decimate your wealth faster than dividend pay-outs can add to it. Even if 

you’re not in a position gauge why a company’s stock price has plummeted 

so sharply, it is best to stay off dividend yield plays with precipitous share 

price drops. This is usually a sign that the markets know something about the 

business or its prospects that you don’t.

Promoter needs

In companies with a large or influential promoter, the promoter’s need for 

cash can exert a big influence on dividend policies. They may vary their 

dividend payouts or take alternative routes to distribute surpluses, based on 

changing promoter requirements, making them unsuitable bets for regular 

income investors. Despite its net profit rising sharply from Rs. 17,732 crore to 

Rs. 26,710 crore between FY15 and FY19, ONGC has trimmed its dividends 
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from Rs. 9.50 to Rs. 7 per share in this period. The quantum of ONGC’s 

dividend payouts, like those of many other PSUs, has been driven by the 

Centre’s fiscal math.

In the last couple of years, ONGC has been pressured by its promoter to buy 

out HPCL to help the disinvestment programme and distributed a chunk of its 

cash through buybacks.

While it may be hard to gauge if the promoter is pulling the strings on a 

company’s dividend policies, looking at trends in its dividend payout ratio in 

the last five years can be a good check on whether it is a regular or an erratic 

dividend payer. Companies that stick to a constant payout ratio or a tight 

range are the ones with a well thought out dividend policy.

Indian Bank profit surges on other income
Public sector lender keeps non-performing assets under check

Public sector lender Indian Bank has posted a 139% increase in its standalone 

net profit for the second quarter ended September 2019 to Rs. 358.56 crore 

mainly on account of an increase in other income, said a top official.

“Our robust performance is attributed to focus on business growth and 

earnings, strict adherence to prudential lending norms coupled with our 

financial strength, including sustained efforts to keep NPAs under control,” 

said PadmajaChunduru, MD and CEO, Indian Bank.

“We excelled in all the parameters apart from net interest margin (NIM) and 

current account savings account (CASA) deposits. Our focus on all these 

parameters is paying off. We are on the right trajectory,” she said.

During the quarter, total income grew 18% to Rs. 6,045 crore and net interest 

income rose 8% to Rs. 1,863 crore. Net revenue grew 20% to Rs. 2,601 crore. 

Other income (non-interest revenue) rose 72% to Rs. 738 crore, mainly on 

account of Rs. 249 crore profit on sale of investments.
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Provisions rise

Provisions and contingencies rose to Rs. 1,143 crore against Rs. 1,041 

crore mainly on account of higher provisioning towards income tax. Non-

performing loan provision coverage ratio was 68.06%. Net interest margin 

(domestic) declined by 9 basis points and touched 2.92% and the bank aims 

to end the year at 3%.

On non-performing assets (NPAs), she said: “Our sustained focus on 

monitoring NPAs also enabled us to control fresh slippages,” she said. Gross 

NPAs increased by 4 basis points to 7.20% while net NPAs declined from 

4.23% to 3.54%. Stressed advances, as a percentage of gross advances, 

increased to 8.53% (8.02%) while bad debt recovery improved by 31%.

Admitting that the bank’s gross NPAs were on the higher side, Ms. Chunduru 

said that it would be ideal to have it at about 2% and it might take a few more 

quarters for the bank to achieve the number.

Fresh slippages during the quarter stood at Rs. 741 crore, against Rs. 1,624 

crore and cash recovery stood at Rs. 215 crore (Rs. 231 crore).

On the proposed merger of Allahabad Bank with Indian Bank, she said it 

would result in doubling of overall bank size. Further, it would boost growth 

and the merged entity would emerge a leading bank in the industry.

Queried about the general insurance business of Allahabad Bank, she said a 

decision would be taken after completing due diligence.

Allahabad Bank is a joint venture partner in the Universal Sompo General 

Insurance Co. along with Indian Overseas Bank, Karnataka Bank, Dabur 

Investments and Sompo Japan Nipponkoa Insurance Inc.

Shares of Indian Bank gained 13.23% to close at Rs. 142.90 on the BSE.

‘Revival of stalled projects will kick-start growth’
Economy can be revived and jobs created only if stalled works are taken up, 
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says R. Shankar Raman.B. JOTHI RAMALINGAM  

Such a move by the government will create more than one lakh jobs, says 

L&T

Engineering and construction major Larsen and Toubro (L&T) said that if the 

government is able to revive stalled projects, it will kick-start growth and create 

over one lakh jobs.

There have been various delays in the government in awarding big contracts, 

that can kick-start the economy and revive growth.

Asked about the reported delays in the government awarding major contracts, 

L&T’s MD & CEO S.N. Subrahmanyan told The Hindu,.“It’s not moving as 

fast as it should. There are various reasons. The government has got a lot of 

feedback on many of the projects that are not being taken up due to issues 

such as right of way and public interest litigation The government is trying to 

re-arrange them to see that all issues are sorted out before they are offered 

for bidding. [The] system works like that, so it’s not correct to blame the 

government for everything.” EPC orders in roads have dried up compared 

with the last year.

“Last year also, the orders came in the second quarter. NHAI also has 

budgetary allocations. NHAI will have to find ways to get the money,” said Mr. 

Subrahmanyan.

L&T is looking at getting Rs. 15,000 crore of the Rs. 1 lakh crore worth of road 

projects to be awarded by the government this year.

L&T Group CFO R. Shankar Raman said the economy can be revived and 

jobs created only if government revives stalled projects.

‘Lots of halted projects’

“There are lots of projects which have been halted midway. They just need to 

be put back on track. My guess is at least 1 lakh people will get employment 

if you are able to release these projects, which are held back for some reason 

or other. Second, the government has to prioritise the allocation of funds to 
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projects, contractors and vendors to get the circulation back. It’s important 

that the government [increases] spends,” said Mr. Raman.

“There has to be rediscovery of belief in the credit system of the country. I think 

the ships are safest in the harbour but they are not built to stay in the harbour. 

Credit has to flow between balance sheets. There has to be confidence that 

credit decisions will be taken and supported,” explained Mr. Raman. “Today, 

we are sitting on Rs. 2 trillion of systemic liquidity surpluses. The banks and 

financial institutions are sitting on extra credit and it’s important that they get 

diverted.

“NPAs are going to be a part of any credit delivery system, ” he added.

India climbs 14 notches in ease of doing business ranking

Moves to 63rd slot from 77 last year, among 190 nations, in World Bank 

survey

In the latest ranking for countries in ease of doing business, the World Bank 

has placed India 63rd out of 190 countries — an improvement of 14 places 

from its 77th position last year. The country’s score improved from 67.3 last 

year to 71.0 this year, as per The Doing Business 2020 study, released.

The indicator measures the performance of countries across 10 different 

dimensions in the 12-month period ending May 1, 2019.
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The 10 areas of study are: starting a business, dealing with construction 

permits, getting electricity, registering property, getting credit, protecting 

minority investors, paying taxes, trading across borders, enforcing contracts, 

and resolving insolvency.

An 11th area – employing workers – is measured, but not factored into the 

score. A total of 294 reforms had been enacted by 115 countries, the bank 

said. The indicator, however, is not necessarily representative of each country. 

For 11 countries, two cities were selected to construct the indicator – Delhi 

and Mumbai in the case of India. India also featured, for the third consecutive 

year, in the list of 10 economies where business climates had improved the 

most.

This list comprises Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Togo, Bahrain, Tajikistan, Pakistan, 

Kuwait, China, India and Nigeria. The report called India’s reform efforts 

“particularly commendable” given the country’s size. The country’s improved 

ranking was on the back of four reforms: starting a business, dealing with 

construction permits, trading across borders and resolving insolvency.

As a case in point, the report said there were improvements in the efficiency 

of acquiring building permits. Building a warehouse, for example, cost 4% of 

the warehouse value compared to 5.7% in the preceding year. Imports and 

exports became easier with a single electronic platform for trade stakeholders, 

among other things. The ‘resolving insolvency’ indicator, however, was 

mixed: the report noted that reorganisation proceedings had been promoted 

in practice, a positive for the indicator, but resolving insolvency had also 

been made harder because dissenting creditors would receive less under 

reorganisation than under liquidation.

Additionally, the report noted that the ‘Make in India’ programme and the 

government’s attention to the Ease of Doing Business indicator were a means 

to demonstrate ‘tangible progress’. The report also noted the government’s 

goal of making it to the top 50 list by 2020.
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“Governments can foster market-oriented development and broad-based 

growth by creating rules that help businesses launch, hire, and expand,” 

World Bank Group President David Malpass said in a statement released.

State Bank’s profit trebles on one-time gain

Bank realisesRs. 3,484 crore from sale of 4.5% in SBI Life; asset quality 

improves as slippages decline

The second quarter net profit of State Bank of India (SBI) has more than 

trebled to Rs. 3,012 crore for the quarter ended September 30 from the Rs. 

945 crore recorded in the year-earlier period, mainly due to one-time gain 

from stake sale in its life insurance arm.

There was a gain of Rs. 3,484.30 crore from sale of 4.5% stake in SBI Life 

Insurance Company during the quarter.

Net interest income rose 17.7% to Rs. 24,600 crore while net interest margin 

improved 42 basis points (bps) to 3.22%. Non-interest income increased 

28.2% to Rs. 12,023 crore for the quarter.

“The bank has shown all-round improvement in the performance,” said 

Rajnish Kumar, chairman, SBI during the post earnings media interaction.

“[The] bank’s focus has been on improving the core pre-provision operating 

profit. There also, the results are visible. This creates resilience to absorb 
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any shock in the asset quality,” he said.

With slippages falling to Rs. 8,805 crore in Q2 compared with the Rs. 10,725 

crore a year ago, the bank’s asset quality has improved.

Gross NPA ratio was at 7.19%, down 276 bps year-on- year and 34 bps 

sequentially. In absolute terms also, gross NPA has declined both on a year-

on-year basis as well as sequentially. Loan loss provisions increased 8.4% 

to Rs. 11,041 crore.

Provisions

Mr. Kumar said the entire proceeds from the stake sale in the life insurance 

arm was used for provisions in two areas — one, stressed housing finance 

company (HFC) and two, in the power sector.

SBI has provided Rs. 900 crore for the stressed HFC, that is not an NPA.

The bank has an exposure of Rs. 7,000 crore towards the company. In the 

previous quarter, SBI had provided Rs. 500 crore for the same HFC.

Mr. Kumar said the provision coverage ratio of SBI is 81% and excluding 

advances under collection accounts, it is over 62%. Commenting that the 

bank had been taking measures to add ‘strength and resilience’ to the 

balance sheet, Mr. Kumar said, “If I call it the Safest Bank of India, I will not 

be exaggerating.”

“The long-term trend of the performance of the bank is in the right 

direction.”

Domestic credit grew 8.43% year-on-year, which was mainly driven by retail 

advances, where the growth was 18.9%.

While some of the private banks that have announced their earnings so 

far have taken a one-time hit on deferred asset tax (DTA) due to change 

in corporate tax rate from 35% to 25%, SBI said the bank will make the 

adjustment during the course of the financial year.
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Ease of doing business leap creditable: World Bank chief
Openness to reform, innovation in government structures will allow faster 

growth for India, says David Malpass

Calling for more “openness to reform” and specific reforms such as more local 

courts, setting up a fast-track commercial dispute resolution mechanism, land 

data digitisation and contract enforcement protections, World Bank President 

David Malpass says India must focus on structural improvements to improve 

its growth rate.

“India is being affected by the global environment and has slowed from the 

fast growth rates in over a year,” Mr. Malpass told presspersons  during a visit 

to Delhi where he met Prime Minister NarendraModi and Finance Minister 

NirmalaSitharaman and addressed NITI Aayog officials.

“My prescription is that there be an openness to reform and to innovation and 

improvements in government structures that allow faster growth.”

Mr. Malpass declined to comment on recent World Bank figures that slashed 

India’s growth forecast for the current year to 6%, down sharply from the 

7.5% forecast in April, saying only “economists have lots of forecasts”.

He did not respond to a specific question about the impact of the 2016 

demonetisation move, which the World Bank had praised in early assessments, 

but has in more recent studies, held the measure responsible for slowing 

growth.

Mr. Malpass congratulated the government on bringing India’s ranking in the 

World Bank’s annual “Ease of Doing Business”, from 140 in 2014 to 63 in the 

latest ranking. He credited the government’s moves to liberalise procedures 

for registering businesses, facilitating more cross-border trade, bankruptcy 

resolution and in the construction process, with the boost in rankings. Mr. 

Malpass will travel to Pakistan on this visit to the region, which has also 

jumped 28 spots to rank 108th during the latest World Bank surveys released 

.
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The World Bank President praised the government’s recent move to cut 

corporate tax rates, but cautioned that many more steps are required for India 

to attract investment into manufacturing.

“Other countries in Asia have done pretty well, and a country’s competitiveness 

is a combination of factors. It is partly the ease of doing business, but there 

are many other factors like macro-economic stability, skills of the workforce 

etc in order for companies to come here and invest,” Mr. Malpass said, adding 

that he spoke to Mr. Modi about the challenges in the financial sector in the 

country, as well as the “importance of data in the Indian economy and the role 

of the World Bank in helping collecting data”.

Mr. Malpass indicated that the Bank expects to continue with its current loan 

programme of about $5-6 billion a year, with a commitment of $24 billion for 

97 ongoing projects. He will also address civil service probationers along with 

Mr. Modi, who are attending a special event at Gujarat’s Kevadia.

Government to soon award new subsidised flight routes under 
UDAN
The government is planning to soon award fresh routes under its regional 

connectivity scheme UdeDeshkaAamNaagrik or UDAN to make travelling to 

the hills, the northeast region and Indian’s islands easier and cost effective.

The government wants to ensure that the convenience of air travel is available 

to the underserved parts of the country through a demand driven scheme, 

which is subsided by the central and state governments.

Centre provides viability gap funding to airlines and waives certain airport 

charges to make these services sustainable, while states waive local levies 

on jet fuel. In the last three rounds, the Centre had awarded over 600 regional 

connectivity routes to airlines. Up and down services connecting two airports 

are taken as two routes.
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“The aim is to have 1,000 well served regional connectivity routes under 

UDAN. We hope to achieve this over the next few years,” said a government 

official, adding that Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, 

northeastern states and Andaman and Nicobar and Lakshadweep islands 

are the priority in the forthcoming round.

“The interest from airlines is strong,” said the official, who spoke on condition 

of anonymity.

Rolled out in 2016, UDAN has led to affordable air connectivity from several 

previously underserved or unserved airports such as Bhatinda and Ludhiana. 

However, services from some places have not taken off yet.

The move to scale up subsidised regional air connectivity is also a part of the 

government’s efforts to boost tourism, which is a job creating sector in many 

states. Prime Minister NarendraModi had in his Independence Day speech 

this year sought to promote tourism within the country.

State-owned airport developer Airports Authority of India (AAI) is trying 

to revive unserved and underserved airports and air strips of the state 

governments. The civil aviation ministry has a target of taking the scale of air 

travel to one billion passengers a year in 15-20 years, nearly four times the 

265 million recorded in 2016-17.

In the last round of UDAN routes awarded, 235 routes were given to 11 

airline operators including InterGlobe Aviation Ltd-owned IndiGo, SpiceJet 

Ltd and to the now bankrupt Jet Airways (India) Ltd.

The air travel boom in the country has been driven by low cost carriers but 

volatility in currency and jet fuel prices and intense competition for market 

share have been threatening the sustainability of India’s aviation sector.

India’s largest carrier by market share IndiGo reported a net loss of ₹1,062 

crore in the second quarter ended September of the current fiscal, a historically 

weak quarter for the company, despite revenue from operations jumping 31% 

from the year-ago period to ₹8,105 crore.
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‘Deep discounts by e-com firms hitting GST revenue’
The Confederation of All India Traders (CAIT) has written to Finance Minister 

NirmalaSitharaman alleging loss of GST revenue to the government due to 

deep discounting by e-commerce firms, particularly Amazon and Flipkart.

Seeking investigation into the business model of both the players, CAIT said 

e-commerce companies sell goods much below their market value, thereby 

denying the government the legitimate GST revenue.

“E-commerce portals, particularly Amazon and Flipkart, where deep discounts 

ranging from 10-80% are being given... is quite abnormal and generally not 

available in offline market ... [online] sales are made on a much lower price 

than the market value of the product and as such the GST is charged by 

them on the sale price,” CAIT secretary general Praveen Khandelwal said in 

the letter.

Actual value

Stating that under the GST Act, the government has the power to determine 

actual market value of the products if it appears to be under billed, CAIT said 

it had sent similar letters to Commerce Minister PiyushGoyal as well as the 

Finance Ministers of all the States.

“By lowering the price artificially in order to capture market, these e-commerce 

companies are causing huge loss of GST revenue to the government and 

violating the FDI policy of the government,” it alleged.

‘Nirvik scheme may give fillip to export credit’
The Export Credit Guarantee Corporation of India (ECGC) is optimistic that 

the Nirvikscheme announced by the Union Government recently would give 

a fillip to export lending and insurance cover for export credit.

GeethaMuralidhar, Chairman and Managing Director of ECGC, told The 

Hindu recently that the scheme announced by the Minister for Commerce 
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and Industry was expected to get government approval soon. Currently, the 

average cover given to banks by the ECGC is 60%.

In the last four to five years, the Corporation has paid nearly Rs. 1,000 

crore a year towards claims to various banks and subsequently, it gradually 

decreased the cover.

Under the Nirvik scheme, ECGC will provide 90% cover. The additional outgo, 

if any, due to the enhanced cover would be supported by the government 

and the scheme would be valid for five years.

Though there has been a fall in claims in the last six months, the ECGC is 

optimistic that business and lending would pick up soon and the scheme 

would give a fillip to it.

ECGC also provides various direct covers and has live data and credit profile 

information.

It provides details of nearly 1.5 lakh overseas buyers and 20,000 exporters, 

she said.

Under the Nirvik scheme, the ECGC will provide 90% cover, as against 60% 

being given to banks at present
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Iran defends Yemeni rebel attack on Saudi Arabia’s oil sites
The September 14 assault was claimed by the Houthis, though the kingdom 

says it was “unquestionably sponsored by Iran.’’ Saudi Arabia has been at 

war with the Houthis since March 2015.

Workers are seen at the damaged site of Saudi Aramco oil facility in Abqaiq, 

Saudi Arabia, September 20, 2019. REUTERS/Hamad l Mohammed

Iran says this month’s missile-and-drone attack by Yemen’s rebels on major 

Saudi oil sites was an act of “legitimate defense” by the Iran-allied Houthis.

The Sept. 14 assault was claimed by the Houthis, though the kingdom says it 

was “unquestionably sponsored by Iran.” Saudi Arabia has been at war with 

the Houthis since March 2015.

Iran denies being responsible and has warned any retaliatory attack targeting 

it will result in an “all-out war.”

Iran’s Foreign Ministry spokesman Abbas Mousavi called Saudi accusations 

“baseless,” adding that Iran supports the Houthis though “spiritual and 

political” means.

Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman told “60 Minutes” in an interview 

that aired Sunday that “only a fool would attack” major Saudi oil sites and 

urged “strong and firm action to deter Iran.”

UAE to invest $5 billion in Pak. oil refinery project, says 
report
The venture will be launched in Hub, Balochistan province

The United Arab Emirates will invest a whopping $5 billion in an oil refinery 

project in cash-strapped Pakistan by the end of the year, the Gulf nations 

envoy was quoted as saying by a media report .

“This project will show the strength of UAE-Pakistan relations and how the 

UAE is focusing on investment in and future of Pakistan,” UAE Ambassador 
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to Pakistan HamadObaid Ibrahim Salem Al-Zaabi was quoted as saying by 

the Arab News.

“We are going to launch very soon one of the biggest investments in a refinery 

project in Hub (in Pakistan’s Balochistan province),” Mr. Al-Zaabi said.

It is going to be a $5 billion investment venture between Mubadala Petroleum 

Company of Abu Dhabi, Pak Arab Refinery Limited (Parco) and OMV (OMV 

Pakistan Exploration Gesellschaft), he said.

According to the report, which was carried by major Pakistani newspapers, the 

project was a result of “extensive discussions” between Mubadala Petroleum, 

Pakistan’s Petroleum Ministry as well as Parco and OMV.

The envoy said the two countries were moving forward on new projects 

and investment. The UAE Ambassador said that the two governments were 

“finalising the minute details of this refinery project“.

Many meetings have taken place on the oil refinery project, he said. A 

delegation from the UAE, headed by the chief executive officer of Mubadala 

Petroleum, had met with the Board of Investment chairman and the Petroleum 

Minister during a visit to Pakistan a few months ago. “They have discussed 

this project in detail. We are going to launch it very soon,” Mr. Al-Zaabi said.

Trump aides pushed Ukraine to commit to probe Biden
Two of President Donald Trump’s top envoys to Ukraine drafted a statement 

for the country’s new President in August that would have committed Ukraine 

to pursuing investigations sought by Mr. Trump into his political rivals, three 

people briefed on the effort said.

Their work on the statement is new evidence of how Mr. Trump began driving 

senior diplomats to bend American foreign policy to the President’s political 

agenda in the weeks after the July 25 call between the two leaders.

The statement was worked on by Gordon Sondland, the U.S. Ambassador to 
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the European Union, and Kurt Volker, then the State Department’s envoy to 

Ukraine, according to the three people in the know.

Not released by Kiev

The Ukrainians never released it. But if they had, Mr. Trump’s aides would 

have effectively pressured a foreign government to give credence to 

allegations intended to undercut one of the Democratic Party’s leading 2020 

president candidates — former Vice President Joe Biden — without leaving 

Mr. Trump’s fingerprints on it.

Mr. Volker spent Thursday on Capitol Hill being questioned by House 

investigators as Democrats pursued their impeachment inquiry into Mr. 

Trump’s actions. He disclosed a set of texts in September, in which William 

J. Taylor Jr., the top American diplomat in Ukraine, alluded to Mr. Trump’s 

decision earlier in the summer to freeze a military aid package to the country. 

He told Mr. Sondland and Mr. Volker: “I think it’s crazy to withhold security 

assistance for help with a political campaign.”

After speaking with Mr. Trump, Mr. Sondland texted back that there was no 

quid pro quo, adding, “I suggest we stop the back and forth by text.”

The statement worked on in August by Mr. Sondland and Mr. Volker was 

among the topics that came up during the closed-door questioning of Mr. 

Voker on Capitol Hill.

The statement was written with the awareness of a top aide to the Ukrainian 

President, as well as Rudy Giuliani, Trump’s personal lawyer and the de facto 

leader of a shadow campaign to push the Ukrainians to press ahead with 

investigations, according to one of the people briefed on it.

The statement would have committed Ukraine to investigating the energy 

company Burisma, which had employed Hunter Biden, the younger son of 

former Vice President Joe Biden.

The idea behind the statement was to break the Ukrainians of their habit of 

promising American diplomats and leaders behind closed doors that they 
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would look into matters and never follow through, the people briefed on it 

said.NY Times

Trump signs proclamation to block visas for uninsured
Immigrants applying for U.S. visas will be denied entry into the country unless 

they can prove they can afford health care, according to a proclamation signed  

by President Donald Trump.

The rule applies to people seeking immigrant visas from abroad and not those 

already residing in the U.S. It does not affect lawful permanent residents. It 

does not apply to asylum seekers, refugees or children.

Families affected

However, it would apply to the spouses and parents of U.S. citizens. That 

could have an impact on families who are trying to bring their parents to the 

U.S.

The proclamation says immigrants will be barred from entering the country 

unless they are to be covered by health insurance within 30 days of entering 

or have enough financial resources to pay for any medical costs. The measure 

will be effective November 3.

The Trump administration is trying to move away from a family-based 

immigration system and into a merit-based system, and Friday’s proclamation 

is another effort to limit immigrant access to public programmes.

The Trump administration earlier this year made sweeping changes to 

regulations that would deny green cards to immigrants who use some forms 

of public assistance.

The White House also directed officials to recover income-based welfare 

payments from sponsors, and proposed a rule requiring verification of 

immigration status for anyone seeking access to public housing benefits.

The required insurance can be purchased individually or provided by an 
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employer, and it can be short-term coverage or catastrophic.

Medicaid doesn’t count. And an immigrant will not be able to obtain a visa 

if he is using the Affordable Care Act’s subsidies when buying insurance. 

Those subsidies are paid for by the Federal government.

“While lawful immigrants qualify for ACA subsidies, they’ll be stuck in a catch-

22 because subsidised coverage does not qualify as insurance under the 

proclamation,” tweeted Larry Leavitt, executive vice president for health 

policy at Kaiser Family Foundation, a health care policy think tank.

Trump threatens Turkey with ‘extremely decimated economy’ 
over Syria
Trump said he would “totally destroy and obliterate” Turkey’s economy if it 

took action in Syria that he considered “off limits” following his decision  to 

pull 50 American special forces troops from northeastern Syria.

President Donald Trump  launched a harsh attack on NATO ally Turkey, 

threatening to destroy its economy if Ankara takes a planned military strike 

in Syria too far, even though the U.S. leader himself has opened the door for 

a Turkish incursion.

Trump said he would “totally destroy and obliterate” Turkey’s economy if it 

took action in Syria that he considered “off limits” following his decision  to 

pull 50 American special forces troops from northeastern Syria.

The U.S. withdrawal will leave Kurdish-led forces in Syria that have long allied 

with Washington vulnerable to a planned incursion by the Turkish military, 

which brands them terrorists.

Trump’s stern words seemed to be aimed at placating critics who accused 

him of abandoning the Syrian Kurds by pulling out U.S. forces. The decision 

drew criticism from Democrats and a rare rebuke from some of Trump’s 

fellow Republicans in Congress, including Senate Majority Leader Mitch 
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McConnell.

“As I have stated strongly before, and just to reiterate, if Turkey does anything 

that I, in my great and unmatched wisdom, consider to be off limits, I will 

totally destroy and obliterate the Economy of Turkey (I’ve done before!)” 

Trump tweeted.

Turkey does not appear “as of now” to have begun its expected incursion into 

northern Syria, a senior Trump administration official said.

The Turkish Defence Ministry said on Twitter late  that preparations for a 

possible military operation into northeastern Syria had been completed.

The Trump administration official, briefing reporters on a conference call, said 

50 U.S. troops in the region that Turkey has targeted would be redeployed 

elsewhere in Syria “where they aren’t in the crossfire.” The United States has 

about 1,000 troops in Syria.

Speaking later at the White House, Trump said he had told President 

TayyipErdogan in a phone call that Turkey could suffer the “wrath of an 

extremely decimated economy” if it acted in Syria in a way that was not 

humane.

Offering his rationale for the troop redeployment, Trump said his ultimate goal 

was to fulfill a campaign promise to bring troops home. “We’re like a police 

force over there. We’re not fighting. We’re policing,” he said.

‘ENDLESS WARS’

In Ankara, Erdogan told reporters he planned to visit Washington to meet with 

Trump in the first half of November. He said the two leaders would discuss 

plans for a “safe zone” in Syria, and added that he hoped to resolve a dispute 

over F-35 fighter jets during his visit.

Turkey’s lira slid more than 2% to its lowest level in more than a month against 

the dollar  over concerns about the planned incursion into northern Syria and 

Trump’s warning.

Investors have been closely watching tense ties between Ankara and 
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Washington in recent months, with the countries at odds over a range of 

issues, including Syria and Turkey’s purchase of a Russian missile defence 

system.

Turkey has repeatedly threatened to attack U.S.-backed Kurdish fighters in 

northeastern Syria who have links to Kurdish guerrillas operating in Turkey.

The United States began pulling troops back from the northeast Syrian border 

, effectively giving Turkey a green light to move into the area.

Earlier, Trump said the United States should leave others from European allies 

to Iranian foes, “to figure the situation out” in the region.

He wrote on Twitter that “it is time for us to get out of these ridiculous Endless 

Wars, many of them tribal, and bring our soldiers home. WE WILL FIGHT 

WHERE IT IS TO OUR BENEFIT, AND ONLY FIGHT TO WIN. Turkey, Europe, 

Syria, Iran, Iraq, Russia and the Kurds will now have to figure the situation 

out.”

‘STAB IN THE BACK’

It is a major policy shift that was denounced as a “stab in the back” by Kurdish-

led forces who have been Washington’s most capable partners in fighting 

Islamic State in Syria, also known by its acronym ISIS.

U.S. House of Representatives Speaker Nancy Pelosi, a Democrat, called on 

Trump to “reverse this dangerous decision,” saying it betrayed Kurdish allies, 

threatened regional security and sent a message to Iran and Russia, as well 

as U.S. allies, that the United States is no longer a trusted partner.

McConnell, the Republican Senate leader, said in a statement: “A precipitous 

withdrawal of U.S. forces from Syria would only benefit Russia, Iran, and 

the Assad regime. And it would increase the risk that ISIS and other terrorist 

groups regroup.”

Senator Lindsey Graham, a Republican who is close to Trump, called the 

move “a disaster in the making.”
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France warned that the U.S. decision to withdraw from northeastern Syria 

could open the door to a revival of Islamic State, which has suffered significant 

battlefield losses to a U.S.-led coalition in the area.

The United States expects Turkey to take responsibility for captive Islamic 

State fighters in northeastern Syria if Ankara’s planned incursion seizes areas 

where the detained militants are held, a senior State Department official 

said.

The captives are held in SDF facilities south of a safe zone initially proposed 

by Turkey.

The official said the United States made it clear to Turkey it did not support 

any incursion.

A U.S. official said Turkey had been removed from a military mechanism used 

to coordinate air operations over northern Syria and that Turkey would no 

longer have access to U.S. intelligence and surveillance feeds in the region.

Trade, border dispute to dominate Modi-Xi talks
In terms of specifics, the talks on bilateral trade will focus on India’s continuing 

worry over the trade deficit. According to the latest figures, the trade deficit 

in China’s favour reduced last year to about $53 billion, but officials hope to 

bring it much lower by ensuring China provides market access to more Indian 

companies.

Mr. Modi will also seek guarantees from Mr. Xi ahead of the RCEP free 

trade agreement signing on November 1, where India still has last-minute 

hesitations over the flooding of the Indian market by Chinese goods.

In particular, the two leaders will discuss Indian security concerns over 

including Chinese tech giant Huawei in its 5G trials, even as reports indicated 

that India had agreed to allow a Huawei ‘demo’ at a Mobile and telecom 

conference in Delhi next week.
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Apart from trade, officials hope the leaders will guide negotiations to be held 

by the special representatives on boundary talks as well as other high-level 

exchanges. in the near future.

While India has opposed President Xi’s pet project, the Belt and Road Initiative 

over territorial concerns in Pakistan Occupied Kashmir, the two leaders are 

expected to discuss speeding up road and communication infrastructure to 

the east, along the Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar (BCIM) route. Finally, 

officials expect that the India-China “plus one” programme that saw Afghan 

diplomats being trained jointly in New Delhi and Beijing last year, will be 

extended to other capacity-building programmes in Afghanistan and other 

parts of the subcontinent as well.

China’s political correctness: one country, no arguments
The Communist Party delivers a narrative of patriotism through its education 

system and any hint of dissent is frowned upon

Hong Kong’s protests have disrupted Yang Yang’s family life. Though the 

29-year-old lives in mainland China, he was inspired by the demonstrations 

to write a song about freedom and upload it to the internet. When censors 

deleted it, he complained to his family.

They weren’t sympathetic. “How can you support Hong Kong separatists?” 

they asked. “How can you be anti-China?” His mother threatened to disown 

him. Before Yang left on a trip to Japan in August, his father said he hoped 

his son would die there.

Hong Kong’s protests have inflamed tensions in the semi-autonomous 

Chinese city, but passions in the mainland have been just as heated — and, 

seemingly, almost exclusively against the demonstrators.

A pro-protest tweet by a Houston Rockets executive, Daryl Morey, ignited a 

firestorm of anger against the NBA, demonstrating the depth of feeling. Joe 
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Tsai, the only NBA owner of Chinese descent, said all of China — yes, more 

than 1 billion people — felt the same way.

“The one thing that is terribly misunderstood, and often ignored, by the western 

press and those critical of China is that 1.4 billion Chinese citizens stand 

united when it comes to the territorial integrity of China and the country’s 

sovereignty over her homeland,” he wrote. “This issue is non-negotiable.”

For Westerners, this is strange language. You don’t hear about the common 

feelings of 300 million Americans or 60 million Brits, especially in the era of 

Donald Trump and Brexit.

Yet, in China, there is some truth to it. Of course, it’s a vast country brimming 

with opinions. But the Communist Party has spent decades preparing the 

Chinese people for a moment like this. The stir over Hong Kong shows, in 

dramatic fashion, how successful it has been, and how the world could be 

shaped by it.

‘Patriotism button’

“As soon as the Communist Party pushes the patriotism button, Chinese will 

rise up like zombies to unite against the foreign forces, be it Japan or NBA,” 

said Mr. Yang, the singer-songwriter. “They don’t always know why they’re 

against those things. In fact, many Chinese like Japan and the NBA.”

Until Thursday, when China’s internet minders dialed down the passions, 

the Chinese online world was filled with denunciations of the protests. Some 

Chinese people have even scaled the Great Firewall, China’s highly effective 

online censorship system, to post anti-protest messages on services like 

Facebook and Instagram that their own government doesn’t want them to 

see.

Top-down approach

Their comments reflect a narrative that China’s top-down education system 

delivers from a young age. A united China, a country with a common goal, can 

stand strong against outsiders, according to this narrative. A divided China 
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could slip backward, losing decades of progress and plunging the country 

back into chaos.

Any Chinese person who has gone to elementary school or watched television 

news can explain the tale of China’s 100 years of humiliation. Starting with the 

Opium Wars in the 19th century, foreign powers bullied a weak and backward 

China into turning Hong Kong and Macao into European colonies. Students 

must memorise the unequal treaties the Qing dynasty signed during that 

period.

There’s even a name for it: “national humiliation education.”

This narrative glosses over a lot of history, including the cruelty of Mao’s 

revolution, the starving of millions during Mao’s Great Leap Forward and the 

madness of his decade-long Cultural Revolution.

When it does include the 1989 crackdown on protesters in Tiananmen Square 

is mentioned in one sentence and portrayed vaguely as a political incident.

The rise of the internet and China’s opening were supposed to widen views 

there. Instead, the party is narrowing them more.

In some middle school history books, the Cultural Revolution is described as 

“a detour in the Communist Party’s expedition,” rather than as a mistake.

These lessons might seem removed from the situation in Hong Kong, where 

the protesters are mainly Chinese, not foreigners.NY Times

‘China is the most significant geopolitical threat’
Two weeks after U.S. Senator from Texas and member of the Senate Foreign 

Relations Committee Ted Cruz welcomed Prime Minister Narendra Modi to 

Houston for the ‘Howdy Modi!’ event, he visited Delhi with a sharp message 

for the government on ties with China, as part of a ‘friends and allies’ trip 

to Japan, Taiwan, India and Hong Kong. In an exclusive interview, the 

Republican Senator spoke about recent U.S. statements on Kashmir.
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You are here at a time when members of the U.S. House and Senate 

have issued a number of statements about the government’s actions 

in Jammu and Kashmir, there is a Congressional hearing on human 

rights next week and the Senate appropriations Bill has called upon 

India to lift restrictions there. Do you share those concerns?

I think the legal question of how Kashmir is treated is for India to determine 

internally, and it is in the U.S.’s interests not to intrude on those questions. 

But at the same time, we hope not to see Kashmir produce a violent military 

conflict. Obviously, India and Pakistan have a long and at times, troubled 

history and the potential of military conflict is always present. My hope is 

that conflict can be avoided. An escalating conflict with Pakistan makes it 

harder for India and India’s allies to work together on the pressing priorities 

we have across Asia and across the world. [My] trip was envisioned as an 

Indo-Pacific “friends and allies” tour, and I’m very deliberately meeting with 

some of America’s friends and allies surrounding China and dealing with 

China from multiple perspectives. I believe China is the most significant 

geopolitical threat in this next century, for the U.S., India and the world. 

How we confront that growing Chinese threat is an enormous challenge 

and the most critical tool for confronting that threat is strong alliances with 

democracies throughout the region that have shared values, and a critical 

counterpoint to rising Chinese strength is a strong and rising India. That is in 

the U.S.’s interests and in India’s interests too.

India doesn’t really do alliances. It hasn’t entered an alliance with any 

country, including the U.S. And even as you speak, Chinese President 

Xi is in the country, with the hope that ties will be strengthened on 

the economic and strategic fronts. According to you, is the Indian 

government prepared to take on the role you have just spelt out?

I hope so. I am encouraged that PM Modi is leaning in, and wants to be 
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friends with America. India and the U.S. are friends and I believe we should 

be allies. [China’s] values are dramatically inconsistent with the values in the 

U.S. and India. As we see millions protesting in Hong Kong, the eyes of the 

world are focused on Chinese repression. It is incumbent upon democratic 

nations that respect law and human rights to work together and confront 

that.

Are you saying that closer India-China ties place a risk on closer ties 

with the U.S.?

Trade with China is entirely consistent with understanding the threat China 

poses, and both India and the U.S. are working on trade with China. But 

that trade shouldn’t be naïve, and we should understand with whom we 

are dealing. When China implements a state policy to steal our intellectual 

property, to undermine our safety and security, we should understand the 

risks entailed. Huawei is a state company controlled by the Communist Party 

of China and is offering low cost or even free 5G infrastructure. It would be 

profoundly harmful to India to go down that road.

But would it be harmful to India-U.S. relations?

Yes. It would be harmful to India, and the U.S. is urging our allies and friends 

not to open the door to total Chinese surveillance. U.S. and India [must] 

cooperate on intelligence matters, and the U.S. has made it clear that it would 

be severely constrained in sharing intelligence with any nation that installs 

Huawei equipment. That undermines the U.S. national security and that of 

any country that installs it.

When PM Modi visited the U.S., there was the promise of a trade deal 

that didn’t materialise. Are Indo-U.S. trade ties in trouble?

No. I hope and believe that Indo-U.S. trade will increase substantially in the 

years ahead. We have seen India’s increased purchase of U.S. security and 

military systems, and also energy, which has an enormous upside. India 

has enormous needs for energy, which will continue to grow as its economy 
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does and it is important for India to import from friends like the U.S. than 

from repressive dictatorships like Iran. I had a good conversation with the 

Commerce Secretary, I am hopeful we will see a trade deal. No one should 

be surprised by vigorous negotiations, and I hope we get to [the deal] in a 

way that helps both nations.

U.S. has made it clear that it would be severely constrained in sharing 

intelligence with any nation that installs Huawei equipment

Russia moves to fill void left by U.S. withdrawal in north 
Syria
Moscow says its troops are patrolling territory between Syrian and Turkish 

forces

Russia said  that its military units were patrolling territory in northern Syria 

between Syrian and Turkish forces after the U.S. withdrawal from the area, 

underscoring the sudden loss of U.S. influence in the area and illustrating 

how the power balance in the region has shifted rapidly in the past week.

The announcement that Russian forces were now patrolling an area where 

the U.S. had until Monday maintained two military bases appeared to signal 

that Moscow was moving to fill a security void left by the withdrawal of both the 

U.S. military and its partners in an international counterterrorism mission.

Videos circulating on social media appeared to show a Russian man filming 

himself walking around a recently evacuated U.S. military base in northern 

Syria.

The Russian Defense Ministry said in a statement that its military police, which 

had already established a presence in other parts of Syria, were patrolling 

“the northwestern borders of Manbij district along the line of contact of the 

Syrian Arab Republic military and the Turkish military.”

It added that its troops were coordinating “with the Turkish side” and that 
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“the Syrian government Army has taken full control of the city of Manbij and 

nearby populated areas.”

The developments  came as a spokesman for the U.S.-led coalition said 

on Twitter that its forces, which include French and British soldiers, had left 

the formerly Kurdish-held town of Manbij. “Coalition forces are executing a 

deliberate withdrawal from northeast Syria,” Col. Myles B. Caggins wrote. 

“We are out of Manbij.”

Russia and Turkey will shortly be the only international armies in the area.

Turkish and Syrian troops are racing to control large parts of northern Syria 

that were run by an autonomous Syrian Kurdish regional government until 

a Turkish-led invasion began October 9, under the protection of U.S. troops 

stationed in the region.

Syrian government troops were deployed inside the northern city of Manbij, 

a Syrian state broadcaster said, as Turkish-led forces advanced in the 

countryside outside the city.

Heavy fire

Elsewhere in northern Syria, Kurdish-led fighters attempted to retake the 

strategic border town of Ras al-Ayn from Turkish-led forces.

Heavy fire from machine guns could be heard to the south and southwest of 

Ras al-Ayn and from the Turkish border town of Ceylanpinar, which is less 

than a mile from the fighting. Turkish artillery pounded an eastern suburb 

of the Syrian settlement mid-morning, raising clouds of smoke above low 

farmhouses and pistachio groves.

As of Tuesday, fighting in Ras al-Ayn and other areas in northern Syria has 

forced at least 160,000 people from their homes, according to UN estimates. 

Kurdish authorities put the figure at 270,000.

The battle highlighted the fluctuating nature of the Turkish incursion, which 

began after President Donald Trump ordered the evacuation of U.S. troops 

from the Turkish-Syrian border, opening the door for Turkish troops and their 
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Syrian Arab proxies to enter Kurdish-held territory in northern Syria.

Abandoned by the Americans, and quickly losing land to the Turkish force, 

Kurdish authorities sought protection from the Syrian government and its 

largest backer, Russia. Since Kurdish authorities asked the government of 

President Bashar Assad for assistance, thousands of Syrian troops have 

flooded into northern Syria for the first time since the government lost control 

of the region a few years ago.NY Times

Will not honour UN deal on accountability, says Gotabaya

‘I can’t recognise what UN has signed with past governments’

Sri Lanka’s presidential hopeful GotabayaRajapaksa said that if elected, 

he would not honour the country’s commitments to the UN Human Rights 

Council on post-war accountability and reconciliation.

“We will always work with the United Nations, but I can’t recognise what they 

[UN] have signed with past governments,” he told a press conference at the 

plush Shangri-La Hotel here. It was his first media interaction since being 

declared candidate of the Sri Lanka PodujanaPeramuna (People’s Party, or 

SLPP) for the November 16 presidential election.

The 70-year-old contestant, who has drawn wide support from professionals 

and others seeking a “strong leader”, took questions alongside his brother 
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and former President MahindaRajapaksa, leader of the SLPP. Mr. Gotabaya’s 

candidacy has caused concern among critics of the Rajapaksa-era — a 

decade marked by an authoritarian slant.

In his first campaign rally last week, Mr. Gotabaya said he would release 

members of the armed forces held “falsely” charged with killings and 

abductions.

On the question of war-time accountability, Mr. Gotabaya said Sri Lanka ought 

to look ahead without hanging on to “old allegations”, as he questioned the 

credibility of reports by “foreign investigators”. A powerful Defence Secretary 

during the war, Mr. Gotabaya is accused of violating human rights. He has 

denied the charges.

“You’re talking about the past all the time, let’s talk about the future. I am trying 

to become the President of a future Sri Lanka,” he told the media. Asked if 

it was possible to move ahead without addressing the past, Mr. Gotabaya 

said: “Sure, we can move on,” emphasising the need for education, jobs and 

development for war-affected people.

Queried on Tamils who surrendered to the Army during and after the 

war, whose whereabouts remain unknown to their families till date, the 

former Defence Secretary said that 13,784 people had been rehabilitated, 

reintegrated and given employment. Families of those who surrendered to 

the military are agitating relentlessly in the north and east, because their 

relatives are still missing.

Making a distinction between “missing persons” and people who “surrendered”, 

Mr. Gotabaya said that over 4,000 military men were also missing.

Pointing to the “intensity” of the civil war, he said there were instances where 

the bodies of the dead could not be retrieved and that they had been termed 

“missing”.

In the decade since the war ended, some families have maintained that many 
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who surrendered to the army never returned. “That’s only an allegation,” he 

said.

There were no cases of families providing names of the missing persons and 

the date of their surrendering, he claimed, although a presidential commission 

headed by a retired High Court judge — set up in 2013 by then president 

Rajapaksa — had received thousands of petitions with those details. Many 

of them also subsequently petitioned the Office on Missing Persons set up 

by the current government as part of the UN resolution it co-sponsored in 

2015.

‘Neutral’ power

Speaking of a global shift in focus towards Asia, Mr. Gotabaya pledged 

to build a knowledge-based economy that would be driven by technology. 

Further, on his foreign policy vision, he said if elected his government would 

remain “neutral” and stay out of “regional power struggles”, alluding the geo-

political contest between India and China.

U.S. House passes Hong Kong Rights Act

It requires U.S. President to sanction those responsible for rights abuses in 

city; China slams the Bill

The U.S. House of Representatives passed a Bill  sought by pro-democracy 
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protesters in Hong Kong that aims to defend civil rights in the semi-autonomous 

territory, prompting an angry response from China.

The Hong Kong Human Rights and Democracy Act, which will now move to 

the Senate before it can become law, has drawn rare bipartisan support in 

Congress.

The law would end the Hong Kong-U.S. special trading status unless the 

State Department certifies annually that city authorities are respecting 

human rights and the rule of law. China expressed “strong indignation” over 

the passing of the Act, which also requires the U.S. President to identify 

and sanction people who are responsible for the erosion of autonomy and 

serious abuses of rights in the city.

“What Hong Kong faces is not the so-called human rights and democracy 

issue at all, but the issue of stopping violence, reinstating order and upholding 

the rule of law as soon as possible,” said Foreign Ministry spokesman 

GengShuang in a statement.

Mr. Geng said the U.S. should “stop meddling” and warned China would take 

“strong measures” to counter the proposed Hong Kong Bill. The Act will now 

move to a similar vote in the Senate before it can become law.

“Today, we’re simply urging the Chinese President and the Hong Kong Chief 

Executive, Carrie Lam, to faithfully honour the government’s promises” 

that Hong Kong’s rights and autonomy would be protected, Republican 

Representative Chris Smith, prime sponsor of the Bill, said  on the House 

floor.

‘External forces’

China has frequently accused “external forces” of fuelling weeks of unrest in 

the global financial hub.

Millions have taken to the streets of Hong Kong, initially against a now-

dropped bid by its leaders to allow extraditions to the authoritarian Chinese 

mainland. The movement has expanded into a broader pro-democracy push 
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in the territory where activists say freedoms are being eroded by Beijing, 

despite being written into a deal the deal that governed Hong Kong’s 1997 

transfer to China from British colonial rule.

“The House just sent a strong message to the people of Hong Kong: We 

stand with you in the fight for democracy and justice,” said Ben Ray Lujan, a 

House Democrat.

Republican House member Mario Diaz-Balart said the Act ensures “that the 

special relationship with Hong Kong endures only as long as Hong Kong 

retains the autonomy and freedoms that justify that special relationship.”

The House also approved, by a voice vote, a related Bill to prohibit the export 

of certain non-lethal crowd control items such as tear gas to Hong Kong.

China leases an entire Pacific island for 75 years
The island of Tulagi served as a South Pacific headquarters for Britain and 

then Japan. During Second World War, its natural deepwater harbour across 

from Guadalcanal made it a military gem soldiers fought and died for.

Now Tulagi, part of the Solomon Islands, is about to move into Chinese 

hands.

Under a secretive deal signed last month with a provincial government in the 

South Pacific nation, a Beijing-based company with close ties to the Chinese 

Communist Party has secured exclusive development rights for the entire 

island of over 1,000 people and its surroundings.

The lease agreement has shocked Tulagi residents and alarmed U.S. officials 

who see the island chains of the South Pacific as crucial to keeping China in 

check and protecting important sea routes.

“The geography tells you that this is a good location,” said Anne-Marie Brady, 

a China scholar at the University of Canterbury in Christchurch, New Zealand. 

“China is expanding its military assets into the South Pacific and is looking 
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for friendly ports and friendly airfields just like other rising powers before 

them.”

The South Pacific region is rich in natural resources, and China’s investments 

have provoked worries in the U.S. and Australia that the projects could give 

Beijing an opening to establish a military foothold for everything from ships 

and planes to its own version of the GPS.

China is also pushing to end the region’s status as a diplomatic stronghold 

for Taiwan.

The Solomons cut ties to Taipei and allied with Beijing just a few days before 

the Tulagi deal. A second Pacific nation, Kiribati, followed suit the same 

week.

Even compared to previous Chinese development deals in nearby countries 

— including a wharf in Vanuatu — the Tulagi agreement is remarkable for 

both its scope and the lack of public input.

The renewable 75-year lease was granted to the China Sam Enterprise 

Group, a conglomerate founded in 1985 as a state-owned enterprise, 

according to corporate records.

A copy of the “strategic cooperation agreement,” obtained by the NYT and 

verified by two people with knowledge of the deal, reveals both the immediate 

ambitions of China Sam and the potential for infrastructure that could share 

civilian and military uses.

Infrastructure plans

Signed on September 22, the agreement includes provisions for a fishery 

base, an operations centre, and “the building or enhancement of the airport.” 

Though there are no confirmed oil or gas reserves in the Solomons, the 

agreement also notes that China Sam is interested in building oil and gas 

terminal.

These are just the explicit possibilities. The document also states that the 

government will lease all of Tulagi and the surrounding islands in the province 
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for the development of “a special economic zone or any other industry that is 

suitable for any development.”

The provincial governor who signed the deal, Stanley Maniteva, could not 

be reached for comment. Noting that laws and landowner rights would be 

respected, he told local reporters this week that the agreement had not been 

completed.

A military installation would carry strategic and symbolic significance. Some 

U.S. officials believe China’s efforts in the region echo the period before and 

during the Second World War, when Japan wrested control of island assets, 

which were won back in turn by American and Australian troops in bloody 

battles.

But it is also a matter of feasibility: China goes where there is value and 

interest. With the U.S. pulling back in much of the world under President 

Donald Trump’s America First policy, Beijing is often knocking on doors left 

open.NY Times

Trump to host G7 summit at his Florida golf resort, sparking 
criticism
White House acting chief of staff Mick Mulvaney  told a news conference 

that the G7 summit would take place at Trump National Doral golf resort 

near Miami from June 10 to 12, after the administration chose it from about 

a dozen potential sites.

U.S. President Donald Trump will host next year’s Group of Seven economic 

summit of leaders of developed nations at his Florida golf resort, a move 

Democrats and others decried as more evidence of the president misusing 

his office for personal gain.

White House acting chief of staff Mick Mulvaney told a news conference that 

the G7 summit would take place at Trump National Doral golf resort near 
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Miami from June 10 to 12, after the administration chose it from about a 

dozen potential sites.

The Republican president faces criticism and a number of congressional 

investigations over his finances and potential conflicts of interest stemming 

from his real estate business, which he still owns.

He also faces an impeachment inquiry into accusations that he pursued 

political interests in his dealings with Ukraine.

The U.S. constitution’s emoluments clause prohibits government officials from 

receiving salaries, fees or profits from foreign and domestic governments 

without congressional approval.

Democrats have said they would investigate Trump’s plan to host the G7 at 

his property after he floated the idea in August.

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and other Democratic lawmakers decried the 

choice.

“The constitution is clear: the president cannot accept gifts or payments from 

foreign governments. No one is above the law,” Pelosi wrote on Twitter.

In a statement, House Judiciary Committee Chairman Jerrold Nadler called 

the announcement “among the most brazen examples yet of the President’s 

corruption.” Nadler said the committee would continue investigating “regarding 

these matters”.

Mulvaney told reporters that Trump will not profit from use of the property 

because any charges would be “at cost.” He also said using Doral “was 

millions of dollars cheaper” than other facilities and would lead to a “roughly 

50% savings.”

“Face it; he’d be criticized regardless of what he chose to do. But, no, there’s no 

issue here on him profiting from this in any way, shape or form,” Mulvaney said. 

Trump has repeatedly attacked Joe Biden, a leading Democratic presidential 

candidate and former vice-president, over his son’s business ties in Ukraine 

and China, which Trump has repeatedly, and without evidence, called 
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corrupt.

Asked how the president’s use of his private business properties to host 

official government events differed from Trump’s accusations against the 

Bidens, Mulvaney told reporters there would be no profit and said the family 

had made its money before Trump became president in January 2017.

Trump has said he is not involved with the day-to-day operations of his private 

company and his sons run the business.

Republican Senator Mitt Romney, who has been critical of Trump’s Ukraine 

dealings but has not called for his impeachment, called the choice “a very 

unusual site selection.”

The Democratic National Committee, in a statement, 

said it appeared Trump was trying to resuscitate an 

unprofitable property that has “been hemorrhaging money.” 

The news spread quickly.

On the sidelines of the annual meetings of the International Monetary Fund 

and World Bank, Ghana’s finance minister quipped, “Could you imagine if the 

president of Ghana did something like that? It would not go down well.”

Kenneth Ofori-Atta told Reuters, “We don’t have a wealthy president, so that 

would not happen. We have a state facility in the mountains. That’s where 

something like that would be.”

In May, the Washington Post reported Doral’s operating income had fallen 69 

percent since 2015, citing company documents that it reviewed.

Other Democrats said they were amazed at the announcement, and noted 

the irony of it being made on the same day that House Oversight Committee 

chairman Elijah Cummings, whose panel had been investigating whether 

Trump had used taxpayer funds to enrich himself, had died.

“All pretense is gone,” said Representative Peter Welch, a member of the 

oversight committee. Referring to Trump’s eldest daughter, he added, “He’ll 

probably have Ivanka there, checking them in and taking deposits.”
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Venezuela wins seat on UN Rights Council
Venezuela won a contested election for a seat on the UN Human Rights 

Council  despite a campaign by over 50 organisations and many countries 

opposed to Nicolas Maduro’s government and its rights record.

There was scattered applause in the General Assembly chamber when its 

President announced the results of the voting for two Latin American seats. 

Brazil topped the ballot with 153 votes, followed by Venezuela with 105 votes 

and late entry Costa Rica with 96 votes.

Venezuelan Foreign Minister Jorge Arreaza called the vote “a victory” 

that followed “a fierce and brutal campaign by the United States ... and its 

subordinate nations”.

U.S. Ambassador Kelly Craft called the placing of Maduro’s government on 

the council “an embarrassment to the United Nations and a tragedy for the 

people of Venezuela”.

Philippe Bolopion, Human Rights Watch’s deputy director for global advocacy, 

called the election undeserved and “a slap in the face to the country’s countless 

victims who’ve been tortured and murdered by government forces.”

Avoid oil imports from Malaysia: trade body

In line with the Union Government’s strong objections to Malaysia’s 
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“unprovoked” remarks and criticism on India’s move to abrogate Article 

370 in Jammu and Kashmir, India’s apex oil trade body Solvent Extractors’ 

Association of India (SEA)  advised all its members to avoid imports from the 

Southeast Asian nation amid prevailing tensions between the two countries.

The association issued a short advisory asking its members, including 

importer-crushers and processors, to avoid importing palm oil from Malaysia 

till clarity emerges.

“Our government has not taken kindly to the unprovoked pronouncements by 

the Malaysian Prime Minister and is contemplating some retaliatory action. It 

would be in fitness of things, as a responsible Indian vegetable oil industry, 

we avoid purchasing of palm oil from Malaysia till such time clarity on the 

way forward emerges from the Indian government.”

Palm oil imports

India’s total annual palm oil import is approximately 9 million tonne out of 

which around 3-3.5 million tonne is imported from Malaysia and rest from 

Indonesia, another major palm oil producing country.

Palm oil accounts for almost two-thirds of the country’s total edible oil 

imports.

In the first nine months of 2019, India was the biggest buyer of Malaysian 

palm oil, taking 3.9 million tonnes, as per the industry data.

“In your own interest as well as a mark of solidarity with our nation, we should 

avoid purchases from Malaysia for the time being. We trust [you] would heed 

our advice,” AtulChaturvedi, president, SEA stated in the advisory.

The row was triggered when speaking at the 74th session of the UNGA, 

Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir Bin Mohamad had reportedly remarked 

that Jammu and Kashmir “has been invaded and occupied,” a statement that 

angered the Union government.

Subsequently, government sources hinted at looking for ways to limit palm 

oil imports and placing restrictions on other goods being shipped from the 
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country.

The Ministry of Commerce and Industries held several meetings to discuss 

ways to introduce restrictions.

Australian newspapers redact front pages to protest curbs

Australia’s biggest newspapers ran front pages  made up to appear heavily 

redacted, in a protest against legislation that restricts press freedoms, a rare 

show of unity by the usually partisan media industry.

Australia has no constitutional safeguards for free speech, although the 

government added a provision to protect whistleblowers when it strengthened 

counter-espionage laws in 2018. Media groups say press freedoms remain 

restricted.

Mastheads from the domestic unit News Corp and rivals at Nine Entertainment 

ran front pages with most of the words blacked out, giving the impression 

the copy had been censored, in the manner of a classified government 

document.

The protest aimed to put pressure on the government to exempt journalists 

from laws limiting access to sensitive information, enact a properly functioning 

freedom of information system, and raise the benchmark for defamation 

lawsuits.
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Opposition leader Anthony Albanese said that journalists should not be 

prosecuted for doing their jobs.

Year on, World Bank-funded scheme to save groundwater yet 
to take off
According to sources in the Jal Shakti Ministry, after the World Bank board’s 

approval last year, the then Ministry of Water Resources, River Development 

and Ganga Rejuvenation circulated a Cabinet note.

As per original plans, the ambitious scheme was to start from the 2018-19 

financial year.

Aimed at checking depletion of groundwater in the country, the World Bank-

funded AtalBhujalYojana (ABHY) is still waiting for the Union Cabinet’s 

approval more than a year after the World Bank board approved it in June 

2018.

As per original plans, the ambitious scheme was to start from the 2018-19 

financial year.

The Expenditure Finance Committee under the chairmanship of Secretary, 

Department of Expenditure, Ministry of Finance, cleared the proposed 

scheme in March 2018. The government allocated a token sum of Rs 40 lakh 

in 2018-19, and Rs 1 crore in 2019-20 for ABHY. Proposed as a Central sector 

scheme, ABHY’s estimated total cost is Rs 6,000 crore, of which Rs 3,000 

crore is World Bank assistance and an equal amount is to be contributed by 

the Union government as budgetary support.

According to sources in the Jal Shakti Ministry, after the World Bank board’s 

approval last year, the then Ministry of Water Resources, River Development 

and Ganga Rejuvenation circulated a Cabinet note.

“After this, the PMO made some observations about the scheme, which have 

been clarified. But the scheme could not get cleared by Cabinet,” a source in 
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the ministry said. The source said, “Earlier this month, senior officers at the 

PMO reviewed developments related to the scheme. It is now expected to 

get the Cabinet’s nod soon.”

Sources said the initial plan was to implement ABHY in the most water-

stressed 78 districts of the country for five years — from 2018-19 to 2022-

23. However, one-and-a-half-years have already passed and the scheme is 

awaiting government approval.

India is facing a challenge to check further depletion of groundwater resources. 

The number of over-exploited units has increased from 839 in 2004 to 1,186 

in 2017, according to official statistics. There is also a decline in groundwater 

level in 61 per cent of the monitoring wells.

The situation is especially grave in North India, as more than 60 per cent of 

the assessment units in Delhi, Punjab, Haryana and Rajasthan are either 

over-exploited or at a critical stage.

Against this backdrop, the government announced its intention to start a 

programme for sustainable management of groundwater resources in the 

2016-17 Union Budget. The government had planned to roll out ABHY as 

part of this in water-stressed areas of seven states.

As part of the programme, the government wants to introduce the concept of 

‘water user associations’ and water budgeting.

House to vote on impeachment probe
In a change in strategy, the Speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives, 

Nancy Pelosi, announced that the House will hold a formal vote on the 

impeachment inquiry. The vote, which is planned for Thursday, comes some 

five weeks after House Democrats launched an inquiry into whether President 

Donald Trump had violated his oath of office by pressuring Ukraine’s President 

to investigate Mr. Trump’s political opponents.
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Members of the House will now have to go on record with where they stand 

on the impeachment — a politically risky situation for House Democrats who 

are from districts with a thin Democratic majority, one of the reasons why Ms. 

Pelosi had been hesitant to hold such a vote in the first place.

The move also comes in the face of the Trump administration insisting that 

the ongoing inquiry is not constitutionally valid having not been put to vote. 

White House Counsel Pat Cipollone had written to Democratic leaders in the 

House and Ms. Pelosi in early October, saying the White House would not 

cooperate with the inquiry. Some State Department officials have defied the 

White House’s order not to testify.

A federal court last week had, however, ruled that the inquiry was legal. 

Nevertheless, Ms. Pelosi is not taking any chance. “We are taking this step 

to eliminate any doubt as to whether the Trump Administration may withhold 

documents, prevent witness testimony, disregard duly authorised subpoenas, 

or continue obstructing the House of Representatives,” Ms. Pelosi said  in a 

letter to her Democratic colleagues.

The House Resolution posted on Ms. Pelosi’s website read: “Directing certain 

committees to continue their ongoing investigations as part of the existing 

House of Representatives inquiry into whether sufficient grounds exist for the 

House of Representatives to exercise its Constitutional power to impeach 

Donald John Trump, President of the United States of America, and for other 

purposes.”

“This resolution establishes the procedure for hearings that are open to the 

American people, authorises the disclosure of deposition transcripts… and 

sets forth due process rights for the President and his Counsel,” Ms. Pelosi 

said, suggesting that the next phase is likely to involve witnesses testifying 

in open session.

Sole power

According to the U.S. Constitution, the House has the “sole power” to impeach 
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a President, and if impeached, a President is tried by the Senate and removed 

only if convicted there. The President is likely to be impeached given that the 

Democrats have a 234-197 majority over the Republicans.

The Republicans introduced a resolution in the Senate last Thursday 

condemning the House inquiry. , the White House and Republicans on Capitol 

Hill criticised the planned vote.

“Speaker Pelosi is finally admitting what the rest of America already knew — 

that Democrats were conducting an unauthorised impeachment proceeding, 

refusing to give the President due process, and their secret, shady, closed 

door depositions are completely and irreversibly illegitimate,” White House 

Press Secretary Stephanie Grisham said in a statement.

However, Mr. Trump reacted differently, asking his colleagues on the Hill to 

focus on the case itself. “I’d rather go into the details of the case rather than 

process,” Mr. Trump told reporters. “Process is good but I think you ought to 

look at the case.”
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India starts sharing maritime data

Information Fusion Centre-Indian Ocean Region (IFC-IOR) was set up last 

year

The Information Fusion Centre – Indian Ocean Region (IFC-IOR) set up 

last year has started functioning as an information sharing hub of maritime 

data and “cuing incident responses” to maritime security situations through 

a collaborative approach, Navy sources said.

At the just concluded Goa Maritime Conclave (GMC), National Security 

Adviser AjitDoval had offered countries in the IOR use of the facility to track 

movement of vessels on the high seas.

“The centre is actively interacting with the maritime community and has 

already built linkages with 18 countries and 15 multinational/maritime 

security centres,” one official said.

Major centres

The major centres with which regular exchange of maritime security 

information is being undertaken include Virtual Regional Maritime Traffic 

Centre (VRMTC), Maritime Security Centre - Horn of Africa(MSCHOA), 

Regional Cooperation Agreement on Combating Piracy and Armed 

Robbery (ReCAAP), Information Fusion Centre-Singapore (IFC-SG), and 

International Maritime Bureau - Piracy Reporting Centre (IMB PRC).
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“The centre is administering a website to undertake collation and 

dissemination of information on a daily basis and also hosts the Monthly 

Maritime Security Update (MMSU) highlighting analysis on incidents, 

warnings and advisories in IOR,” the official added.

The IFC-IOR was inaugurated in December 2018 within the premises 

of the Navy’s Information Management and Analysis Centre (IMAC) in 

Gurugram.

New joiners

Several Indian Ocean littoral states have joined the coastal radar chain 

network.

Addressing the GMC hosted last week by the Navy and attended by 10 

Indian Ocean littoral states, Mr. Doval stated that India aspires to be a 

“major contributor” to maritime safety in the region with active cooperation 

of all and “we would like our neighbours to draw upon it, consider it as 

their own facility” he stated and added that rather than “duplicating it” we 

can augment it further by their cooperation. His comments on avoiding 

duplication are important in the context of reports that Bangladesh and Sri 

Lanka are considering setting up similar fusion centres.

India, China relations are of global significance: envoy
Upcoming high-level exchanges will benefit: Sun Weidong

Relations between India and China will benefit from “upcoming high-level 

exchanges” said Chinese Ambassador to India Sun Weidong, as New 

Delhi and Beijing are expected to make the much-awaited announcement  

on Chinese President Xi Jinping’s visit to Mamallapuram for the second 

“informal summit” with Prime Minister Narendra Modi after the Wuhan 

Summit last year.
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“As the only two major developing countries with a population of over one 

billion and important representatives of emerging economies, China-India 

relations transcend the bilateral dimension and assume global and strategic 

significance,” Mr. Sun told The Hindu in an interview conducted face-to-face 

with responses given in writing.

During the one-day ‘informal summit’ in Mamallapuram, near Chennai, 

expected to be held , Mr. Xi and Mr. Modi will spend time together over several 

one-on-one meetings, will view the temple architecture of the seaside resort 

and cultural performances.

, Mr. Xi will fly to Kathmandu for a landmark visit, which is expected to see 

many announcements on Belt and Road projects for Nepal.

The delay in announcement of Mr. Xi’s visit, with just two days to go, has led to 

considerable speculation that it would be postponed over recent differences 

between New Delhi and Beijing. India has protested comments by Chinese 

officials, including FM Wang Yi at the UNGA, who criticised the government’s 

move to amend Article 370, and China reportedly conveyed its displeasure 

over the Himgiri military exercises in Arunachal Pradesh just ahead of the 

talks. The visit of Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan to Beijing this week is 

also likely to be viewed as an irritant for New Delhi.

Mr. Sun did not respond to questions from The Hindu about China’s recent 

remarks on Jammu and Kashmir, which India has protested, or about relations 

with Pakistan.

Wrinkle in Xi’s red carpet: China and Pakistan raise Kashmir, 
India objects
While Prime Minister Narendra Modi will not brief Xi Jinping on Kashmir, 

sources said in case the Chinese President wants to understand the issue, 

the PM will provide an “outline”.
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Hours after New Delhi and Beijing officially announced Chinese President Xi 

Jinping’s visit to India for the second informal summit in Mahabalipuram on 

October 11 and 12; India took strong exception to a reference to Kashmir in a 

meeting between Xi and Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan. India said it is 

“not for other countries to comment” on its internal affairs.

While government sources said Delhi will not raise Jammu and Kashmir unless 

Xi brings it up, the Ministry of External Affairs’ official spokesperson Raveesh 

Kumar said: “India’s position has been consistent and clear that Jammu & 

Kashmir is an integral part of India. China is well aware of our position. It 

is not for other countries to comment on the internal affairs of India.”

The Kashmir reference came up in a joint statement issued by China and 

Pakistan. “The Pakistan side briefed the Chinese side on the situation in 

Jammu and Kashmir, including its concerns, position, and current urgent 

issues. The Chinese side responded that it was paying close attention to 

the current situation in Jammu & Kashmir and reiterated that the Kashmir 

issue is a dispute left from history, and should be properly and peacefully 

resolved based on the UN Charter, relevant UN Security Council resolutions 

and bilateral agreements,” it said.

“China opposes any unilateral actions that complicate the situation… Parties 

need to settle disputes and issues in the region through dialogue on the basis 

of equality and mutual respect,” it said. Incidentally, Khan was accompanied 

by Pakistan Army chief QamarJavedBajwa in Beijing.

What has irked Delhi is Chinese state media reports quoting Xi as telling Khan 

during their meeting in Beijing that China has been “paying close attention” to 

the situation in Kashmir and the “facts are clear”.

China had criticised India’s decision on Kashmir and its Foreign Minister 

Wang Yi even raised it at the UN General Assembly last month. Sources said 

India has a “very clear position” and it was explained to all the countries that 

matters related to the Constitution are “sovereign issues” and there was no 
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question of any discussion.

While Modi will not brief Xi on Kashmir, sources said in case the Chinese 

President wants to understand the issue, the Prime Minister will provide an 

“outline”.

The two leaders will meet in an informal setting, where they are expected 

to discuss issues pertaining to terrorism, trade and celebration of the 70th 

anniversary of bilateral diplomatic ties. According to sources, Xi will be 

accompanied by Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi. From the Indian side, 

National Security Advisor AjitDoval and External Affairs Minister S Jaishankar 

will travel to Mahabalipuram, and may hold separate meetings with Wang.

India had lodged a “strong protest” with China through diplomatic channels 

over comments made by the Chinese Ambassador to Pakistan on Kashmir, 

and “sought clarification” on what was seen as a departure from Beijing’s 

stated position.

China referred to the “strong personal chemistry” between Modi and Xi to 

make the informal meeting possible. The summit will be the first overseas 

visit for Xi after China’s 70th anniversary celebrations last week.

While formally announcing the summit in Beijing, Luo said it “is driven by the 

national interest of the two countries and personal relationship between the 

two leaders”. Further, in the backdrop of globalisation and trade protectionism 

on the rise, Luo said the discussions will uphold free trade and advance 

economic globalisation.

“From the domestic perspective, both countries are growing their economies 

and deepening reform. China believes in pursuing the Chinese Dream and 

India has put forward the vision of a New India. The two leaders will exchange 

views on governance experience and how to better align their development 

strategies,” he said.

The Vice Foreign Minister said talks will take place in three contexts. 
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“Unilateralism, trade protectionism and bullyism are on the rise. World 

multipolarity and economic globalisation are facing many twists and turns. 

International community is facing common threats and challenges. As the 

biggest developing countries and emerging economies, China and India 

have greater responsibility to inject positive energy into the complicated 

world,” he said.

“With China having just celebrated its 70th anniversary and is pursuing the 

two centenary goals while Prime Minister Modi has set a target of making 

India a US$ 5 trillion economy after elections in May this year. Both countries 

are at a similar development stage and have similar objectives. This will 

provide an impetus to bilateral ties,” he said.

Luo also said that after last year’s Wuhan summit, both sides have had 

smooth strategic communication and cooperation, and “peace and tranquillity 

has been maintained in the border areas”.

“Bilateral trade volume is approaching US$100 billion, and investment and 

energy cooperation has achieved new progress… Bilateral trade last year 

exceeded US$ 95.5 billion and personal visits between the two countries 

crossed 1 million,” he said.

Referring to the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), which has been a point of 

contention between the two countries, he said: “It is a major public good by 

China to the world. We hope both countries can further explore connectivity 

cooperation, including BCIM cooperation. We hope that our cooperation 

can even extend to Africa, and in that sense this is not China-India Plus 

Cooperation but China-India plus plus cooperation. No cooperation is 

excluded under this framework.”

Responding to Chinese media on whether India’s large-scale military exercise 

in Arunachal Pradesh could impact the summit, Luo said: “We have no worry 

at all because that is not true… As far as we know, the so-called military 
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exercise is not a fact, it is not true.” Sources in India said it is an operational 

issue.

India rejects RCEP e-commerce chapter
Acceptance would have prevented it from implementing the rules on data 

localisation

India’s hopes for retaining the right to implement data localisation laws remain 

alive as Indian negotiators  declined to agree to the e-commerce chapter of 

the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) agreement.

The e-commerce chapter contains clauses that, if India had agreed to 

them, would have prevented it from implementing data localisation rules 

on companies doing business in India. The negotiations on the chapter, 

taking place in Bangkok, will now have to continue during the Intercessional 

Ministerial meeting to be held on October 11 and 12. Commerce Minister 

PiyushGoyal will attend theMinisterial meeting.

People aware of the developments in Bangkok told The Hindu that, while 

India did not agree to the e-commerce chapter clauses, negotiations were 

now entering a frantic phase because there were still several uncertainties 

related to the cross-border transfer of electronic information that remained.

Adding to the urgency is the fact the meeting in Bangkok would be the last 

Ministerial meeting before the agreement is deemed to have been concluded 

in November.

While the e-commerce chapter has some clauses that affect data localisation, 

India has been trying to water these down. Clouding the issue further is that 

the annexed on financial services, already agreed upon by all the RCEP 

countries, says that the domestic laws of a country regarding keeping financial 

data within a country supersede the RCEP agreement.

Transfers of information
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The section on transfers of information and processing of information says 

that “a party shall not take measures that prevent transfers of information, 

including transfers of data by electronic or other means, necessary for the 

conduct of the ordinary business of a financial service supplier.”

However, the same section also says that “nothing in paragraph 2 [the 

paragraph containing the previous clause] prevents a regulator of a party for 

regulatory or prudential reasons from requiring a financial service supplier to 

comply with domestic regulation in relation to data management and storage 

and system maintenance, as well as to retain within its territory copies of 

records.”

This basically means that India cannot be prevented from asking financial 

companies to maintain a copy of their data within India, but it is unclear 

still whether India can mandate that such data must only reside within the 

country. Discussions on this and the other pending issues will continue till 

Sunday.

Summit will usher in a ‘new era’ in India-China relations: 
Modi

Both sides agree to set up a high-level economic & trade dialogue mechanism

Prime Minister Narendra Modi  said the second India-China “informal summit” would 

usher in “a new era” in ties that had seen “increased stability and fresh momentum” 
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after the first summit between him and President Xi Jinping in Wuhan last year.

Initiating the delegation-level talks at a private beach resort in Kovalam, 30 km 

from Chennai, Mr. Modi said referring to the Wuhan summit: “We had decided that 

we would prudently manage our differences and not let them become disputes, be 

sensitive to each other’s concerns, and be a reason for peace and stability in the 

world.”

Talking of several opportunities available to enhance the ties, he said: “The Wuhan 

spirit has given our relations new momentum and trust. Today, our Chennai Connect 

will begin a new age in relations between our two countries.”

At the beginning of his remarks, Mr. Modi spoke a few words in Tamil to welcome 

the visiting dignitary.

In his response, Mr. Xi recalled that the initiative for the informal summit came from 

Mr. Modi and that he had agreed to the proposal, which was a “good idea”. The 

Wuhan summit had led to “healthy and steady development” in the ties. The two 

countries had “deepened strategic communication, more diverse, [and] people-to-

people cultural exchanges”, apart from having “closer cooperation” at multilateral 

forums.

During talks, India and China agreed to set up a high-level economic and trade 

dialogue mechanism to go into trade, investment and services issues. It would 

include Finance Minister NirmalaSitharaman and China’s Vice-Premier Hu Chunhua, 

Foreign Secretary Vijay Gokhale said.

Asked about China’s support for Pakistan in the Kashmir issue, Mr. Gokhale said 

the issue was not discussed. He added that the relationship was “not predicated on 

a single issue”.

However, Mr. Xi did brief Mr. Modi about Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan’s visit 

this week to Beijing, where Kashmir had prominently featured in their statements.
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India, Pak. sign Kartarpur pact
It will facilitate Indian pilgrims to visit GurdwaraKartarpur Sahib

India and Pakistan  signed an agreement to operationalise the Kartarpur 

corridor that will facilitate pilgrims from India to visit the GurdwaraKartarpur 

Sahib in Pakistan.

The agreement is valid initially for five years. India will hand over the list of 

pilgrims to Pakistan 10 days in advance and those granted permission to go 

may be informed only four days before the proposed date of travel.

S.C.L Das, Joint Secretary in the Union Home Ministry, signed the pact with 

Pakistan Foreign Office spokesperson Mohammad Faisal at the Kartarpur 

zero point along the border.

The corridor is being built to connect Dera Baba Nanak in Gurdaspur with 

GurdwaraDarbar Sahib in Kartarpur, the final resting place of Sikhism founder 

Guru Nanak, to commemorate his 550th birth anniversary celebrations on 

November 12.

The agreement said pilgrims would be allowed to carry a maximum of Rs. 

11,000 and a 7-kg bag that could contain drinking water, and they would not 

be allowed to venture beyond the shrine. They would travel in the morning 

and return the same day.

“Do’s and don’ts”

According to the “do’s and don’ts” issued by the Ministry of Home Affairs 

(MHA), children below 13 years and persons of about 75 years and above 

will have to travel in groups.

“Eco-friendly material, preferably cloth bags, should be used during the 

pilgrimage and the surroundings should be kept clean,” the agreement 

said.

“All pilgrims who propose to visit Sri Kartarpur Sahib in Narowal district of 

Pakistan will have to necessarily register online at prakashpurb550.mha.
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gov.in. In advance and the applicant is required to register him/her in advance 

of proposed date of travel. Registration does not confer a right to travel.”

“An Electronic Travel Authorization will also be generated that pilgrims need 

to carry along with their passport, when they arrive at the passenger terminal 

building [PTB],” the MHA said.

Pilgrims would be allowed to carry kirpans (dagger), one of the five articles 

of faith worn by Sikhs. Smoking, drinking and use of tobacco are not allowed 

inside the PTB complex at Dera Baba Nanak.

Pilgrims have been advised not to touch any unattended article and inform 

about anything suspicious to the authorities. Playing loud music and taking 

photographs without permission would also be not allowed.

Strategic ties, migration, oil: key agenda of PM Modi’s Saudi 
visit
In a bid for strategic depth and focus to their growing relationship, India and 

Saudi Arabia will sign an agreement on establishing the India-Saudi Arabia 

Strategic Partnership Council during Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s visit to 

Riyadh on October 29. The council will be headed by Modi and Saudi Crown 

Prince Mohammed bin Salman.

Modi, who will depart for Riyadh on October 28, will meet Saudi King Salman 

Bin Abdulaziz Al Saud and hold delegation-level talks with the crown prince. 

The Prime Minister will also deliver the keynote address at the third edition of 

Saudi Arabia’s annual investment forum, the Future Investment Initiative.

MEA secretary (economic relations) T S Tirumurti said Riyadh has shown 

“understanding” about the recent developments in Jammu and Kashmir and 

it has had a “salutary effect” on Pakistan.

During Modi’s visit, the major pacts to be signed will include anMoU to roll 

out the RuPay card – India’s digital payment system – and one on bringing 
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coordination on e-migration systems between the two countries.

The leaders will also discuss enhancing defence and security cooperation. 

The first naval exercise between the two nations is tentatively lined up for 

December 2019 or January 2020.

On the issue of cross-border terrorism, Tirumurti said both India and Saudi 

Arabia have concerns which reflected in the joint statement issued after 

Crown Prince Salman’s visit here in February.

The two countries will also finalise and move ahead on the ambitious west 

coast refinery project in Raigarh, Maharashtra, which will involve investments 

from Saudi oil giant Aramco, UAE’s Abu Dhabi National Oil Company and 

Indian public sector oil firms.

They are also scheduled to sign anMoU for a joint venture between Indian 

Oil’s Middle east subsidiary – IOC Middle East FZE – and Saudi company Al 

Jeri for downstream cooperation and setting up a retail fuel business in the 

Gulf country.

Saudi Arabia is a key pillar of India’s energy security, being a source of over 

17 per cent of crude oil and 32 per cent of LPG requirements of India.

Both sides are also hoping to finalise Saudi Arabia’s investment in India’s 

National Infrastructure Investment Fund. Another key agreement both sides 

are eyeing to finalise is in the area of migration and protecting interests of 

Indian work force in the country. “We hope to launch the integration of our 

e-migration system and the Saudi system during the prime minister’s visit,” 

Tirumurti said.

He said both sides are also expected to ink anMoU for cooperation in the 

area of renewable energy.

India, Saudi to form strategic council
Kashmir unlikely to get any attention from Saudi rulers, says ex-envoy
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India and Saudi Arabia are set to sign an agreement for creating a bilateral 

strategic partnership council  during the official visit of Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi to Riyadh. The council will include multiple sections involving 

the External Affairs Ministry and NITI Aayog and counterpart organisations 

from Saudi Arabia.

The council will be led by Mr. Modi and King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud. 

Both sides are expected to seal several other agreements during Mr. Modi’s 

visit.

Formation of the Council has been under discussion for some time and 

found mention during Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman’s India visit in 

February in the aftermath of the terror strike in Pulwama. Mr. Modi will hold 

a discussion with Prince Abdulaziz bin Salman Al Saud, Minister of Energy,  

morning and follow it up with talks with Prince Faisal bin Farhan Al Saud, 

Minister of Foreign Affairs, and King Salman. He will deliver the keynote 

address at the Future Investment Summit organised by the Sovereign Wealth 

Fund of Saudi Arabia, the kingdom’s public investment fund. Mr. Modi’s last 

and most important meeting will be with the Crown Prince.

Mr. Modi’s visit is significant as it comes three months after India ended the 

special status of Kashmir. Former Ambassador to Riyadh Talmiz Ahmed, 

however, feels that Kashmir is unlikely to get any attention from the Saudi 

rulers as the visit is expected to boost the Crown Prince’s global stature 

which suffered after Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi was brutally killed 

in the Saudi consulate in Istanbul. “The visit is a vote of confidence in the 

leadership of Crown Prince bin Salman and it will be used to showcase that 

Saudi-India ties are determined by long-term strategic considerations like 

India’s energy security and our desire to ensure stability in the Gulf region,” 

Mr. Ahmad said.
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36 million Indians face flood risk: study

‘Number of those affected may be underestimated’

The number of Indians who stand to be affected by rising sea levels may 

have been underestimated by as much as 88%, according to a study that 

uses a new modeling approach.

In India, 36 million people would face annual flooding by 2050 and 44 million 

by 2100 if emissions continue to rise unabated. Nearly 21 million — and 

not 2.8 million — are expected to be living below the High Tide Line, the 

boundary that marks the farthest to which the sea reaches into the land at 

high tide.

The study, which appears  in the peer reviewed scientific journal Nature 

Communications, employs a new software called CoastalDEM. Estimates on 

the risks posed by flooding now rely on detailed maps of the globe taken by 

the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM), which was a radar mapping 

system that travelled aboard the space shuttle Endeavour in 2000.

The maps so prepared form the basis for determining the elevation of the 

earth’s topography.

However, say the authors of the study, this approach overestimates the 

elevation of land surfaces and frequently miss. CoastalDEM, they claim, is 

more accurate and “reduces linear vertical bias from 4.71 m to less than 0.06 
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m”.

It does so because it uses more variables — vegetation cover, population 

indices — to estimate the actual land surface and more sophisticated 

modelling techniques, claim the authors Scott Kulp& Benjamin Strauss, of 

Climate Centre, an independent organisation of scientists and journalists 

working on climate change.

Below tide lines

Their analysis suggests that globally nearly 110 million people live on land 

below the current high tide lines and 250 million on land below annual flood 

levels, in contrast with SRTM-based estimates of 28 million and 65 million 

respectively.

Current climate studies say that climate change has caused global mean sea 

level to rise by 11-16 cm in the 20th century and is expected to by as much as 

2 m by the end of this century. Other than India, the flood risk has also been 

underestimated for China at 93 million, as opposed to the current estimates 

of 29 million; Bangladesh at 42 million vs 5 million; Vietnam 31 million vs 9 

million; Indonesia 23 million vs 5 million; Thailand 12 million vs 1 million.

“These assessments show the potential of climate change to reshape cities, 

economies, coastlines, and entire global regions within our lifetimes,” said Dr. 

Kulp in a statement.

“As the tideline rises higher than the ground people call home, nations will 

increasingly confront questions about whether, how much, and how long 

coastal defences can protect them.”

India, Saudi Arabia constitute Strategic Partnership Council
Prime Minister Narendra Modi  announced the formation of the India-Saudi 

Strategic Partnership Council that will be led by the leaderships of both 

countries. The announcement was made in Saudi capital Riyadh where 
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Prime Minister Modi paid a visit during October 28-29.

The Indian leader thanked the hosts for far-sighted economic planning for 

Saudi Arabia and praised Crown Prince Mohammed Bin Salman for his 

leadership role in giving a new vision to one of the largest energy suppliers 

in the world. “In talks with the Crown Prince today, we agreed on setting up 

the Strategic Partnership Council that will help India address its expectations 

and aspirations,” said Prime Minister Modi in Hindi, delivering the keynote 

address at the Future Investment Initiative Summit in Riyadh.

A joint statement at the end of the visit stated that the founding document 

setting up the bilateral Strategic Partnership Council was signed by Prime 

Minister Modi and the Crown Prince Mohammed Bin Salman.
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These NASA images indicate where India’s Vikram lander may 
have landed
The US space agency NASA has put out detailed images showcasing the lunar 

craters where Chandrayaan-2’s Vikram lander might have landed. Another 

attempt to locate Vikram will be made on October 14.

This NASA image shows the area where Vikram lander from Chandrayaan-

2 attempted its landing and might be lying on the Moon’s surface. (Image 

source: NASA/Goddard/Arizona State University)

The US space agency NASA has put out detailed images showcasing the 

lunar craters where Chandrayaan-2’s Vikram lander might have landed. The 

images were shared last week  and taken from NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance 

Orbiter (LRO), which passed over the landing site on September 17 and took 

a set of high resolution images of the area. These images hold clues as to 

where India’s lander might on the lunar surface.

The NASA website also added that so far LROC team has not been able to 

locate or image the lander. Further, the images were taken when it was dusk 

at the landing area and there are large shadows covering most of the terrains. 

According to NASA’s statement, it is possible that the Vikram lander is hiding 

in a shadow.

The next attempt to find the lander will take place in October, when according 

to NASA, the lighting will be more favourable. The LRO will pass over this site 

once again on October 14 to be precise. The site where NASA’s LRO looked 

for Vikram lander was about 600 kilometres from the south pole of the Moon, 

and in a relatively ancient terrain,” according to NASA.

NASA had said it was likely that Vikram lander had a hard landing. According 

to the images shared by NASA, which give out the detailed location of the lunar 

surface, the Vikram lander probably attempted a landing between the small 

patch of lunar highland, between the Simpelius N and Manzinus C craters.

The Chandrayaan-2 lander, Vikram, attempted a landing Sept. 7 on a small 
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patch of lunar highland smooth plains between Simpelius N and Manzinus C 

craters as seen in this image. (Image source: NASA/Goddard/Arizona State 

University)

ISRO’s Vikram lander was supposed to have a soft-landing, which is 

a controlled-landing on the lunar surface on September 7. However, 

communication was lost at around 2.1km from the lander, and after that the 

agency has not been able to re-establish contact the lander. Meanwhile, 

the Chandrayaan-2 orbiter is still orbiting around the moon as part of the 

mission.

Meanwhile, Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) chief K Sivan had 

said that the orbiter is doing very well. He added that ISRO’sInext priority will 

be the Gaganyaan mission, which is India’s first manned mission by 2020. 

The Gaganyaan spacecraft is designed to carry three people into Earth’s 

orbit and then bring them back to the surface. The mission will be seven days 

long.

Scientists excavate ‘Ancient River’ in U.P.

The Union Water Ministry has excavated an old, dried-up river in Prayagraj 

(formerly Allahabad) that linked the Ganga and Yamuna rivers. The aim is to 

develop it as a potential groundwater recharge source, according to officials 
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at the National Mission for Clean Ganga (NMCG), a body under the Union 

Jal Shakti Ministry that coordinates the cleaning of the Ganga.

‘Buried river’

The “ancient buried river” as it was described at a conference organised by 

the Ministry, is around 4 km wide, 45 km long and consisted of a 15-metre-

thick layer buried under soil.

According to Executive Director, NMCG, D.P. Mathuria, the discovery was 

made last December by a team of scientists from the CSIR-NGRI (National 

Geophysical Research Institute) and the Central Groundwater Board during a 

helicopter-borne geophysical survey covering the Prayagraj and Kaushambi 

region in Uttar Pradesh.

These paleochannels reveal the course of rivers that have ceased to exist.

This happens when the course of a river changes and its surface flow adopts 

new paths.

Lidar mapping

However, the groundwater component of these rivers tends to change course 

relatively more slowly and, depending on the depth, their location can be 

traced through digs or Lidar mapping, a remote-sensing method.

The newly discovered river, according to Mr. Mathuria, was a “buried 

paleochannel that joins the Yamuna river at Durgapur village, about 26 km 

south of the current Ganga-Yamuna confluence at Prayagraj.

2016 report

The genesis of the palaeochannel’s discovery followed a 2016 report of a 

seven-member committee, headed by Professor K.S. Valdiya of the Jawaharlal 

Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific Research (JNCASR), commissioned 

by the Water Resources Ministry.

This report concluded that evidence from palaeochannels suggested that the 

mythological Saraswati river did indeed exist.

They claimed to have based their conclusions on reports and maps of 
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palaeochannels in north India and a separate, ongoing project by the 

Central Groundwater Board to map the aquifers (extremely deep stores of 

groundwater) of India.

Mr. Mathuria said the next phase of the Ganga palaeochannel project 

would involve tracking the channel “north westwards,” preparing a three-

dimensional sediment map, figuring out how it connected to existing aquifers 

and developing it as groundwater storage system.

Crucial role

“Knowledge on subsurface connectivity between the Ganga and Yamuna 

rivers will play a very crucial role in planning of Ganga cleaning and protecting 

safe groundwater resources,” Mr. Mathuria said.

Orionids 2019 meteor shower: Date, timings, how to watch 
and other details
Come October, the Orionids meteor shower will light up the sky and this 

is visible in both Northern and Southern Hempishere. The meteor shower 

originates from the famous Halley’s Comet and the meteors are active in 

October till early November.

Orionids meteor shower, Orionids meteor shower 2019, What is Orionids 

meteor shower, Orionids meteor shower timing, Orionids meteor shower 

how to watch in India, Orionids meteor shower date, Orionids meteor shower 

Halley comet.

Come October, the Orionids meteor shower will light up the sky and this is 

visible in both the Northern and Southern Hempishere. The meteor shower 

originates from the famous Halley’s Comet and the meteors are active in 

October till early November. According to Space.com, the Orionids Meteor 

shower will peak this year on the night of October 22-23, but a bright moon 

could play spoilsport with the viewing. Here is everything to know about the 
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Orionids meteor shower

Orionids meteor shower 2019: What time of the year?

According to NASA, the Orionids peak during mid-October each year. This 

is the time when they are brightest in the sky. Orionids are considered to be 

one of the most beautiful showers of the year, according to the US space 

agency.

The best time to view the meteor shower is late at night around 2.00 am, 

and preferably in an area away from the city. City Lights cause light pollution, 

which can mar the view of a meteor shower. This year, the Orionid shower will 

be on from October 15 to October 29, with best views expected on October 

21, 22 and 23.

The Orionids can be seen from anywhere on Earth and are visible in the 

Northern and Southern hemispheres. So they will be visible in India as well. 

The best time to view the meteor shower is after midnight.

According to NASA, for those in the Northern Hemisphere, their feet should 

face southeast while viewing the shower. Like any other celestial event, it 

is best viewed away from the city.  NASA’s page explains, “In less than 30 

minutes in the dark, your eyes will adapt and you will begin to see meteors. 

Be patient — the show will last until dawn, so you have plenty of time to catch 

a glimpse.”

The Orionids are really fast and travel at about 148,000 mph or 66 km per 

seconds. These fast meteors will leave glowing “trains” in the sky, which 

lasts for several seconds to minutes. They sometimes also become fireballs. 

Orionids originate from the space debris left behind by comet 1P/Halley.

Every time that Halley comet returns to the inner solar system, it sheds ice 

and rocky dust into space and when the Earth passes through this, it becomes 

the Orionids meteor shower in October. The dust particles collide with Earth’s 

atmosphere and we get the meteor shower in the skies. In May, these are 

known as the Eta Aquarids.
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The Halley ’s Comet takes about 76 years to orbit the sun once. It was last 

seen in 1986 and will enter the inner solar system again in 2061. The point 

in the sky from which the Orionids appear to come from is the constellation 

Orion, hence the name for the meteor shower. NASA says that it is actually 

better to view the Orionids from 45 to 90 degrees away from the radiant as 

they will appear longer and more spectacular from this perspective.

IGIB finds a protein with better precision in gene-editing
The new protein was able to correct sickle cell anaemia mutation in patient-

derived stem cells

Researchers at the Delhi-based Institute of Genomics and Integrative Biology 

(CSIR-IGIB) have discovered a protein variant from a different species of 

bacteria that can edit the DNA with very high precision. In the tool now 

commonly used for editing disease-causing mutations in DNA (CRISPR-

Cas9), the Cas9 protein behaves like a molecular scissors that cuts the 

DNA at a specific location and inserts a foreign piece of DNA to correct the 

mutation that causes the disease.

In addition to binding to the intended target on the DNA, the commonly used 

Cas9 protein from Strepotococcus pyogenes bacteria (SpCas9) and its 

engineered derivative tend to potentially bind to DNA at multiple unintended 

sites thereby leading to unnecessary alterations in the DNA.

The researchers found their new Cas9 protein, which binds and cuts the 

DNA, was able to correct sickle cell anaemia mutation in patient-derived 

stem cells. The protein (FnCas9) used by the researchers to edit the DNA is 

derived from a bacterium — Francisella novicida.

The Cas9 protein is supposed to bind to the DNA only when there is a 

perfect match between the DNA and the protein, thus reducing the chances 

of the protein binding at non-target sites on the DNA. But even when three 
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mismatches exist between the protein and the DNA, the currently used 

SpCas9 protein binds and cleaves the DNA. In contrast, the team led by 

Debojyoti Chakraborty from IGIB found the new FnCas9 protein showed 

negligible binding when there exists more than one mismatch in the target 

DNA. The results were published in the journal Proceedings of the National 

Academy of Sciences (PNAS).

High specificity

“The high specificity of the new FnCas9 protein arises due to reduced affinity 

to bind to DNA when there is even a single mismatch. And when there is 

more than one mismatch, complete absence of binding of the protein to the 

DNA is seen in many cases,” says Dr. Chakraborty.

“If the Cas9 protein remains bound to DNA at mismatched locations for a long 

time, there is a possibility that it might cut the DNA at these locations. Also, 

if it remains bound to DNA, the protein might block the transcription (which 

is the first step in gene expression) at that location. And if Cas9 is bound at 

multiple unintended sites then the transcription machinery gets stalled and 

the expression of genes at these locations might be altered,” Dr. Chakraborty 

explains.

In nature, DNA often gets damaged and is routinely repaired through one 

of the two pathways. In the case of the homology-directed repair (HDR) 

pathway, which is relatively less error-prone, matching sequences are used 

to repair the DNA. “The FnCas9 protein was found to increase the HDR 

repair rate fourfold compared to the widely used SpCas9,” says Deepanjan 

Paul from CSIR-IGIB and one of the first authors of the paper.

Sickle cell anaemia

The researchers tested the precision of binding and cleavage at the desired 

sites on the DNA using mouse cell lines (embryonic stem cells and brain 

cells), human kidney cell lines and induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSc). In 

the case of human iPS cells, the FnCas9 protein was found to bind to the 
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DNA at the specific site, cut and repair the sickle cell anaemia mutation.

“The correction process is the same for any disease-causing mutation and 

so our FnCas9 protein should theoretically correct any mutation in the DNA. 

The efficiency might vary, so we must test it for each disorder,” says Dr. 

Chakraborty.

The efficiency of any Cas9 protein delivery as well the ability to correct 

mutations is generally low in the case of iPS cells. The efficiency of correction 

is about 1.6%. Though the efficiency to correct mutations is low in iPS cells, 

the corrected cells can be isolated, multiplied and converted (differentiated) 

into haematopoietic stem cells. Once differentiated into hematopoietic stem 

cells, they can be transfused into patients.

“Differentiating iPS cells into haematopoietic stem cells is not trivial. Plenty 

of experimental work is under way to make it efficient for clinical translation,” 

says Dr. Chakraborty.

Recalling how he started working on FnCas9 protein for genome editing, Dr. 

Chakraborty recalls that he was looking for a Cas9 protein which can target 

RNA instead of DNA. There was one study that reported that FnCas9 could 

potentially target viral RNA. “We were not able to target RNA using FnCas9 

proteins. So we started to investigate whether it can target DNA as well since 

it was not known if FnCas9 can be used for precise gene correction. We found 

that not only does it target the DNA but does so with very high specificity,” he 

says.

“We are now proceeding for preclinical studies to establish the efficacy of 

FnCas9 protein for genome-wide binding and targeting using patient-derived 

cells and mouse models,” he says.

India is home to Asia’s oldest bamboo
Spread from India:This finding strengthens the theory that bamboo spread to 
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Asia from India and not from Europe.  

Two fossils dating back 25 million years were found in Makum coalfield in 

Assam

With over 49,000 plant species reported as of 2018, India holds about 11.5% 

of all flora in the world. Now, a new fossil record has shown that India is the 

birthplace of Asian bamboo, and they were formed about 25 million years 

ago in the north-eastern part of the country.

Ancient fossils

An international team of researchers found two fossil compressions or 

impressions of bamboo culms (stems) and after further study noted them 

to be new species. They were named Bambusiculmus tirapensis and B. 

makumensis - as they were found in the Tirap mine of Makum Coalfield in 

Assam. These belonged to the late Oligocene period of about 25 million 

years ago.

They also found two impressions of bamboo leaves belonging to new 

species Bambusium deomarense, and B. arunachalense, named after the 

Doimara region of Arunachal Pradesh where it was discovered. These leaves 

were found in the late Miocene to Pliocene sediments, indicating that they 

were between 11 and three million years old.

Yunnan Province in China now has the highest diversity of bamboo, but the 

oldest fossil in that region is less than 20 million years old, clearly indicating 

that Asian bamboo was born in India and then migrated there. This finding 

further strengthens the theory that bamboo came to Asia from India and not 

from Europe.

Wide niche

“Today, we can see bamboo in a wide range of climatic conditions from as 

cold as 5 degree C to even 30 degrees C. And at sea level to heights of about 

4,000 metres. They can survive in varying rainfall conditions too. We wanted 

to know what made it develop such a wide environmental niche,” explains 
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Gaurav Srivastava, from the Birbal Sahni Institute of Palaeosciences, 

Lucknow. He is the first and corresponding author of the paper published 

recently in the journal Review of Palaeobotany and Palynology.

Role of plate tectonics

In fact, the European bamboo fossil is about 50 million years old. Dr Srivastava 

explains that the Indian plate collided with the Eurasian plate about 50 million 

years ago. However, the suturing between the two plates were not completed 

until 23 million years, meaning the plates were not completely joined, restricting 

migration of plants and animals. And also as the Himalayas were not formed 

yet, the temperature was also warm and humid in the Northeastern region, 

with not many seasonal variations.

The present climate in the region is cold with strong winter and summer 

conditions. Bamboo braved these climatic and geographical changes making 

it the fittest in the survival race.

“Bamboo fossils are not very common in India as they are known only from 

the Siwalik sediments. We have planned more studies in this region and 

search for its fossils in older rocks too,” adds Rakesh Chandra Mehrotra, the 

study head from the Birbal Sahni Institute of Palaeosciences.

Dr. Mehrotra adds that paleobotany is studied only in very few pockets in 

India. This study has shown that India is a treasure trove of plant fossils and 

more importance needs to be given to its study.

IISER Pune team synthesises photocatalyst to degrade 
organic pollutants
The highly unstable perovskite mineral was converted into a robust form 

capable of decomposing toxic organic pollutants commonly present in water

Researchers at the Indian Institute of Science Education and Research 

(IISER) Pune have successfully converted the highly unstable perovskite into 
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a highly stable photocatalyst capable of decomposing toxic organic pollutants 

commonly present in water. The catalyst that becomes active when exposed to 

sunlight was synthesised by encapsulating nanocrystals of organic-inorganic 

perovskite inside a metal-organic framework (MOF).

The team led by Sujit K. Ghosh from the Department of Chemistry at IISER 

Pune utilised the hydrophobic nature of the MOF material to render greater 

chemical stability to perovskite nanocrystals that form inside the MOF cavities. 

The perovskite-MOF composites displayed “outstanding” stability when 

immersed inside water and alcoholic solvents for as long as 90 days.

Stable composite

The composites remained stable in water even when at boiling temperature 

for 20 days. While perovskite encapsulated by MOF showed 70% similar 

photoluminescence intensity before and after heat treatment at the end of 

20 days, the photoluminescence intensity of naked perovskite decreased by 

95% in just five hours of heat treatment. Likewise, the photoluminescence 

intensity of the composite remained almost intact even after being exposed 

to UV light for 20 days.

It is the hydrophobic nature of MOF that renders chemical, heat and 

photostability to perovskite.

The researchers found less than 1 ppb of lead metal leached from the composite 

at the end of 90 days of being exposed to different solvents, including water. 

“It is possible to replace lead metal with other nontoxic elements to make 

the composite more efficient and much safer to degrade organic pollutants,” 

says Dr. Ghosh. The results were published in the journal ACS Applied Nano 

Materials.

“This is the first time perovskite-based composite material as a photocatalyst 

has been used for the degradation of toxic organic pollutants such as 

antibiotics, dyes etc. It will be a cost-effective method to produce clean water,” 

says Dr. Ghosh.
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The researchers tested the composite’s photocatalytic property to degrade 

organic pollutants in water. They tested three organic commonly seen 

pollutants — methyl orange, methyl red and nitorfurazone antibiotic.

Activated by sunlight

“When the composite was exposed to sunlight it was able to degrade the 

organic pollutants,” says Samraj Mollick from IISER Pune and one of the first 

authors of the paper. “When exposed to sunlight, the perovskite nanocrystals 

release electrons into water thus producing hydroxyl radicals. The hydroxyl 

radicals are highly active species that decomposes the organic pollutants.”

But the rate of degradation of organic pollutants is not high compared with 

other standard materials. “Compared with other materials, perovskite is 

inexpensive. It is also possible to scale up its production easily,” says Tarak 

Nath Mandal, the other first author of the paper.

“This is only a proof-of-concept study. It is possible to increase the degradation 

rate by using different perovskite and MOF materials,” says Dr. Ghosh.

The researchers were able to recycle the composite thrice and even on the 

third cycle the composite displayed over 90% degradation capacity.

First all-female spacewalk is back on, NASA says
In an image provided by NASA, astronauts Jessica Meira, left, and Christina 

Koch on the International Space Station (NASA via The New York Times) 

The first spacewalk to be conducted entirely by women is scheduled for Oct. 

21, NASA announced, nearly seven months after an all-female spacewalk was 

canceled because two properly fitted spacesuits were not readily available.

Christina Koch and Anne McClain, the two astronauts who were scheduled 

to conduct the spacewalk in March, both needed a medium-size torso 

component, but only one was available.

The spacewalk did take place — it just wasn’t all-female. Koch conducted the 
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six-hour mission with fellow astronaut Nick Hague.

McClain, whose domestic dispute sparked what is believed to be the first 

criminal case in space, returned to Earth in June after orbiting the planet 

more than 3,000 times in 204 days. Summer Worden, McClain’s spouse, 

accused the astronaut of identity theft and improper access to her private 

financial records from space.

Koch will now set out with astronaut Jessica Meir this month on the first 

women-only venture outside the International Space Station. They are set to 

install lithium-ion batteries to better serve the station’s power supply.

It will be the fourth of 10 spacewalks scheduled for the next three months, 

which might set a record pace of complex spacewalks since the space station 

was completed in 2011, NASA said.

“I think it’s important because of the historical nature of what we’re doing and 

in the past, women haven’t always been at the table,” Koch said on NASA TV. 

“And it’s wonderful to be contributing to the human spaceflight program at a 

time when all contributions are being accepted.”

Koch and Meir were part of the 2013 astronaut class. Of the eight people in 

that class — chosen from more than 6,000 applicants — half were women, 

a first for NASA. The agency lists 38 active astronauts on its website; 12 are 

women.

The first five scheduled spacewalks will upgrade the space station’s power 

systems and the last five, planned for November and December, will repair 

the alpha magnetic spectrometer, which analyzes cosmic ray events.

Koch, who arrived on the space station in March, is on her way to set a record 

for the longest single spaceflight by a woman, surpassing Peggy Whitson, 

who in April became the American with the most overall space time.

“It’s an honor to follow in Peggy’s footsteps,” Koch said. “I hope that me being 

up here and giving my best every day is a way for me to say thank you to 

people like her, who not only paved the way through their examples, but 
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actively reached out to make sure we could be successful.”

Koch is scheduled to remain in orbit until February. Her mission will provide 

researchers time to observe the effects of long-duration spaceflight on 

a woman’s body, which will help support missions to the moon and Mars, 

according to NASA.

“What we’re doing now shows all of the work that went in for the decades 

prior, all of the women that worked to get us where we are today,” Meir, who 

arrived on the space station in September, said on NASA TV.

Meir said she does not think a lot about being one of two women on the space 

station.

‘Navy looking at electric propulsion to cut down on fossil 
fuels’
India intends to use the new technology for Landing Platform Docks as well 

as future ships, says Navy chief

On October 4-5, the Navy hosted the second edition of the Goa Maritime 

Conclave (GMC) attended by 10 Indian Ocean littoral states and observers 

from a few friendly foreign countries. It was set up in 2017 to identify common 

threats in the region and evolve cooperative mechanisms to tackle them. In a 

brief conversation on the sidelines of the GMC, Navy chief Admiral Karambir 

Singh spoke about the conclave, India’s push for regional cooperation and 

the indigenous Tejas Light Combat Aircraft (LCA).

What is the outcome and takeaways from GMC 2019?

The whole aim was that it’s a smaller grouping of like-minded countries. So if 

we can get some outcomes especially in areas which are non-controversial 

and which concerns all of us. My intention is to try and come out with some 

common issues like Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA), share information 
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and get a common operating picture. That is our pitch mainly. Also a lot of 

training and exercising together.

What are the areas in which littoral states want assistance from India?

Bilaterally there are a lot of issues. Mainly the focus is on capacity building 

for smaller countries providing them some hardware, ships. Then capability 

enhancement by providing training. It’s mostly centeredon that. Some 

of the common concerns they want to help us out. Information exchange 

for common picture, intelligence sharing concerning terrorism, drugs and 

trafficking. Those are the major areas.

There has been talk of India being the hub for Humanitarian Assistance 

and Disaster Relief (HADR) efforts in the region. Is there some movement 

on that front?

We are not a hub. In the Indian Ocean Naval Symposium (IONS) we 

have taken the initiative to form the working group and helped formulate 

the Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) on HADR. Idea is when we are 

confronted, that time we don’t start searching for common SOPs.

At the conclave, you briefly talked of Navy using electric propulsion to 

power its ships in future. Can you elaborate on it?

Electric propulsion is at a nascent stage. There are few countries which have 

the technology. First we have set up a Medium Voltage (MV) lab in Valsura, 

Gujarat so we can train people and understand the full complexities of electric 

propulsion. For our future ships, the Landing Platform Docks and the second 

Indigenous Aircraft Carrier (IAC-II) we intend to have electric propulsion.

I mentioned electric propulsion in the context of the green efforts of the Navy. 

We are looking at electric propulsion to cut down on use of diesel and fossil 

fuels. We even tried using the green fuel that the U.S. had to offer, by adding 

an additive. But that has not really worked.

The indigenous Naval Tejas Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) recently had 

its first arrested landing on the Shore Based Test Facility in Goa. What 
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is the way forward for the programme?

This LCA is a technology demonstrator. We will assist the Aeronautical 

Development Agency (ADA) in this effort. But the one which we want, we 

are making the Quality Requirements (QR) for it, a twin engine deck based 

fighter. If it meets the QRs and in the correct time frame, we will take it. These 

QRs are separate from the ongoing tender for 57 carrier based fighters.

What is the status of IAC-II?

We have to take it up... The Navy is keen. If you see the blueprint of the 

1950s, it is built on three aircraft carriers so that two are always available 

while one is in repairs. We are very much looking forward for the government 

to take a decision on it.

Wild bonnet macaques gesture intentionally
Watch my mouth:Bonnet macaques have a goal in mind and use gestural 

communication to fulfil that goal.Shreejata GuptaShreejata Gupta  

This requires complex cognitive capacity

Gestures are an important aspect of human communication. Until now, 

gestures in apes were believed to lie at the evolutionary roots of human 

language. However, a recent study on wild bonnet macaques implies that 

gestural communication — the basic tools for language — is observed even 

in that species. Given that monkeys diverged from apes (including humans) 

much earlier than humans diverged from other apes (such as chimpanzees 

and gorillas) this finding has an evolutionary significance as well. The study 

has been published in the journal Behavioural Processes.

Species ethogram

Anindya Sinha from National Institute of Advanced Studies, Bengaluru, 

who has been studying the behaviour of bonnet macaques in the Bandipur-

Mudumalai region for close to 25 years, had developed an ethogram of the 
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species. In essence, a list of objectively-defined behaviours — an ethogram 

— becomes the reference document for subsequent studies.

Developing on this, the researchers recorded 32 independent gestures made 

by the bonnet macaques. Of these, they could not identify the context for 

eight gestures. For the remaining 24 gestures, they were able to identify the 

context of use. “It would have been perfect if we could get all the behaviours 

videographed,” says Shreejata Gupta who worked on this problem, in an 

email to The Hindu. Now a postdoc at York University’s Department of 

Psychology, she explains how this made it difficult to address some features 

of intentionality, such as changing body orientation according to the receiver’s 

orientation.

Differential grooming

“When I first saw the bonnet macaques using their grooming gestures possibly 

referring to body parts that they intended to be groomed, I was absolutely 

elated…” she recalls. After accumulating more of these observations, the 

team published a paper on referential grooming in bonnet macaques, a 

cognitive capacity that was earlier believed to be restricted to human and 

non-human apes. This was published in the journal Animal Cognition.

“Bonnet macaques have voluntary control over their gestural communicative 

signals. They have a goal in mind, and they communicate with others to fulfil 

that goal. The entire process requires complex cognitive capacity, different 

from an involuntary action such as an alarm call at the sight of a predator,” 

says Dr Gupta. It has been known earlier that apes such as humans, 

chimpanzees, bonobos, gorillas and orangutans communicate intentionally. 

This study extends this behavior to monkeys.

“This continuity of similar cognitive processes underlying communication 

systems of monkeys and apes imply that our minds have had the building 

blocks of producing complex language for millions of years,” says Dr Gupta.
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Satellite imagery, artificial intelligence to improve farm yields 
in Maharashtra
Launched in January this year, the Maha Agri Tech project seeks to use 

technology to address various cultivation risks ranging from poor rains to 

pest attacks, accurately predict crop-wise and area-wise yield and eventually 

to use this data to inform policy decisions including pricing, warehousing and 

crop insurance. When farmers in six districts of Maharashtra begin sowing 

for the coming rabi season, this project will enter its second phase where 

artificial intelligence and satellite imagery will be used to mitigate risks. Fields 

of the farmers that are part of the project will be monitored via satellite images 

at every stage right until the harvest.

In its first phase the Maha Agri Tech project used satellite images and analysis 

from the Maharashtra Remote Sensing Application Centre (MRSAC) and 

the National Remote Sensing Centre (NRSC) in Hyderabad to assess the 

acreage and the conditions of select crops in select talukas. In its second 

phase, various data sets from diverse data providers will be combined to 

build yield modelling and a geospatial database of soil nutrients, rainfall, 

moisture stress and other parameters to facilitate location-specific advisories 

to farmers.

Already, officials said, satellite imagery helped analyse the extent of crop 

destruction in parts of western Maharashtra after the floods this August. 

Once indicative crop yield prediction and accurate analysis of highly 

localised soil health/moisture conditions is possible using satellite imagery 

combined with artificial intelligence, policy decisions and advisories ranging 

from crop suitability, inventory, crop damage assessment and early season 

crop forecasts can be based on these. Working on the coming rabi season 

simultaneously are the MRSAC and the NRSC that have expertise in analysis 

of satellite imagery, as well as other agencies providing diverse kinds of data, 

such as Mahavedh (decentralised rainfall data from over 2,000 automated 
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weather stations), Groundwater Survey Development Agency, CROPSAP 

(the agriculture department’s 2011 project for crops and pest surveillance), 

etc.

How technology use helps farming
Agriculture in Maharashtra has remained highly vulnerable to the changes in 

weather patterns. A big reason for this weakness is that a very low percentage 

of the farmland is covered by canal irrigation systems. The use of satellite 

images, drones, and machine learning can plug some of the productivity gaps 

by enabling both farmers and policymakers to plan better

Meanwhile, Cropin, a Bengaluru-based agri-tech firm that provides artificial 

intelligence and machine learning-based solutions in the agriculture sector, will 

conduct a pilot in six districts of Marathwada and Vidarbha where their AI and 

machine-learning based platform will first create an inventory of farmers, their 

farm and crops sown during the coming rabi season. They will use geofencing 

to identify perimeters of individual farmers’ holdings, which means individual 

farm-specific data will be collected and analysed. In the 2020 kharif season, 

the digital platform will be able to provide intelligence in the form of advisories 

regarding farm-specific crop yields, anticipated risks, etc.

Cropin, which has been in the agri tech industry for nine years, says it has 
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worked with close to 2.1 million farmers across 46 countries and 5.5 million 

hectares of farm land, analysing 3,500 varieties of 365 crops, all this experience 

accumulating trillions of datasets that the company uses to inform its artificial 

intelligence and machine learning platforms. “Using these datasets, we can 

begin to tell you the health of the crop and likely yield, through various indices 

we have developed,” said Jitesh Shah, Cropin’s Chief Revenue Officer. Based 

on different leaf signatures, a crop is identified. Other indices that Cropin 

has developed include chlorophyll index, evapotranspiration index, etc. 

Combined with information such as the time of the year, weather, moisture 

stress, etc, it is possible to develop farm-specific intelligence on acreage, 

health and yield. Then, agglomerating data from individual geofenced farms, 

it will be possible to generate regional or taluka-specific or village-specific 

advisories too. Using algorithms to study vegetation or moisture and other 

indices periodically, water budgeting models can also be built in the next 

stage.

Senior officials said the Maha Agri Tech pilot studies are key for long-term 

risk mitigation in agriculture in Maharashtra, which has remained highly 

vulnerable to changes in weather patterns on account of a very low percentage 

of farmland being covered by canal irrigation systems.

“The concept is to tie up with various agencies to build a single digital platform 

for farmers and the government,” said state Agriculture Commissioner Suhas 

Diwase. He said a GIS-based platform using algorithms and data analytics 

based on the satellite imagery will help monitor farmland during drought-like 

conditions too. “Phase One of Maha Agri Tech is done. In Phase Two, we are 

expanding the scope and also validating ground truths to verify data.”

Future modules will assess market conditions including commodity-wise 

demand-supply analysis, location of warehousing facilities and also location-

specific fertiliser or other input requirements. Other government schemes 

including soil health cards, ground water analysis, watershed planning, etc 
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may also be integrated with the digital system.

NASA’s Curiosity Rover finds evidence of an ancient lake on 
Mars
NASA’s Curiosity Rover has found evidence on Mars that suggest that the 

Gale Crater once held a lake of water around 3.5 billion years ago.

The network of cracks in this Martian rock slab called “Old Soaker” may have 

formed from the drying of a mud layer more than 3 billion years ago. (Credit: 

NASA/JPL-Caltech/MSSS).

NASA’s Curiosity Rover has collected more evidence that the 150 km wide 

Gale crater on Mars once hosted a lake and stream system in the past. 

Researchers say that dating back to around 3.5 billion years ago, not only 

the groundwater must have enriched the crater but water streams might have 

laced the crater’s walls, running towards its base, as well.

The crater would then dry up, only to be overflown again. Curiosity scientists 

published the findings in a Nature Geoscience paper describing the cycle 

of overflow and drying up of the Gale crater that could have repeated itself 

numerous times over millions of years.

They explain that the Gale Crater was created by an ancient impact, and it 

was filled in with sediments carried by water and wind layer by layer over 

time. After the sediment hardened, the wind carved the layered rock into the 

towering Mount Sharp.

The slopes of this mountain are exposed and the scientists say that each 

layer reveals a different era of Martian history and holds clues about the 

prevailing environment at the time.

The bottom of the image is the floor of Gale Crater, with the peak being the 

side of Mount Sharp.Credit: ASU Knowledge Enterprise Development (KED), 
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Michael Northrop.

The Curiosity Rover analysed the soil samples from the crater’s bedrock to 

find a diverse range of salts, which is not observed in other rocks on the red 

planet. The authors interpret that the rocks enriched in mineral salts are the 

evidence of shallow briny ponds that went through episodes of overflow and 

drying.

“The deposits serve as a watermark created by climate fluctuations as the 

Martian environment transitioned from a wetter one to the freezing desert it is 

today,” authors explain.

Scientists want to understand how long this transition took and when exactly 

it occurred. The researchers believe that studying younger rocks in the 

future could shed more light on how the Martian surface dried out.

“This latest clue may be a sign of findings to come as Curiosity heads toward a 

region called the ‘sulfate-bearing unit’, which is expected to have formed in an 

even drier environment,” according to a statement from NASA’s Jet Propulsion 

Laboratory. It represents a stark difference from lower down the mountain, 

where Curiosity discovered evidence of persistent freshwater lakes.

Saturn surpasses Jupiter with most number of moons: 
Everything we know
An artist’s conception of the 20 newly discovered moons orbiting Saturn. 

These discoveries bring the planet’s total moon count to 82, surpassing Jupiter 

for the most in our Solar System. (Image source: NASA/JPL-Caltech/Space 

Science Institute)

Over the past centuries, astronomers believed that Jupiter, the largest planet 

of our solar system, also has the most number of moons. And this is what many 

of have also learnt back in school. However, according to the latest research 

by a team of space scientists led by Carnegie Institution for Science’s Scott 
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S. Sheppard, this theory is set to change. According to the findings of this 

research, which was announced  by the International Astronomical Union’s 

Minor Planet Center, Saturn, and not Jupiter which has the most number of 

moons revolving around it.

How many moons does Saturn have?

According to the findings of Carnegie Institution for Science’s Scott S. 

Sheppard, as many as 20 moons that were previously unknown to exist have 

been discovered. The ringed planet was earlier thought to have 62 moons. 

With the discovery of these new moons, the total tally of satellites for Saturn 

now stands at 82 surpassing its neighbouring planet Jupiter.

How many moons does Jupiter have?

As per the data provided in the research, Jupiter currently has as many as 79 

satellites revolving around it.

What is significant about Saturn’s newly discovered moons?

To begin with, each of the 20 newly discovered moons of Saturn is about 5 

kilometres (3 miles) in diameter, according to the findings of the research. 

out of this, as many as 17 moons orbit the ringed planet backwards, in the 

direction opposite to Saturn’s rotation, while the other three moons rotate in 

the same direction as that of the planet.

The 17 moons which orbit backwards (retrograde moons) and one of the 

moon which orbits in the Saturn’s direction (prograde moons) take more than 

three years to complete an orbit. The other two prograde moons are closer 

to Saturn and take around two years to complete their orbit. “Studying the 

orbits of these moons can reveal their origins, as well as information about 

the conditions surrounding Saturn at the time of its formation,” Sheppard 

explained in a statement.

The researchers found that these outer satellites orbit the ringed planet in 

three clusters called Inuit, Norse and Gallic. “This kind of grouping of outer 

moons is also seen around Jupiter, indicating violent collisions occurred 
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between moons in the Saturnian system or with outside objects such as 

passing asteroids or comets,” Sheppard said in the statement.

How were Saturn’s new moons discovered?

The 20 new moons of Saturn were discovered with the help of Subaru telescope 

atop Mauna Kea in Hawaii. The observing team included Sheppard, David 

Jewitt of the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), and Jan Kleyna of 

the University of Hawaii.

“Using some of the largest telescopes in the world, we are now completing 

the inventory of small moons around the giant planets,” Sheppard said adding 

that “They play a crucial role in helping us determine how our Solar System’s 

planets formed and evolved.”

This apart, the researchers have also started a contest to name the newly 

discovered moons of Saturn. They are asking for suggestions from the 

general public until December 6, 2019.

An eel like the bhujia: Scientists in Kerala discover new 
subterranean fish species
The Pangio bhujia is unique because of the absence of the dorsal fin and 

pelvic fins. It also differs from other species of the Pangio genus due to the 

presence of long nasal barbels.

The eel, just about 3 centimetres in length and pinkish-red in colour, belongs 

to the genus Pangio and has been named interestingly as Pangio bhujia

About five months ago, Vishnu Das, a young graphic designer in a village 

in Kozhikode district of Kerala, spotted something glistening and slithering 

in the water in his bathroom at home. When observed closely, he figured 

that it was a peculiar miniature eel-like species that must have landed in the 

bathroom via the tap from the water in the well at his home. A fish enthusiast, 
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Das promptly secured the restless eel in a glass and posted a photograph in 

a local WhatsApp group in pursuit of identification of the species.

Fast forward five months. The specimen that Das caught in his bathroom has 

proved to be a major breakthrough for ichthyologists in Kerala and across the 

world. What he caught by accident was a unique, new species of eel-loach 

that lives in deep subterranean aquifers. The eel, just about 3 centimetres in 

length and pinkish-red in colour, belongs to the genus Pangio and has been 

named interestingly as Pangio bhujia, because it resembles the north Indian 

snack of bhujia.

The species, described by scientists of Kerala University of Fisheries and 

Ocean Studies (KUFOS), Kochi in a paper in the Zootaxa journal, proves 

conclusively that certain eel-loaches, till now found in fast-flowing streams 

of south and southeast Asia, can exist in subterranean conditions as well. 

The Pangio bhujia is unique because of the absence of the dorsal fin and 

pelvic fins. It also differs from other species of the Pangio genus due to the 

presence of long nasal barbels.

The presence of Pangio bhujia in certain water spaces, like the one found in 

Cherinjal village, is also a barometer of a region’s ecological patterns.

“This is an exceptional discovery,” said Rajeev Raghavan, assistant 

professor at KUFOS, in a statement. In the last one year, Raghavan and his 
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team had discovered two other remarkable subterranean species, mainly 

through chance encounters as their habitats are difficult to sample through 

conventional methods.

Anoop VK, a doctoral student at KUFOS and one of the authors of the paper 

in Zootaxa, is ecstatic over the discovery of such a rare species and doubly 

thrilled that he was able to be a part of such a moment at an early stage in his 

career. It was Anoop who chanced upon the photograph of the eel posted by 

Das on WhatsApp and decided to make the trip to the tiny village of Cherinjal. 

But even as he knew the eel-loach could be a potential new species, finding 

more specimens of the same was an arduous task.

“These are subterranean organisms and they are extremely sensitive to light. 

So finding them was always going to be tough. We went traipsing all over 

tanks and wells in the neighbourhood, barging into people’s homes to look for 

the eel. And then somebody said there was a pond nearby that never dries. 

So we got into it using a giant scoop-net and we got a fully mature specimen. 

Having got one, we definitely knew there would be others. We ended up with 

over 15 eel-loaches, complete with their giant eggs,” said Anoop.

Anoop and his colleagues at KUFOS brought the eel-loaches back to the 

lab in Kochi and began studying them in detail, noting down their unique 

morphological features, their breeding and feeding habits. They concluded 

that the Pangio bhujia lives in deep laterite channels of aquifers inside the 

earth and feeds mainly on plankton and small worms. They have a small set 

of eyes, as common in other subterranean fishes, along with enhancement 

of other sensory organs. It is also only the second miniature species in the 

genus to have up to 20 large eggs in their abdominal cavity, easily visible 

through the translucent body walls.

“Many of the additional unique and unusual features of Pangio bhujia could 

also be related to its subterranean life. Its small size and absence of dorsal 

and pelvic fins and the reduction in the number of fin rays in the pectoral, 
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anal and caudal fins may enable it to move around in even the most confined 

spaces within the laterite deposits of the aquifers,” the paper underscored.

The presence of Pangio bhujia in certain water spaces, like the one found in 

Cherinjal village, is also a barometer of a region’s ecological patterns. “It can 

live only in the purest of water sources and cannot survive in contaminated 

environs. It is an important indicator of a region’s environmental fragility,” said 

Anoop.

In the coming months, more studies would be done to determine the species’ 

evolutionary trajectory and its geographical patterns. At the same time, 

scientists like Anoop can’t help thank local nature lovers like Das enough for 

their contributions to research. “If he had flushed the eel down the toilet, like 

many do, we wouldn’t have possibly discovered this species,” said Anoop, 

with a smile.

Makers of lithium-ion battery win Nobel Prize in Chemistry: 
Here’s all you need to know
The 2019 Nobel Prize in Chemistry has been awarded to Stanley Whittingham, 

John Goodenough and Akira Yoshino for the development of the lithium-ion 

battery. But what is a lithium-ion battery and where all is it used?

Stanley Whittingham, John Goodenough and Akira Yoshino have been 

awarded the 2019 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for developing the lithium-ion 

battery. (Image source: Nobel Media)

The 2019 Nobel Prize in Chemistry has been awarded to Stanley Whittingham, 

John Goodenough and Akira Yoshino for their development of the lithium-ion 

battery. The three scientists over their respective careers have shaped up 

what is the now the most-preferred battery across all rechargeable devices 

such as smartphones, laptops and electric vehicles. These batteries are 

lightweight, rechargeable and powerful and, besides being compact in size, 
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they can store significant amounts of energy from solar and wind power.

What has each scientist contributed?

Stanley Whittingham

The foundation of lithium-ion batteries was laid back in the 1970s during 

the oil crisis. Stanley Whittingham, an English-American scientist, worked 

towards developing methods by which fossil-fuel-free technologies could 

be made. He began to research superconductors and discovered a highly 

energy-rich material, that he used for creating an innovative cathode in a 

lithium battery. This cathode was made from titanium disulphide which, at the 

molecular level, has spaces that can contain – intercalate – lithium ions. The 

anode of the battery was made partially from metallic lithium. This led to a 

battery that had a potential of over 2 volts. But, metallic lithium is reactive and 

the battery was too explosive to be used.

John Goodenough

Around this time, John Goodenough, an American scientist, had predicted 

that a cathode would have greater potential if it was made by using a metal 

oxide instead of metal sulphide. In 1980, following a systematic search, 

Goodenough demonstrated cobalt oxide with intercalated lithium ions could 

produce as much as 4 volts. This was a key breakthrough in the field of 

batteries and would lead to the creation of much-powerful batteries.

Akira Yoshino

Using Goodenough’s cathode as basis, Japanese chemist Akira Yoshino 

made the first commercially viable lithium-ion battery in 1985. Instead 

of using reactive lithium in the anode, he used petroleum coke, a carbon 

material, which can intercalate lithium ions just like the cathode’s cobalt 

oxide. As a result, a lightweight, hardwearing battery was created which 

could get charged hundreds of times before the performance of the battery 

deteriorated. Lithium-ion batteries have an advantage that they are not based 
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on the chemical reactions which break down electrodes. Instead, they are 

based on the lithium ions that are flowing back and forth between the anode 

and cathode of the battery.

A Panasonic Corp staff poses with a lithium-ion battery, which is part of 

Tesla Motor Inc’s Model S and Model X battery packs, in front of the chassis 

of a Tesla Model S during a news conference at the Panasonic Center in 

Tokyo,ahead of the 2013 Tokyo Motor Show in 2013. (Reuters)

How does a lithium-ion battery function?

These days there are four key components inside a lithium-ion battery: the 

cathode which has lithium on the positive electrode, the anode which contains 

graphite on the negative electrode, an electrolyte which acts as a catalyst and 

electron barrier, and an outer circuit by which the electrons move. When in 

use, the ions inside the battery move from the anode to the cathode forcing 

the electrons to do the same, in this process the power is supplied to the 

smartphone. When the phone is put on charge, the ions and electrons move 

in a reverse flow that is from the lithium cathode to the graphite anode where 

the charge is stored.

Where all is lithium-ion battery used?

Ever since lithium-ion batteries were launched in the market back in 1991, 

they have revolutionised the way humans use portable devices. Today, lithium-

ion batteries are used in almost all types of gadgets such as smartphones, 

laptops, electric vehicles, cameras, smartwatches and more.

New satellite-based GEMINI system to warn deep sea 
fishermen of upcoming disasters
The Indian National Centre for Ocean Information Services (INCOIS) and 

Airport Authority of India (AAI) has launched a new satellite-based GEMINI 

system that will alert deep-sea fishermen of upcoming disasters.
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The satellite-based GEMINI system is aimed to provide key alerts and 

messages to deep-sea fishermen. (File Photo: AP)

In a bid to ensure seamless and effective dissemination of alerts and other 

important disaster-related information to the fishermen who venture out deeper 

into the seas, the Indian National Centre for Ocean Information Services 

(INCOIS) and Airport Authority of India (AAI)  launched a new system.

This new system which consists of a specially designed device and a mobile 

application will expand the scope of sending out alerts and other messages 

to fishermen who are out in the seas for multiple days for fishing and other 

related activities, the government said in a release. Presently, the fishermen 

receive advisories, forecasts and early warnings from a wide range of 

mechanisms such as Potential Fishing Zones (PFZ) advisories, ocean state 

forecasts, high wave alerts, and tsunami and storm surge early warning 

services. However, all these messages can only get transmitted up to 10 to 

12 km from the coast.

The new system is termed as GEMINI or GAGAN Enabled Mariner’s 

Instrument for Navigation and Information. It is based on GAGAN (GPS-

Aided Geo Augmented Navigation) satellite system developed by the Indian 

Space Research Organization (ISRO) and AAI. The GAGAN satellite system 

consists of three geosynchronous satellites namely the GSAT-8, GSAT-10 and 

GSAT-15 and these three cover the entire Indian Ocean region constantly.

Through the new system, all the key alerts and messages would be sent 

through GAGAN and the designated device will be receiving and transferring 

it to a mobile phone with the help of Bluetooth communication. The related 

mobile application would then decode and display the information to the user. 

It can be decoded into nine languages.

The technology for this new device has been given to Acord, a Bengaluru-

based company, the release said.

The GEMINI system was launched by Dr. Harsh Vardhan, Minister for Science 
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and Technology and Earth Sciences. he also launched an improved version 

of PFZ forecasts developed by INCOIS. This new version is going to provide 

the advisories three days in advance.

The forecasts are generated with the help of modern tools of numerical 

models and are expected to help in providing the advisories even when there 

are overcast skies.

The development of this new satellite-based advisory service system comes 

after the gap in communication which was felt during Ockhi cyclone back in 

November-December 2017. back then, fishermen who were out in the deep 

sea for fishing before the cyclone’s onset could not be informed of the storm 

which led to the loss of lives and property of the fishermen.

A 460-feet sized asteroid will fly past the Earth later today: Should we 

be worried?

The asteroid 2019 SX5 has a diameter of around 459 feet and it is moving at 

a speed of nearly 49,000 miles per hour. (Representational image, source: 

Getty/Thinkstock)

A giant asteroid which is approximately as big as the Great Pyramid of Giza 

in Egypt is set to fly past the Earth later today. According to NASA’s Center 

for Near Earth Object Studies (CNEOS), the asteroid which is identified as 

asteroid 2019 SX5 is estimated to have a diameter of around 459 feet. As 

indicated in the database of the agency, the approaching asteroid is having a 

speed of nearly 49,000 miles per hour.

According to CNEOS data, asteroid 2019 SX5 is likely to fly past the Earth at 

7:07 pm EDT on October 10 ( or 4:37 am IST on October 11). During this period, 

the asteroid will be at a distance of approximately 0.04533 astronomical units 

(AU) which is nearly 4.2 million miles, the data by CNEOS showed.

The asteroid 2019 SX5 is classified as an Apollo asteroid, which means that it 

has a very wide orbit around the Earth and the Sun and its orbit occasionally 

intersect with that of our planet. Even as asteroid 2019 SX5’s orbit intersects 
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the Earth’s orbit, there is no danger of collision or fly past from a dangerously 

close distance. Hence, this particular asteroid is not labeled as a potentially 

hazardous asteroid (PHA) by NASA’s CNEOS.

“Potentially Hazardous Asteroids are currently defined based on parameters 

that measure the asteroid’s potential to make threatening close approaches 

to the Earth,” CNEOS explained on its website. “Specifically, all asteroids 

with an Earth Minimum Orbit Intersection Distance of 0.05 AU or less and an 

absolute magnitude of 22.0 are considered PHAs.”

According to the data by CNEOS, asteroid 2019 SX5 is known to approach 

Jupiter, Venus and Earth. Before today’s occasion, the asteroid flew past the 

Earth back in December 19, 2016, during which it flew from a distance of 

0.39476 AU or approximately 37 million miles. After this flyby, the asteroid is 

predicted to come back near our planet on September 29, 2025.

Scientists discover how water gets regenerated on asteroids
According to the research “Regenerative water sources on surfaces of airless 

bodies,” water can be replenished on asteroids’ surface if both the solar wind 

and the impacting meteoroids come together in very low temperatures. (Image 

source: Curtin University)

Space scientists have made a new discovery about asteroids which may 

lead to the survival of humans in space. The researchers have found out 

how water gets regenerated on asteroids. They have found out that water 

molecules can get regenerated on asteroids moving through space. This 

breakthrough can extend to other celestial objects such as the Moon, Space 

Daily has reported.

According to the findings of the research titled “Regenerative water sources 

on surfaces of airless bodies” which got published in the journal Nature 
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Astronomy, water can be replenished on asteroids’ surface if both the solar 

wind and the impacting meteoroids come together in very low temperatures.

According to the lead Australian author Dr. Katarina Miljkovic from Curtin 

University’s Space Science and Technology Centre, this research has proven 

that two components of the space weathering – both electrons and thermal 

shock – were necessary to maintain supplies of water molecules on asteroids, 

instead of just one as earlier thought, the report said.

“This complex process to regenerate surface water molecules could also be 

a possible mechanism to replenish water supplies on other airless bodies, 

such as the Moon,” Dr. Miljkovic said in a statement adding that “This 

research finding has potentially significant implications because we all know 

the availability of water in the solar system is an extremely important element 

for habitability in space.”

The NASA-funded project witnessed the team take a piece of Australia’s own 

Murchison meteorite that had fallen to Earth in Victoria around 50 years ago 

and simulate the weather conditions of an asteroid belt inside a machine 

specially built to mimic the conditions of the surface of an asteroid.

Then, the team used energised electrons for simulating the solar winds and 

lasers to mimic small meteoroids slamming into the asteroid while monitoring 

the levels of water molecules at the surface.

The meteoroid impacts initiated the reaction and then solar winds blast the 

surface and leave unbonded oxygen and hydrogen atoms to bond together 

to create water.

The role of Dr. Miljkovic as an impact expert in Curtin’s School of Earth and 

Planetary Sciences was to validate the users of laser ablation as a substitute 

for micrometeoroid bombardment.

Chandrayaan-2 observes solar flares which can help 
understand processes on Sun
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ISRO has said that Chandrayaan 2 orbiter is observing Solar X-ray flux and 

studying various processes on the Sun.

ISRO said Chandrayaan-2’s Orbiter Solar X-ray Monitor (XSM) has observed 

solar flares from September 30-October 1. (Representational image, source: 

Pixabay)

The Chandrayaan-2 Orbiter might be orbiting the Moon currently but it is also 

keeping a watch at other key celestial bodies of our solar system. The Indian 

Space Research Organisation (ISRO) in an update has revealed that the 

Chandrayaan-2 orbiter has observed solar flares with the help of the Solar 

X-ray Monitor which is fitted onboard.

The Indian space agency said that the Orbiter is carrying two instruments 

– Chandrayaan 2 Large Area Soft X-ray Spectrometer (or CLASS) and Solar 

X-ray Monitor (or XSM), for measuring the lunar elemental composition using 

this technique. 

The space agency has also shared a graph that measures a series of small 

solar flares measured by XSM from September 30 at 00:00 UTC(5:30 IST) 

up to October 1 at 23:59 UTC(5:29 IST on October 2). The data which has 

been measured by the XSM is compared to the solar flux measured by the X-

ray sensor on the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES-

15).

The result showed that XSM is able to detect the intensity variations of the 

Sun much beyond the sensitivity limit of GOES, ISRO said. “The gaps seen 

in GOES light curve around 09:00 UTC are due to instrumental artifacts,” the 

space agency explained in its statement.

The data from GOES was obtained from the National Center for Environmental 

Information of National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, USA.

Apart from having a better sensitivity, the XSM can also measure the spectrum 

of the solar X-ray in the energy range of 1-15 keV with the highest energy 

resolution so far for any broadband solar X-ray spectrometer over intervals 
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as short as 1 second, ISRO said in its statement.

Though the orbiter has sent back the data of the solar flare, ISRO said that it 

may not be enough to study the composition of the Moon’s surface because 

of the large angle between Sun, lunar surface and Chandrayaan-2. The 

angle is close to 90-degrees in this case against a desirable low value, close 

to zero.

However, the Indian agency said that these XSM observations provide very 

useful data to understand various processes on the Sun.

Important to build expertise in quantum technologies: Dr 
Arvind
Dr Arvind, professor (Physics) and coordinator (Outreach) at Indian 

Institute of Scientific Education and Research (IISER) speaks to The Indian 

Express about the Quantum Computing project undertaken by the union 

government.

What is the quantum computing project?

The Department of Science and Technology (DST) Govt of India launched 

a 300 crore networked program on Quantum Science and Technologies 

(QuST) this year which is aimed at providing an impetus to India’s research 

and development activities in this important and emergent research area. 

It is very important that India builds expertise and trained manpower in the 

broad area of quantum technologies and quantum computers.

How can people benefit from quantum technologies? What change will 

it bring to the computing world?

Quantum computers can do computational tasks that classical computers 

can never do, such as hack into conventional encryption systems which are 

used around the world today. This includes accessing military intelligence 

data, consumer bank transfers, credit card payments, email encryption 
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etc. These qualitatively different computers are expected to be deployed 

in a wide array of cutting-edge technologies to solve problems in medicine 

biotechnology, agriculture, weather forecasting and climate change, space 

research, defense, big data and artificial intelligence. On the communications 

side, quantum communication protocols are needed for systems security at 

all levels. The indigenous development of these technologies is essential for 

self-reliance of the nation’s security.

What role does IISER play in developing the technique?

IISER Mohali has one of the largest group of scientists working in this 

area in the country, including theoretical and experimental physicists. The 

quantum technologies being used by researchers at IISER Mohali to address 

these problems include NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance), optics and 

superconducting devices. IISER Mohali is the coordinating institute for one 

of the major themes (Photonics) of the project. I am on the National Drafting 

Committee of the initiative, where a national mission is being launched to 

develop this area of quantum science and technology.

Tell us about the conference to be held at IISER.

IISER Mohali is organising an international conference on “Quantum 

Foundations, Technology and Applications QFTA2019” from October 18-21, 

2019. The conference has around 150 participants and around 30 eminent 

scientists from India and abroad will deliver expert lectures on their research. 

The expert talks will focus on a broad spectrum of themes in quantum 

information processing, ranging from foundations of quantum mechanics, 

quantum entanglement and contextuality, quantum simulations and quantum 

algorithms, to physical implementations of quantum information processing 

protocols using various quantum technologies.

What other countries are working on the same technique?

The nation which is able to control the future of quantum information 

technology will become the “Information Superpower” and that is why 
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several developed and developing nations are in the race to develop 

quantum technologies. China, USA, Europe, Russia, Australia and Israel 

are among the countries that have already invested several million 

dollars in building networked national research initiatives in quantum 

information and technologies.

2I/Borisov looks similar to other comets in our solar system
Observations of the first interstellar comet to be tracked by space researchers, 

Comet 2I/Borisov, have been coming for the past six weeks and scientists 

have been more confident with their analysis of the celestial body.

Now, one of the earlier research papers which were based on the rush of 

observations recently got published in the journal Nature Astronomy. The 

paper, which got published , October 14 has confirmed that Comet Borisov 

has come from outside our solar system and provides preliminary evidence 

which suggests that the celestial object is not very different from the comets 

that are present in our solar system.

Whenever there is an interesting space object which comes near us, space 

researchers try to study it as much as possible, hence the scientists who 

authored the research paper are not the sole people reaching similar 

conclusions about the comet, Space.com reported.

However, the findings of the space researchers provided in the new paper 

give a helpful summary of what all we know so far about the traveled celestial 

body.

In the research, firstly the astronomers have confirmed that Comet Borisov is 

an interstellar comet, as originally identified by a software program for scanning 

location observations of newly identified space objects. The software sent out 

emails to the scientists when something was found to be promising and later 

the scientists verified it independently.
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Researchers also clicked photographs of Comet Borisov last month on 

September 10 and 13 with the help of William Herschel Telescope which is 

located in La Palma, Spain and Gemini North Telescope located in Hawaii. 

These photos gave an initial idea of how the interstellar comet looks like.

The team of scientists behind this research also discovered that the comet 

seems to look quite similar to those which originated in our solar system, 

even though there was no reason to expect that.

The paper also has a third finding, which estimates the size of the rocky core 

of the comet. According to the calculations of the space researchers, Comet 

Borisov’s core is estimated to be approximately 1.2 miles (2 kilometres) 

across. Scientists from another team of researchers had previously estimated 

it to be somewhere around 0.9 – 4.1 miles (1.4 – 6.6 km).

This is one of the first research papers on Comet Borisov to be published in 

a major journal, and there are more researches that are likely to follow. Due 

to the trajectory of Comet Borisov through our solar system and the time it 

got identified, space researchers have got approximately a year to study the 

comet. This essentially leaves a lot of scope and time for research in the 

coming days.

NASA’s first all-female spacewalk to be held later this week
NASA’s first all-female spacewalk has been rescheduled and will be held 

later this week owing to a failure of one of the power controllers over the 

weekend, the US space agency said.

Astronauts Christina Koch (left) and Jessica Meir pose for their official NASA 

portraits. (Image source: NASA)

NASA  announced that the much-awaited all-female spacewalk will finally take 

place later this week. NASA astronauts Christina Koch and Jessica Meir have 

been selected by the US space agency to venture outside the International 
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Space Station (ISS) for replacing a power controller on the coming Thursday 

or Friday.

The two astronauts were earlier scheduled to venture outside the ISS , 

October 21, as part of a series of space excursions for installing new batteries. 

However, owing to a failure of one of the power controllers over the weekend, 

the spacewalk was rescheduled to this week, the space agency said in an 

update.

NASA Administrator Jim Bridenstine took to Twitter and announced, “.@

Space_Station update: our first all-female spacewalk with @Astro_Christina 

and @Astro_Jessica will be Thursday or Friday to replace a faulty battery 

charge-discharge unit,” adding that the agency would hold a press conference 

later that evening.

At the presser, the space agency’s officials said that power glitch was a repeat 

of an issue that had occurred back in April after a battery-pack swap. The faulty 

battery charge/discharge unit (BCDU) will return to Earth after a few months 

through a SpaceX Dragon cargo capsule, After which the engineers will be 

inspecting the hardware to understand and analyse what had happened, as 

per a report by Space.com. The BCDU which failed back in April has already 

arrived on Earth and researchers are going to compare the two to check if 

both of them were affected by the same issue.

So far, 15 women have been a part of a spacewalk and on each occasion, 

there was a male astronaut accompanying them. This is the reason; this 

particular upcoming spacewalk is going to be historic as there will only be two 

female astronauts involved in this. It has been long overdue.

An all-women spacewalk was planned to be held earlier this year in March 

back then it was to involve Koch and NASA astronaut Anne McClain. However, 

that could not be carried out because properly fitted spacesuits were not 

ready in time for the two astronauts. McClain returned to Earth in June.

In a tweet, McClain wrote, “Third spacewalk in a busy season of spacewalks 
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this week. Date is unknown bc the task was unforeseen: replacing a unit that 

failed during power-ups of new batteries. Very good that we have 4 expert 

spacewalkers on board to shoulder this tough task. They are the A-team!”.

The present Expedition 61 of ISS consists of six people: NASA astronauts 

Koch, Meir and Andrew Morgan, Russian cosmonauts Aleksandr Skvortsov 

and Oleg Skripochka and the commander of the mission Luca Parmitano 

who is from European Space Agency.

NASA unveils new spacesuits for upcoming Moon mission
The first spacesuit is called Exploration Extravehicular Mobility Unit (xEMU), 

which is built on the design of suits that are already worn by astronauts on 

the International Space Station. (Image source: NASA)

NASA  unveiled two spacesuits which will be used by the future astronauts who 

will be heading to the Moon. The latest development is a crucial step towards 

the agency’s mission to send humankind back to the Moon by 2024.

The event was held at NASA’s headquarters in Washington DC where the 

US space agency’s administrator Jim Bridenstine along with two spacesuit 

engineers showcased the new spacesuits designed for the Artemis program 

by NASA which aims to send the first woman and the next man to the Moon 

by 2024.

The first spacesuit, which is called Exploration Extravehicular Mobility Unit 

(xEMU), is built on the design of suits that are already worn by astronauts on 

the International Space Station (ISS). It has three colours on it – white, red 

and blue. The new suit is upgraded in such a way that a person wearing it is 

able to live and work on the lunar surface. During the demonstration of the 

suit, an engineer showed its flexibility, showing that it can twist and bend at 

the waist level which has not been possible in the spacesuits of the past.

“We are going to the moon by 2024 and we want it to be sustainable,” 
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Bridenstine was quoted as saying at the event. He also added that the Moon 

mission will be a testing ground for sending astronauts to a farther destination 

such as Mars. “Ultimately the goal is this: we’re going to Mars and in order 

to go to Mars, we need to use the moon as a proving ground,” Bridenstine 

said.

The other spacesuit is called Orion Crew Survival System, which is a bright 

orange pressure suit that will be worn by astronauts when they launch into 

space on the Orion capsule and return to Earth.

“This is the first suit we’ve designed in about 40 years,” news 

agency Reuters quoted Chris Hansen, manager at NASA’s spacesuit design 

office as saying. He also said that the spacesuits shown at the event were a 

prototype of the pressure garment.

The new spacesuits come as a much-required upgrade for the astronauts. 

Earlier this year in March, NASA astronauts Christina Koch and Anne McClain 

were scheduled to conduct the first-ever all-female spacewalk outside the 

ISS, however, due to unavailability of spacesuits that fit them properly, the 

mission was called off.

The all-female spacewalk is finally set to take place sometime later this 

week and it will feature Koch and NASA astronaut Jessica Meir.

SpaceX may launch NASA astronauts into space by the first 
quarter of 2020
From the early years of this decade, NASA astronauts have had to rely on 

Roscosmos’s Soyuz spacecraft to travel to and fro Earth’s orbit since 2011, 

ever since the US space agency retired its Space Shuttle program. However, 

now it seems that the wait for the US’ next human-spaceflight is likely to 

come to end.

NASA wants US-based private spacecraft companies to end the agency’s 
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dependence and it has been supporting their development through its 

Commercial Crew Program. Back in 2014, the US space agency had 

awarded $2.6 billion to SpaceX and $4.2 billion to Boeing towards finishing 

their astronaut carrying space capsules. The capsules which are called Crew 

Dragon by SpaceX and the CST-100 Starliner by Boeing, were expected to 

be ready by the end of 2017, according to a report by Space.com.

The deadline could not be met, however, Crew Dragon is now nearly ready, 

NASA Administrator Jim Bridenstine and SpaceX CEO Elon Musk recently 

said at an event held at SpaceX headquarters in Hawthorne, California.

“We are getting very close, and we’re very confident that, in the first part 

of next year, we will be ready to launch American astronauts on American 

rockets,” the report said quoting Bridenstine as saying. He added that the 

first quarter (January-March) of next year (2020) could be a realistic target 

for the Demo-2 mission by Elon Musk’s firm.

The test flight is going to carry NASA astronauts Doug Hurley and Bob 

Behnken to and from the International Space Station (ISS) followed by 

operational, contracted missions to ISS, the Space.com report said. However, 

Bridenstine stressed the particular deadline will hold only when things go as 

per plan with the development of Crew Dragon. Which, however, does not 

seem to be guaranteed, given its track record in the past spring season.

Earlier this year, SpaceX had conducted a series of tests on the Crew Dragon 

spacecraft which flew Demo-1 test flight. Something had gone wrong during 

the test, before the Crew Dragon’s SuperDraco abort engines got fired and 

the vehicle was destroyed.

As a result of this, SpaceX has revised the abort propulsion system of Crew 

Dragon and the company would start rigorous testing of the new design in 

the next few weeks, the report said quoting Musk.

Apart from this, there have also recently been issues with the capsule’s 
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parachute system. The company has decided to make a switch to the “Mark 

3” parachute design from “Mark 2”. The Mark 3 design has much stronger 

lines and a better load-distributing stitching pattern, according to Musk. 

However, it still needs to be fully tested and certified.

“We’re hopeful to have the first successful Mark 3 drop test within a week or 

two, and then there’ll be a steady cadence of tests thereafter,” the report said 

quoting Musk as saying. The company should achieve that milestone by the 

end of the year if all goes well, Musk added.

These two issues – the abort propulsion system and the parachutes, are the 

only things that put the deadline at risk however Musk stressed that “there 

may be other things that we discover,” the billionaire said.

Apart from SpaceX’s Crew Dragon, Boeing is preparing its Starliner for 

its first uncrewed test flight to ISS, which is targeted sometime during mid-

December.

NASA’s Mars Orbiter captures InSight lander and Curiosity 
rover on Red planet
The HiRISE camera on NASA’s Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter got its best 

view yet of the InSight lander on September 23, 2019.Credit: NASA/JPL-

Caltech/University of Arizona

NASA has released new pictures of the InSight lander and the Curiosity 

rover taken from the HiRISE camera onboard —  it’s Mars Reconnaissance 

Orbiter. NASA says the pictures were taken on September 23, 2019, at an 

altitude of 169 miles (272 kilometers) above the surface.

The image shows two circular solar panels on either side of the lander body 

that span 20 feet or 6 meters from end-to-end. “The bright spot on the lower 

side of the spacecraft is the dome-shaped protective cover over InSight’s 

seismometer,” NASA explains.
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There is also a dark halo visible in the picture that surrounds the spacecraft. 

NASA says that the halo resulted from retrorocket thrusters scouring the 

surface during landing when dust devils created the dark streaks that run 

diagonally across the surface.

NASA’s Curiosity rover: Picture was taken by the HiRISE camera on NASA’s 

Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter.Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/University of 

Arizona

NASA says that it is the best view yet of InSight from space and that’s because 

there’s less dust in the air at the time and shadows are offset from the lander 

because this is an oblique view looking west.

“The lighting was also optimal for avoiding the bright reflections from the 

lander or its solar panels that have obscured surrounding pixels in other 

images,” NASA said in a statement.

The HiRISE camera on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter has been 

monitoring InSight’s landing site in the Elysium Planitia region of Mars. It 

has been tracking the changes to the surface, such as dust-devil tracks. The 

HiRISE has also been keeping tabs on NASA’s Curiosity, which is roughly 

373 miles (600 kilometers) from InSight, exploring a region called “the clay-

bearing unit.”

ISRO releases first illuminated image of lunar surface 
captured by Chandrayaan-2
The image shows part of the lunar farside in the northern hemisphere. 

The image covers Sommmerfield crater floor, the sunlit inner rim of crater 

Kirkwood, Stebbins crater floor, fresh crater Ejecta within Sommerfield crater 

floor, and Stebbins crater central peak.

 

ISRO captioned the image as ‘Preliminary analysis of Chandrayaan-2 
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Imaging Infrared Spectrometer (IIRS) data and pointed out to several craters 

on the lunar surface.

Chandrayaan-2  beamed back the first illuminated image of the lunar surface 

acquired by Imaging Infrared Spectrometer (IIRS) payload. The image was 

shared by the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) on its Twitter 

account.

The image shows part of the lunar farside in the northern hemisphere. 

The image covers Sommmerfield crater floor, the sunlit inner rim of crater 

Kirkwood, Stebbins crater floor, fresh crater Ejecta within Sommerfield crater 

floor, and Stebbins crater central peak.

The image comes more than 20 days after the Indian space agency released 

a few pictures captured by the Orbiter High-Resolution Camera (OHRC) 

onboard Chandrayaan-2. The OHRC provides very high spatial resolution 

images of Moon’s surface.

ISRO said Chandrayaan-2 has begun spectroscopic studies of the lunar 

surface. In a statement, ISRO said the major objective of Imaging Infrared 

Spectrometer (IIRS) is to understand the origin and evolution of the Moon 

in a geologic context by mapping the lunar surface mineral and volatile 

composition using signatures in the reflected solar spectrum.

On August 20, Chandrayaan-2 entered the orbit of the Moon after which it 
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again went through a series of five lunar orbit manoeuvres. Again during this 

period, the mission had clicked images of the lunar surface with the help of 

Terrain Mapping Camera 2 (TMC-2) on August 23.

After this, the Vikram lander separated from the Orbiter on September 2 and it 

performed a couple of de-orbit manoeuvres later that week before attempting 

a soft landing on the Moon surface on September 7, which however did not 

turn out to be successful as ISRO lost contact with it in the final moments of 

its landing process.

The lander was just 2.1 kilometres away from the surface of the Moon when 

it lost contact and eventually had a hard landing on the lunar surface.

NASA is testing inflatable space lodges for astronauts going 
to Moon and Mars
NASA is considering accommodating astronauts in inflatable space lodges 

during future Moon and Mars missions.

Robert Bigelow of Bigelow Aerospace, and NASA astronaut Mike Gernhardt, 

principal investigator for the NextSTEP Habitat Testing Program, in front of a 

B330 inflatable space station testing unit during a tour of Bigelow Aerospace 

in Las Vegas. (Image source: REUTERS/Steve Marcus)

NASA is mulling on housing its astronauts inside huge inflatable space 

lodges during their future missions to the Moon, Mars and beyond, news 

agency Reuters has reported. The US space agency officials and veteran 

astronauts are already reviewing the potential habitats built by different 

companies for its Gateway – the planned research outpost in the orbit of the 

Moon.

The Gateway will be housing and transferring the astronauts to the lunar 

surface. Dozens of NASA officials have examined as many as five different 

space habitat mockups made by different companies, the report said.
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“The whole point is to define what we like and what we don’t like about these 

different habitats,” the report said quoting NASA astronaut Mike Gernhardt 

as saying.

Gernhardt is the principal investigator for the testing campaign. He along with 

his team made a final inspection at the headquarters of Bigelow Aerospace in 

Las Vegas. Bigelow Aerospace is a space habitat company that was founded 

by the US hotel chain billionaire Robert Bigelow.

At present, the space agency is working towards sending its first team of 

astronauts which includes the first woman and the next man on the Moon by 

2024. It is working on procuring Moon landers, robotic rovers and preparing 

the Lunar Gateway – a modular space station which will be having quarters 

for astronauts, a science lab and ports for spacecraft.

“Gateway is an opportunity to test all these structures in a deep space 

environment… as a prelude to going to Mars,” the report said quoting 

Bigelow as saying. “Potentially we think that for the rest of this century, the 

expandable architecture is where it’s at.”

Bigelow Aerospace’s habitat, which is called B330, is compacted inside a 

rocket and then launched from Earth. It is made up of fabric-like material 

designed to shield inhabitants from deep-space radiation and high-speed 

space debris.

Once it gets docked alongside other Gateway modules, the habitat will unfurl 

into a two-story, 55-foot-long (16-meter-long) outpost which is big enough to 

bring in six astronauts.

The colonisation and lunar space habitat programme is likely to cost over a 

billion dollars through 2028.

Apart from Bigelow Aerospace, there are four other private space companies 

that are making mockups. These companies include Boeing, Northrop 

Grumman, Sierra Nevada Corporation, and Lockheed Martin.

Each of these companies has received a portion of $65 million allotted in 
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2017 by NASA  for developing prototype habitats. The proposed funding of 

next year includes $500 million to begin with the development of the initial 

version of the Gateway.

NASA wants the habitat to come with exercise equipment, a kitchen, dark 

noise-cancelling sleep stations and a toilet. We need “a reliable and easy-to-

use toilet that’s in a location that minimizes the potential for cross contamination 

with science and meal preparation activities,” the Reuters report said quoting 

Gernhardt. He and two other astronauts spent three days living in each 

prototype habitat as part of the inspection process.

Lockheed Martin has equipped its space lodge with beds, tables and windows 

in a 15 feet wide and 22 feet long stainless steel structure. “The space you’re 

living in has to be reconfigurable for the task at hand,” Lockheed’s habitat 

program manager Bill Pratt said.

Orionid meteor shower to peak next week: Everything you 
should know
Space researchers and enthusiasts are set to witness an annual celestial 

show early next week. They are going to see the Orionid meteor shower, the 

annual meteor shower which takes place in the month of October. It normally 

lasts from approximately October 16-26 every year.

During this period, the Earth passes through the stream of debris which has 

been left behind by the Halley’s Comet. This year, the meteor shower is set 

to peak early next week and here’s how you can track it. However, let us first 

understand what are Orionids and how is it important?

What is the Orionid meteor shower?

Each year, during the months of October and November, our planet orbits 

through an area of space which consists of the debris left behind by Comet 

1P/Halley. Since the comet orbits the Sun, small chunks of its outer layers 
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break and get left behind.

Now, the Earth during its orbiting process comes in contact with the dusty 

debris, which allows the small bits to collide with our atmosphere at high 

speeds and create light streaks across the night sky.

When is the Orionid meteor shower going to peak next week?

This year, the Orionid meteor shower will peak on the night of October 21 

(Monday) to October 22 (Tuesday). According to NASA’s advisory, Orionids 

are viewable in both the Northern and Southern hemispheres during the 

hours after midnight and space enthusiasts need to go to an area that is 

away from city lights.

People who are living in the Northern hemisphere, NASA advises stargazers 

to lie flat on their back with their feet facing the southeast direction. For those 

living in the Southern hemisphere, they need to look up, taking in as much 

of the sky as possible. Within 30 minutes of darkness, your eyes are going 

to adapt and you will start seeing the meteors. It is going to last until dawn, 

the US space agency said in its advisory.

Indian-origin woman scientist heads to Antarctica, eyes 
space
According to the French Embassy in India, of the 75 women selected for the 

programme from around the world, Rajkakati is one of the youngest women 

of Indian origin to be selected for the opportunity.

 Priyanka Das Rajkakati, a 27-year-old woman, originally from Assam, has 

been selected for the fifth edition of ‘Homeward Bound’, a global initiative 

that conducts leadership expeditions for women in science to Antarctica. 

According to the French Embassy in India, of the 75 women selected for the 

programme from around the world, Rajkakati is one of the youngest women 
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of Indian origin to be selected for the opportunity.

The one-year long programme starts in November this year where the 

participants, women with STEMM (Science, Technology, Engineering, 

Mathematics and Medicine) backgrounds, will work on various aspects of the 

programme before leaving for a month-long trip to Antarctica in November 

next year.

Rajkakati, whose family is originally from Assam, lived in New Delhi till she 

moved to France for further studies and research,. She graduated with a 

degree in Physics from St. Stephen’s College, New Delhi but had come close 

to studying product design instead at the National Institute of Design (NID), 

Ahmedabad. “I was always interested in art and science and I went to NID for 

a month but I shifted back to Delhi to study Physics at St. Stephen’s,” Rajkakati 

told indianexpress.com. After graduating from St. Stephen’s, Rajkakati joined 

École Polytechnique in France where she did a double master in Artificial 

Intelligence and Aerospace Engineering.

After graduating from St. Stephen’s, Rajkakati joined École Polytechnique in 

France where she did double masters in Artificial Intelligence and Aerospace 

Engineering. (Source: Priyanka Das Rajkakti)

Rajkakti says that she “always wanted to do a PhD” and she is at present 

pursuing one in precise satellite navigation at ISAE-Supaéro, a French 

research institute overseen by France’s Ministry of Defence. Her research 

work is being conducted in the Research and Development (R & D) team at 

Safran, a French company with interests in aerospace and defence, that has 

an industrial contract with ISAE-Supaéro.

Looking West

In her chosen field of work, there aren’t many women and Rajkakati is one 

of the luckier ones. “In my R&D team, I am the only woman,” she says of her 

work at Safran. Rajkakati also has big dreams—she says that she wants to 

“work in space” and would like to sit for an entrance exam for the European 
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Space Agency. Rajkakati’s trip to Antarctica would provide useful training for 

those dreams. “Antarctica is a harsh environment and they look for these 

qualities in astronauts. Many astronauts train in Antarctica and I found this 

programme for STEMM,” says Rajkakati explaining why the Homeward 

Bound Antarctica Mission helps her get closer to space.

Rajkakti gave up her Indian citizenship three years ago and acquired 

a French passport which she says will help her work in her chosen field, 

especially in Europe. However, despite looking towards a future in the West, 

she says that she still has her eye on ISRO but the organisation doesn’t have 

any manned space missions planned as yet. Neither has she forgotten her 

interests in design and art, a field that she almost chose over STEMM.

Priyanka was part of a research in Cognitive Science. (Source: Priyanka 

Das Rajkakti)

Women in Science

Gender disparities continue to exist in STEMM fields today across the world 

and Rajkakti recalls how there were more women in the Physics programme 

that she was enrolled in at St. Stephen’s College in New Delhi, while there 

still aren’t enough women in IIT institutes across the country. Rajkakati also 

wants to join her interests in space, art and in bringing visibility for women in 

science. To do that, she has been working to create an initiative called ‘Girls 

Can Science’ in Guwahati, Assam, to raise awareness that girls too can 

find success in STEMM fields. “This is just to start small but I want it across 

Assam for girls who don’t have opportunities to study science,” she says of 

her ideas that are still in a nascent stage.

NASA’s Insight lander starts digging into surface of Mars
NASA’s InSight lander has dug nearly 2 centimetres (3/4 of an inch) into 

the Martian surface with the help of its heat probe called “the mole”. The 
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procedure was done with the robotic arm of the spacecraft, which holds the 

heat probe.

NASA InSight’s heat probe, or “mole,” is seen digging about a centimeter (half 

an inch) below the surface last week. (Image source: NASA/JPL-Caltech)

NASA’s InSight lander has dug nearly 2 centimetres (3/4 of an inch) into 

the surface of Mars with the help of its heat probe called “the mole”, the US 

space agency has announced. The procedure was done with the robotic 

arm of the spacecraft, which holds the heat probe. It dug down the ground 

to determine the amount of heat that is escaping from the interior of the 

neighbouring planet.

Even though the heat probe barely dug 2 centimetres in the red planet’s 

surface, NASA says that the probe is designed to go as much as 16 feet (5 

metres) deep into the Martian surface. The heat probe began digging back 

in February this year and was only able to be partially buried since then. 

The US space agency said that the recent movement was a result of its new 

strategy.

According to scientists, pressing the scoop on InSight’s robotic arm against 

the mole, becomes helpful in digging down through an unexpectedly strong 

Martian soil. This process is called “pinning” and seems to provide the friction 

which is required for rigging. Otherwise, it would just bounce in place without 

having any effect, the agency explained in a statement.

NASA said that since October 8, 2019, the mole has slammed over 220 

times on three separate occasions, the process was revealed by NASA in a 

GIF image.

The space agency’s experts say that there aren’t any rock blocking the 

mole which was previously thought to be a possibility. NASA says that it 

may be forced to use the scoop for pinning the mole’s top, directly in the 

future. However, doing so can be risky because the device is tethered to the 

instrument.
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“Seeing the mole’s progress seems to indicate that there’s no rock blocking 

our path,” HP3 Principal Investigator Tilman Spohn of German Aerospace 

Center (DLR) said in the statement. “That’s great news! We’re rooting for our 

mole to keep going.”

The mole is part of an instrument called the Heat Flow and Physical Properties 

Package, or HP3, which was provided by the DLR.

An engineer and scientist who led the mole recovery effort, Troy Hudson 

said, “The mole still has a way to go, but we’re all thrilled to see it digging 

again. When we first encountered this problem, it was crushing. But I thought, 

‘Maybe there’s a chance; let’s keep pressing on.’ And right now, I’m feeling 

giddy.”

Recently, NASA’s Mars Orbiter captured the InSight and Curiosity rover on 

the surface of the neighbouring planet. The space agency said that the 

pictures were taken on September 23, 2019, at an altitude of 169 miles (272 

kilometers) above the surface.

Zomato, BioD Energy tie up for cooking oil-to-biodiesel 
project
To collect 1,000 tonnes of used oil a month from hotels

Restaurant aggregator and food delivery service Zomato and biodiesel 

manufacturer BioD Energy have inked a partnership to collect used cooking 

oil from restaurants around the country so that it can be converted into 

biodiesel, which will then be sold to oil marketing companies that will blend 

it with regular diesel.

The government has been pushing hard for used cooking oil in the country 

to be converted into biodiesel as an environment friendly measure. Through 

the partnership, Zomato and BioD are aiming to collect 1,000 tonnes of used 

cooking oil per month and converting this into biodiesel.
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“The idea was to look at some of the deep-rooted problems in the restaurant 

industry that affect health and the environment,” Ritesh Khera, spokesperson 

at Zomato, said in an interview. “We are looking at one of the biggest culprits 

in the industry, which is used cooking oil and are trying to solve the main 

problem of the responsible disposal of it.”

‘No traceability’

A lot of times, Mr. Khera said, the used cooking oil is given to small vendors 

and there is no traceability of how they dispose of the oil, and most of the 

techniques used are not in line with the standards set by the Food Safety and 

Standards Authority of India.

“We have been collecting used cooking oil for the last two-and-a-half years and 

the biggest challenge we have faced is scaling it and increasing our collection 

rate,” Shiva Vig, CEO of BioD Energy said. “Because of our challenges, we 

decided that let us focus on our expertise, which is biodiesel production and 

partner with Zomato for their reach and their tech to take out as much used 

cooking oil from the kitchens as possible.”

At the outset, Zomato is looking to tap into 1,000 kitchens in Delhi NCR and 

expand the collection drive with BioD to five cities by next month.

Milky Way stole several dwarf constellations from neighbouring galaxy

According to a study published in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical 

Society, the Milky Way has stolen four ultrafaint dwarfs and two other dwarf 

galaxies named Carina and Fornax from neighboring Large Magellanic Cloud 

(LMC) galaxy.

Milky Way is a cosmic thief that stole four ultrafaint dwarfs and two classical 

dwarf constellations. (Image source: Getty/Thinkstock)

The Milky Way stole several dwarf galaxies from the neighboring Large 

Magellanic Cloud (LMC) galaxy, a newly published study notes. According 

to the study which has been published in Monthly Notices of the Royal 

Astronomical Society, all of this happened because of an ongoing merger 
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between the two galaxies.

The dwarf constellations include Carina and Fornax. LMC is around 158,200 

lightyears away from Earth. It contains approximately 30 billion stars. The 

theft of these dwarf galaxies from LMC came from new data generated by the 

Gaia space telescope.

According to the findings, “at least four ultrafaint dwarfs and two classical 

dwarfs,” were a part of the LMC, a statement said announcing the findings.

“These results are an important confirmation of our cosmological models, 

which predict that small dwarf galaxies in the universe should also be 

surrounded by a population of smaller fainter galaxy companions,” Laura 

Sales the leader of the research team said in the statement. “This is the first 

time that we are able to map the hierarchy of structure formation to such faint 

and ultrafaint dwarfs.”

The researchers compared the information by Gaia space telescope with 

the simulations that played out these movements over long periods. The 

comparison showed that four ultrafaint dwarfs and two other dwarf galaxies 

(Carina and Fornax) were earlier part of the LMC. However, the Milky Way is 

a bigger galaxy with a stronger gravitational force that managed to pull them 

away from LMC.

The theft, however, did not happen a very long time ago. According to the 

research’s findings, the small galaxies came into the Milky Way around 1 

billion years ago which in cosmic terms is only a fraction.

“If so many dwarfs came along with the LMC only recently, that means the 

properties of the Milky Way satellite population just 1 billion years ago were 

radically different, impacting our understanding of how the faintest galaxies 

form and evolve,” Sales said in the statement.

Protein rendering radiation resistance in cervical cancer 
found
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Arathi Sekhar (name changed) found herself bleeding even after menopause. 

She was diagnosed with cervical cancer and advised radiation and 

chemotherapy, together. Some of her tumours were found to increase after 

radiotherapy. Her treatment was stepped up and she is getting better. Not all 

late stage cervical cancer patients get so lucky.

Cervical cancer patients are treated with a combination of radiation and 

chemo therapy. The early stage disease show very good response but the in 

later stages of the disease some patients fail to respond to therapy.

Protein identified

Sweta Srivastava and her team studied the molecular pathway in the tumours 

and found that some cells of the tumour, which are resistant to therapy, have 

increased expression of a particular protein (RhoC) which leads to enhanced 

DNA repair in cells exposed to radiation. Similarly, ROCK2 is another molecule 

that gets over expressed because of irradiation and protects tumour cells 

against radiation. The results were published in the Journal of Experimental 

and Clinical Cancer Research.

They conducted in vitro studies with tumour cells and found that treatment 

with an inhibitor (in this case an antibody) causes decreased expression 

of ROCK2 resulting in decreased DNA repair thus making the cells more 

sensitive to radiation. The inhibitor molecule was found after much trial and 

error. All the work was done in the St. Johns Medical College and Hospital, 

Bengaluru.

The presence of RhoC and ROCK2 in the tumour cells made the scientists 

suggest that the two molecules can be developed as predictive biomarkers for 

radiation response in cervical cancer. Additionally, following future advanced 

studies, these molecules have the potential to be used as targeted therapy 

leading to changed treatment of late stages of cervical cancer.

“Although this class of molecules has been studied in other cancers, the 

findings of this study will help in moving a step further in personalizing 
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treatment of cervical cancer as well as help in identifying radiotherapy-

resistant phenotypes prior to initiation of treatment for the very common 

cancer,” says Dr. Uma Maheswari Krishnaswamy, Professor and Head, 

Department of Pulmonary Medicine at St. Johns National Academy of Health 

Sciences, Bengaluru. She is not an author of the paper.

IIT Bombay’s sensor detects zinc in sweat, soil in real-time
The sensor requires only few microliters of analyte for detecting zinc making 

it possible to test sweat samples

A highly sensitive sensor that can detect real-time the presences of zinc 

over a wide concentration range — 0.1-500 ppm — has been fabricated 

by researchers at the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bombay. The 

electrochemical sensor can be used for detecting zinc in the soil even in 

the presence of other elements and also at minute levels as seen in human 

sweat.

Accurate determination of zinc in soil samples will help in soil-nutrient 

assessment and prevent overuse of fertilisers while measuring zinc in sweat 

samples can help signal early onset of muscular fatigue. It can be used 

as a noninvasive point-of-care sensor. Further, the sensor requires only 

few microliters of analyte, thus making it possible to detect zinc in sweat 

samples.

Mechanically sturdy

The sensor is mechanically sturdy and so the signal response remains 

unaffected even when the sensor is bent 180 degrees. The sensor can also 

be employed over 4-7 pH range, indicating its usefulness for both sweat-

based physiological sensing and soil-nutrient assessment.

The two-member team led by Prof. Chandramouli Subramaniam from the 

Department of Chemistry at IIT Bombay have already tested the sensor for the 
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presence of zinc on sweat samples and in three different soil samples — deep 

black soil, read loamy soil and red clayey soil — collected from Maharashtra, 

Rajasthan and Tamil Nadu.

The sensor has one working electrode and a reference electrode. These 

electrodes are made of cellulose fibre coated with carbon nanotubes. The 

working electrode is coated with a polymeric ion-receptor (tetrakis aminophenyl 

porphyrin) that binds specifically to zinc.

A fixed voltage is applied to the electrodes and there is an increase in current 

when zinc binds to the porphyrin receptor on carbon nanotubes. The amount 

of increase in current depends on the concentration of zinc that binds to the 

electrode.

“We are able to detect extremely low concentration (0.1 ppm) of zinc because 

of the very high surface area and electrical conductivity of carbon nanotubes,” 

says Sudeshna Mondal from IIT Bombay and first author of paperpublished in 

the journal ACS Sustainable Chemistry &Engineering.

The porphyrin receptor in mixed with polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and then 

coated on carbon nanotubes. “Using the PVC matrix ensures uniformity in 

terms of porphyrin coverage on carbon nanotubes. If we directly coat the 

carbon nanotubes with porphyrin receptor, we cannot control the uniformity 

and number density of porphyrin,” says Prof. Subramaniam.

Both the electrodes were then laminated. “We sealed the electrodes by 

laminating it and provided a well-defined opening in the middle of the lamination 

to allow direct interaction between porphyrin and zinc,” says Mondal.

Explaining the rationale behind lamination, Prof. Subramaniam says: “A fixed-

size opening controls the area of interaction as well as achieves uniformity of 

interaction between zinc and porphyrin. The signal from the sensor depends 

on the area of contact with zinc.”

Perfect match

The porphyrin receptor has a cage-like structure with a void in the centre. 
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“The size and charge of the void matches perfectly with zinc. The matching 

size makes it possible for zinc to bind to porphyrin and the charge allows 

the interaction between the two,” he says. “It is akin to only iron binding to 

porphyrin in haemoglobin.” The researchers are working on developing a 

read-out device to use the sensor in collaboration with Electrical Engineering 

Department at IIT Bombay. Meanwhile, field trials are under way to further 

test the device. “In six months we will be able to make a full-fledged product,” 

Prof. Subramaniam says. “This project is funded by the Nanomission program 

of DST India and is intended to complement the soil-health card program of 

the Indian government.”

The researchers are already working on developing similar sensors for other 

plant nutrients such as potassium, nitride, phosphate and sodium.

“We already know which ion-receptor to use on carbon nanotubes to achieve 

perfect binding with each analyte,” he says.

Decoding how plant roots regenerate

A particular protein is the essential ingredient for primary and lateral root 

regeneration

Lizards growing their lost tail, zebrafish healing its wounded heart are perfect 

examples of the remarkable feet of regeneration certain animals possess. 
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Plants are known to regenerate lost tissues or organs throughout their bodies. 

But how to do they do it? A new research has identified a protein that helps 

plant roots regrow its cut tips.

An international team of researchers lead by Prof. Kalika Prasad, from 

the School of Biology at the Indian Institute of Science Education and 

Research (IISER) Thiruvananthapuram has pointed out that a protein called 

PLETHORA 2 (PLT 2) was the essential ingredient for primary and lateral 

root regeneration.

They studied a road-side plant of the mustard family and noticed that within 

eight hours of cutting its root tip, a high build-up of the protein at the site 

of damage. Using real-time live imaging the team was able to track the 

behaviour of the protein and found that the protein was distributed in the form 

of a gradient with the highest concentration in the root tip.

The team also noted that the entire plant root was not competent to regenerate 

and it was confined only to the tip of the root. They then demonstrated that 

by delivering the PLT2 protein, regeneration can be triggered even from non-

competent root cells, which have long ago ceased to divide. They add that 

the protein works only at the right dose and exposure beyond the threshold 

was found to reduce the regeneration potential.

Agricultural benefits

“This regeneration is of immense importance to agronomically important plant 

species like carrot, radish or beetroot, in which the edible part is the primary 

root. Similar to other plants, these crops encounter damage to their primary 

root tips during growth and PLT2 protein can enable quick regeneration in 

such cases,” explains Kavya Durgaprasad, Ph.D. scholar at the institute and 

first author of the paper published in Cell Reports.

She adds that during the early stages of plant growth, the plant relies only 

on the primary root and any damage if not regenerated will halt the further 

growth of the root, which can prove very detrimental to the plant. The newly 
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identified protein can be used to address these issues.

Shoot system study

Aerial organs such as leaves and stems often encounter injuries and their 

quick repair is essential for the survival of plants. Interestingly, members of 

the PLETHORA proteins are known to repair such damages and allow the 

plant to restore their growth.

Currently, the team is engaged in understanding how tissues disconnected in 

the shoot because of injuries (such as high wind or rain) regenerate and find 

their paths to get reunited.

“The most important message for members of the animal kingdom such 

as humans, who have lost the ability to regenerate is that the secret of 

regeneration may not lie only in finding novel genes from animals that are 

capable of regenerating their organs but most importantly the regulation of 

existing genes,” adds Prof. Prasad.

“The most important message is that the secret of regeneration may lie in the 

regulation of existing genes”

How insects, pests wipe off Ajanta cave paintings
Breeding ground:Organic matter in the basal layer of the murals harbours 

microbes.The Hindu Archives  

Archaeological Survey of India is presently carrying out precautionary 

treatments

A classic masterpiece of Buddhist art, the Ajanta caves, is a UNESCO world 

heritage site and a protected monument of the Archaeological Survey of India. 

But the cave paintings have started deteriorating in the past few decades 

and are losing the battle against insects and other climatic stressors.

A research team from National Environmental Engineering Research Institute 

(CSIR-NEERI) looked at all the available literature on the Ajanta caves and 
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mapped out the different factors causing this damage. They also mention 

a few environmentally friendly solutions to the problem in a paper recently 

published in Heritage.

The team writes that the most common insects were silverfish, beetles and 

common bugs. Another main problem was the entry of rainwater and water 

from the Waghura River. This leads to dampness in the cave atmosphere 

causing an increase in algae, fungi, insects, and microbes. All these together 

were changing the original colour of the paintings — white is turning to yellow 

and blue is becoming green.

Why microbes thrive

The paper notes that “a mixture of hemp, clay, and lime plaster was considered 

efficient for preserving paintings and carvings in nearby Ellora caves,” but 

this method was not used in Ajanta caves. Previous studies have shown 

that the basal layer of the murals was made of mud plaster and organic 

matter such as paddy husks, grass, vegetable fibres, thus making it a good 

breeding place for microbes and insects. Even though ASI has started many 

initiatives to keep bats and pigeons from the caves, it has failed and bat and 

bird excreta continue to damage the paintings.

Light to the rescue

The researchers have suggested using certain lights and colour to tackle 

the problem of insects. For instance, they suggest using ultraviolet light 

traps as nocturnal insects are known to get attracted to ultraviolet radiation. 

Also many diurnal species move to yellow light traps so yellow lamps can 

also be an excellent tool to effectively control moths. By understanding the 

phototactic behaviour of insects, appropriate wavelength lights can also be 

used. “Based on the details collected from past studies, we are developing 

a prototype to address this issue. As it is in the initial stages, more details 

cannot be disclosed,” says Mr. Piyush Kokate, from the institute and one of 

the authors of the paper.
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ASI is presently carrying out precautionary treatments such as spraying of 

insecticides and herbicides, fixing the loose plaster on cave walls, regular 

cleaning and use of preservative coating on the painting.

Biodiversity change happening faster in marine ecosystems 
than on land: Study
Biodiversity loss is happening at a faster rate in the tropical regions of the 

world, with changes in marine ecosystems outpacing those on land

The study published in the journal Science revealed that marine ecosystems 

underwent the most rapid transformations in biodiversity compared to all 

other habitats. (Representational image, source: Pixabay)

Biodiversity loss is happening at a faster rate in the tropical regions of the 

world, with changes in marine ecosystems outpacing those on land, according 

to a study that can help prioritise global conservation strategies.

The findings of the study, published in the journal Science, revealed that 

there were both negative and positive changes in ecosystems across the 

world, and while on average the numbers of species living in each place was 

not changing, many regions were either gaining or losing species.

An international team of scientists, including those from McGill University in 

Canada, examined the variation in species richness and composition across 

the Earth’s longitudes.

The researchers pieced together and mapped more than 50,000 data points 

on the chronological changes in biodiversity from studies across the planet 

using the database BioTIME.

According to the researchers, detecting geographic variation in biodiversity 

trends could help policy makers prioritise conservation approaches by 

identifying which regions to protect, and which places to help recover.

“Our study shows biodiversity is changing everywhere, but we are not losing 
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biodiversity everywhere. Some places are recovering and adapting,” said 

Maria Dornelas, lead author of the study from the University of St. Andrews 

in the UK.

While earlier studies had already established that human actions affected 

biodiversity with different timings and effects, Dornelas said that researchers 

didn’t have a clear understanding of the net effects of these actions across 

the planet.

“When biodiversity is in the news these days, it is often because the Amazon 

is on fire, or there is a global mass mortality event in coral reefs, and rightly 

so, because these are terrifying news. However, there is a lot of recovery also 

taking place silently in the background, and many places where not much is 

happening,” Dornelas said.

The study also revealed that marine ecosystems underwent the most rapid 

transformations in biodiversity compared to all other habitats.

“The species that make up local assemblages are changing everywhere, 

but these changes are happening faster in marine compared to terrestrial 

assemblages,” said Shane Blowes, the first author of the study from the 

German Centre for Integrative Biodiversity Research (iDiv).

According to the study, while some locations have experienced decreases in 

the numbers of species, others show increases or little change at all.

“More consistently, however, the identities of species appear to be changing 

at nearly all sites — this kind of change is critical to planning conservation and 

management strategies, particularly for sites exhibiting rapid turnover,” said 

Sarah Supp, joint first author of the study from Denison University in the US.

According to the researchers, our planet is undergoing a great geographic 

reorganisation of its biodiversity in response to human activities and climate 

change, which they added will continue to happen for decades to come.
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Scientists create artificial skin that could make a phone feel 
tickles and pinching
Researchers from the University of Bristol have developed an artificial skin-

like membrane that can give human skin like sensations to augmenting 

interactive devices such as phones, wearables or computers.

The artificial skin looks like real skin and imparts human skin like sensations 

as well. (Image source: marcteyssier.com)

Scientists have developed a new touch technology that could allow phones, 

wearables or computers to feel sensations such as tickling, caressing, twisting, 

and pinching like real human skin. Researchers in Bristol and Paris have 

made an artificial skin-like membrane for augmenting interactive devices as 

part of a new interface.

“This is the first time we have the opportunity to add skin to our interactive 

devices. The idea is perhaps a bit surprising, but the skin is an interface we are 

highly familiar with so why not use it and its richness with the devices we use 

every day?” said Dr Anne Roudaut, Associate Professor in Human-Computer 

Interaction at the University of Bristol, who supervised the research.

The “Skin-On” interface mimics human skin in not only sensing resolution 

but also in appearance. The multi-layer silicone membrane is made up of 

a surface textured layer, an electrode layer of conductive threads and a 

hypodermis layer. The silicon membrane mimics the layers present in human 

skin.

Researchers say that the artificial skin not only looks more natural than a 

rigid casing but can also detect a plethora of gestures made by the end-

users. Thus, the artificial skin allows devices to “feel” the user’s grasp along 

with its pressure and location. The interface can also detect “interactions 

such as tickling, caressing, even twisting and pinching”.

The fabrication process is fairly simple and can be reproduced easily by 
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other researches and HCI practitioners, said the lead researcher. (Image 

source: Marc Teyssier)

“Artificial skin has been widely studied in the field of Robotics but with a focus 

on safety, sensing or cosmetic aims. This is the first research we are aware 

of that looks at exploiting realistic artificial skin as a new input method for 

augmenting devices,” said Marc Teyssier, lead author of the study.

In the study, researchers created a phone case, computer touchpad and 

smartwatch to demonstrate how touch gestures on the Skin-On interface 

can convey expressive messages for computer-mediated communication 

with humans or virtual characters.

Teyssier said that one of the main uses of smartphones is mediated 

communication that uses text, voice, video, or a combination. So they made 

a messaging application where users can express their emotions on the 

artificial skin. The intensity of the touch controls the size of the emojis, a 

strong grip conveys anger, tickling the skin displays a laughing emoji, and 

tapping creates a surprised emoji.

Skin-On interface allows devices to ‘feel’ the user’s grasp – its pressure and 

location and can detect interactions such as tickling, caressing, even twisting 

and pinching. (Image source: marcteyssier.com)

Researchers say that the next step will be to make the skin more realistic. They 

have already started looking at embedding hair and temperature features 

which could add goose-bumps to devices in addition to skin sensations.

NASA aims to land humans on Mars by 2035
In a panel discussion at the International Astronautical Conference (IAC), 

NASA Administrator Jim Bridenstine has said that if the budgets are sufficient 

humans could get landed on Mars by 2035. (Representational image, source: 

Pixabay)
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NASA is aiming to land humans on Mars by 2035, the head of the US space 

agency Jim Bridenstine has said. Speaking at the International Astronautical 

Conference (IAC) , Bridenstine, whose agency is working towards sending 

humans back to the Moon by 2024, said that it is possible that astronauts 

could land on the neighbouring red planet as early as 2035.

“If we are accelerating the moon landing, we are accelerating the Mars 

landing,” Bridenstine said during an IAC panel discussion which involved 

the heads of all the space agencies. The event was held in Washington DC 

and the discussion was streamed live. “If our budgets were sufficient. I would 

suggest that we could do it by 2035,” he added.

According to a report by Space.com, the NASA Administrator had in April 

suggested that his agency’s astronauts could land on the red planet by 2033. 

He said that pushing out the Moon mission sooner will make it possible to 

bring humans to Mars faster, something which has been a long term goal of 

the current US government.

Though the plan for 2035 looks early at the moment, obstacles to the Mars 

mission looks to be too many. Issues such as health of astronauts during 

their time in space, food, communication delays between Mission Control on 

our planet and the team of astronauts going on Mars mission and so on.

During the past few years, the US space agency has prepared an interim 

initiative dubbed as Gateway, which is a planned space station that would 

be placed in the Moon’s orbit and is going to work as a hosting ground for 

future landing missions. NASA is working to get other space agencies to 

collaborate with them on Moon missions and Gateway.

Annular solar eclipse on December 26: Here are the places in 
India that can witness it
The upcoming annular solar eclipse is going to take place on December 26, 
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2019, and can be watched from parts of southern India. Here is everything 

you need to know about the post-Christmas solar eclipse.

The upcoming annular solar eclipse is going to take place after the day of 

Christmas on December 26, 2019. (Representational image, source: Getty/

Thinkstock)

The world is set to witness an annular solar eclipse on December 26, 2019. 

The boxing day annular eclipse is going to be a unique phenomenon when 

the Moon will entirely cover the Sun creating a ring of fire from its edges. The 

solar eclipse is going to be visible from parts of India as well.

The central track of the annular solar eclipse is going to pass through the 

Arabian Peninsula, southern India, Sumatra, Borneo, Philippines and Guam, 

according to the information provided by EclipseWise.com. Apart from these 

places, a partial solar eclipse is also going to be visible from a larger region 

of the world which covers most Asia, northeast Africa, Oceana and Western 

Australia.

According to the definition provided by NASA’s Goddard Space Flight 

Center, an annular eclipse can be defined as “a solar eclipse in which the 

Moon’s antumbral shadow traverses Earth (the Moon is too far from Earth to 

completely cover the Sun). During the maximum phase of an annular eclipse, 

the Sun appears as a blindingly bright ring surrounding the Moon.”

According to a recent report by Asianet News, the December 26 annular 

solar eclipse is going to be is clearly seen in Kerala’s Kasaragod 

and Wayanad districts. Kalpetta in Wayanad district is where the annular 

eclipse is going to be seen perfectly clear.

The eclipse is scheduled to take place at 4 pm IST and will last for three 

minutes. Apart from Kalpetta in Wayanad, the annular solar eclipse is going 

to be seen from Mangalore, Kasargod, Kannur and Thalassery. All these 

regions are going to witness the solar eclipse with 93 per cent visibility.

The path width of the solar eclipse’s shadow is 164 kilometres and it is 
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going to travel at a speed of 1.1 kilometres per second. During its over three 

hour trajectory, the annular eclipse is going to cover approximately 12,900 

kilometres which is 0.34 per cent of the surface area of our planet, EclipseWise.

com said.

NASA unwraps Mars 2020 rover, will follow it with surface 
thermal testing
NASA has pulled the wraps off its Mars 2020 rover. In the coming weeks, the 

rover will be entered in a giant vacuum chamber for surface thermal testing, 

which is going to evaluate the systems, instruments, and subsystems in a 

frigid and near-vacuum environment which is found in Mars.

In this picture, bunny-suited engineers remove the inner layer of protective 

foil on NASA’s Mars 2020 rover after it was moved to a different building at 

JPL for testing. (Image source: NASA/JPL-Caltech)

Engineers at NASA have pulled the wraps off its Mars 2020 rover after it was 

relocated from the agency’s Spacecraft Assembly Facility to the Simulator 

Building located at Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) for being tested. The 

agency has released a time-lapse video that was taken earlier this month 

where bunny-suited engineers are seen removing the inner layer of protective 

antistatic foil on the Mars 2020 rover.

“The Mars 2020 rover will be collecting samples for future return to Earth, so 

it must meet extraordinary cleanliness measures to avoid the possibility of 

contaminating Martian samples with terrestrial contaminants,” Paul Boeder, 

contamination control lead for Mars 2020 at JPL said in a statement.

The scientists, after removing the first layer of antistatic foil, used 70 per 

cent isopropyl alcohol to wipe down the rest of the layer along with the trailer 

which is carrying the rover. The rover was later moved into the larger main 

room of the Simulator Building.
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“To ensure we maintain cleanliness at all times, we need to keep things clean 

not only during assembly and testing, but also during the moves between 

buildings for these activities,” Boeder added.

The US space agency has said that in the coming weeks, the Mars 2020 

rover will enter a giant vacuum chamber for surface thermal testing, which is 

going to evaluate the systems, instruments and subsystems in a frigid and 

near-vacuum environment which is found in Mars.

The Mars 2020 rover is being built and will be operated by NASA’s JPL. It 

will be launched in July next year on a United Launch Alliance Atlas V rocket 

which will take off from Cape Canaveral Air Force Station.

The rover is scheduled to land at Jezero Crater on Mars on February 18, 

2021. If the mission successfully lands on the red planet it will become the 

first spacecraft with an ability to accurately retarget its touchdown point during 

the sequence of landing.

Earlier this month, the space agency had also performed a descent stage 

separation test of the Mars 2020 rover.

In the near term, the US space agency is working towards sending humans 

back on the Moon by 2024 through its upcoming Artemis lunar mission. The 

agency plans to prolong the presence of humans on the lunar region by 

2028. It is also trying to develop a Gateway which is a planned space station 

that would be placed in the Moon’s orbit and is going to work as a hosting 

ground for future landing missions.

Apart from this, earlier this week NASA Administrator Jim Bridenstine in a 

panel discussion at the International Astronautical Conference (IAC) said 

that humans can be landed on Mars by 2035.

Chandrayaan-2’s Vikram lander remains missing: All that has 
happened so far
During its latest flyby over the Moon’s South Pole, NASA’s Lunar 
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Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) was unable to spot the presence of Vikram 

lander near the landing site.

In its latest flyby, NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) was unable 

to find any evidence of ISRO’s Vikram lander. (File photo, source: PTI)

NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO), in its latest flyby over the Moon’s 

south polar region, was unable to find any evidence of India’s Chandrayaan-

2’s Vikram lander.   In an exclusive email interaction with news agency PTI, 

the Project Scientist for the LRO mission Noah Edward Petro said that the 

LRO photographed the area of the targetted landing site of ISRO’s Vikram 

lander on October 14, however, it could not find any evidence of the lander of 

India’s second lunar mission. Here’s what has happened so far in the search 

for Vikram lander.

September 28: NASA says LRO unable to spot Vikram lander

NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO), which is circling the Moon since 

2009, flew over the expected landing location for the Vikrama Lander in order 

to see if it could spot India’s missing lander. However, that reconnaissance 

mission did not yield any positive results.

In a statement by LROC webpage, which is handled by a team at the Arizona 

State University, it said, “LRO passed over the landing site on September 17 

and acquired a set of high-resolution images of the area; so far the LROC 

(LRO Camera) team has not been able to identify the lander.

NASA released images of the landing site as well. One of the images captured 

a 150-km swathe of territory around the site. The statement added that it was 

possible that it was possible that the Vikram lander is hiding in a shadow.

According to NASA’s statement at the time, it was likely that Vikram lander 

had a hard landing, and not a soft landing as ISRO had hoped for. The images 

shared by NASA showed in detail the location of the lunar surface, and said 

that the Vikram lander likely attempted a landing between the small patch 

of lunar highland, between the Simpelius N and Manzinus C craters on the 
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Moon’s surface.

September 7: ISRO loses contact with Vikram lander

ISRO’s Vikram lander was scheduled to make a soft landing on the lunar 

surface on the early hours of September 7, however, it did not turn out to 

be successful as the Indian space agency lost contact with the lander in the 

final moments of its landing process.

The lander was barely 2.1 kilometres away from the surface of the Moon 

when the contact was lost and eventually had a hard landing on the lunar 

surface. ISRO has been trying to re-establish connection with the lander but 

so far it has not been able to achieve the same.

However, despite losing touch with the Vikram lander, ISRO had earlier 

said that it was able to achieve almost 95 per cent of the Chandrayaan-2 

mission’s objectives. The orbiter module of the lunar mission continues to 

work normally and orbit the Moon.

In fact, Chandrayaan-2’s orbiter has continued to provide inputs to space 

scientists ever since. Just last week, the orbiter sent back the first illuminated 

image of the lunar surface taken from its Imaging Infrared Spectrometer 

(IIRS) payload. In the week prior to this, the orbiter had also observed solar 

flares with the help of its onboard Solar X-ray Monitor.

Apart from the above inputs, the orbiter has clicked various images of the 

Earth and the Moon during its journey in space which began earlier this year 

on July 22.

Next three PSLV missions will carry 14 small foreign 
satellites
Indian space agency bags orders from four international customers

The PSLV (Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle) of the Indian Space Research 

Organisation (ISRO) has bagged new rides for 14 small spacecraft of four 
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international customers.

They are being accommodated as minor secondary passengers on the next 

three PSLV flights, according to Spaceflight, the U.S. company that arranges 

such flights for agencies seeking to put their spacecraft into orbits.

The ISRO will have one of its earth observation satellites as the larger primary 

payload on each of the three PSLV flights.

The customer satellites will be sent to their respective orbits on the PSLV-

C47 (where ISRO’s own Cartosat-3 is the main payload), C48 & C-49 in 

November and December.

“Payloads will launch on the PSLV’s C47, C48 and C49 missions, scheduled 

to launch in November and December 2019 from the Satish Dhawan Space 

Centre. Customers aboard the missions include Analytical Space, Spire, 

iQPS and Kleos Space,” Spaceflight announced  night.

All but Spire will be new users of the PSLV.

Curt Blake, CEO and president of Spaceflight, said, “By the end of 2019, we 

will have executed 11 launches on PSLVs and sent more than 100 satellites 

to orbit on this vehicle.”

In all, the PSLV has launched around 300 mostly small (1kg-100kg) satellites 

to low-earth orbits for many foreign customers.

‘Not enough vehicles’

Globally there are not enough launch vehicles suited to take a growing number 
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of small satellites to space. Satellite operators say a timely and dependable 

launch vehicle is important to try out a new technology or continue ongoing 

missions.

Analytical Space Inc.’s spacecraft Meshbed is due to ride on PSLV- C47 next 

month. It is aimed at providing an antenna technology that will enable faster 

access to satellite data, including for strategic communications, intelligence, 

surveillance and reconnaissance.

Using the PSLV C48, Japan’s iQPS is testing a revolutionary 100-kg synthetic 

aperture radar microsatellite for all-weather, 24/7 earth observation.

Luxembourg-based Kleos Space is launching three Kleos Scouting Mission 

satellites on C49.

Old customer Spire Global is sending four more Lemur nanosatellites for 

earth and sea observation, weather and aviation and weather monitoring.

SpaceX confident its StarLink will offer broadband internet 
from space by 2020: Report
SpaceX has said it is confident that its space-based broadband internet 

service will be live by mid-2020 and the system is already being tested by 

the US Air Force.

SpaceX has said it is confident that its space-based broadband internet 

service will be live by mid-2020 and the system is already being tested by the 

US Air Force. This was revealed that SpaceX’s President and chief operating 

officer Gwynne Shotwell, according to a report on SpaceNews.com. Her 

remarks follows two tweets by SpaceX founder Elon Musk, who indicated 

that he was tweeting using the StarLink broadband service.

The report adds that SpaceX will launch six to eight batches of satellites in 

order to ensure the service starts going live by mid-2020. However, SpaceX 

is yet to finish the design and engineering of the user terminals, which will 
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received the internet connection. Shotwell admitted that this was not an easy 

task.

On October 22, SpaceX CEO Elon Musk used the Starlink terminal to send 

out two tweets. “Sending this tweet through space via Starlink satellite,” he 

wrote first, followed by “Whoa, it worked!!”

In May 2019, StarLink put its first batch of 60 satellite into the low Earth orbit, 

which was the first step in company’s ambitious plans the Starlink Internet 

Service. However, SpaceX needs six to eight Starlink launches more to 

ensure continuous service in upper and lower latitude bands, said Shotwell, 

according to the report. “We need 24 launches to get global coverage. Every 

launch after that gives you more capacity,” she was quoted as saying.

With Starlink, SpaceX wants to provide broadband internet access globally 

with a constellation of 12,000 low-orbit satellites in three different orbital 

shells. The whole Starlink constellation will orbit Earth at 500 km to 1300 

kms.

Once SpaceX completes its Starlink network, users will need a $200 receiver 

to access the internet, which will be small enough to fit in homes, the roof of 

cars, ships, aeroplanes, etc. The idea of providing broadband internet from 

space is not new and SpaceX is certainly not the first time company to be 

using this.

However, SpaceX has claimed that the Starlink internet service will offer 

speeds comparable to wired internet services with claims of 1GBps speeds 

and latency of around 25 and 35ms. High latency is a major issue for internet 

from space, and if SpaceX is able to solve the problem, it would make the 

service stand out.

Moon dust could create problems for lunar explorers: 
Report
The Moon’s regolith, which is the layer of unconsolidated solid material that is 
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covering the bedrock of the Moon, is a matter of concern for the astronauts.

The Moon’s regolith contains several types of reactive dust. These include 

silicon dioxide (50 per cent), iron oxide and calcium oxide (45 per cent), and 

other oxides (5 per cent). (Image source: ISRO)

The dust on the surface of the Moon could be a problem for astronauts exploring 

the Earth’s satellite. According to a report by Space.com, the 12 astronauts 

who have walked on the moon had kicked up the powdery surface.

“The more time you spend there, the more you get covered from helmet 

to boots with lunar dust,” the report said quoting Apollo 11 astronaut Buzz 

Aldrin.

Like Aldrin, Apollo 17 commander Gene Cernan too had expressed similar 

concerns in a briefing that followed his mission, which was the last human 

lunar mission. “I think dust is probably one of our greatest inhibitors to a 

nominal operation on the moon. I think we can overcome other physiological 

or physical or mechanical problems except dust,” the report said quoting 

Cernan.

One key aspect of the Moon dust is that it has an abrasive nature and a 

distinct smell, notes the report. Aldrin, according to the report, remembers 

that the Moon’s dust had stained their suits and equipment during their Apollo 

11 mission and the dust smelled like burnt charcoal or the ashes which are 

leftover at a fireplace on which a little water is sprinkled over.

Another aspect as the report points out is that Moon dust could pose a 

serious health risk to the astronauts. Harrison “Jack” Schmitt of Apollo 17 

mission developed a sharp reaction to the lunar dust, and developed the first 

recorded case of extraterrestrial hay fever.

As NASA’s Artermis Moon missions come up, the question over Moon dust 

and its impact is unlikely to go away anytime soon, though in many countries 

scientists are already exploring the topic in detail as the report notes. After 

all, for humans, the next frontier is the hope that we can colonise the Moon 
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before we consider Mars.

NASA plans to send water-hunting robot to moon surface in 
2022
NASA will send a golf cart-sized robot to the moon in 2022 to search for 

deposits of water below the surface.

NASA will send a golf cart-sized robot to the moon in 2022 to search for 

deposits of water below the surface, an effort to evaluate the vital resource 

ahead of a planned human return to the moon in 2024 to possibly use it for 

astronauts to drink and to make rocket fuel, the US space agency said.

The VIPER robot will drive for miles (km) on the dusty lunar surface to get 

a closer look at what NASA administrator Jim Bridenstine has touted for 

months: underground pockets of “hundreds of millions of tons of water ice” 

that could help turn the moon into a jumping-off point to Mars.

“VIPER is going to assess where the water ice is. We’re going to be able 

to characterize the water ice, and ultimately drill,” Bridenstine said  at the 

International Astronautical Congress in Washington. “Why is this important? 

Because water ice represents something significant. Life support.”

VIPER stands for Volatiles Investigating Polar Exploration Rover.

The rover is expected to arrive on the moon’s South Polar Region in 

December 2022, carrying four instruments to sample lunar soil for traces of 

hydrogen and oxygen – the basic components of water that can be separated 

and synthesized into fuel for a planned fleet of commercial lunar launch 

vehicles.

In development at NASA’s Ames Research Center in California, the VIPER 

robot will log “about 100 days of data that will be used to inform the first global 

water resource maps of the moon,” NASA said in announcing the plans.

NASA is in the process of kickstarting its Artemis program, an accelerated 
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mission to put people back on the moon for the first time since the 1970s 

to train and prove technologies that would later be sent on a Mars mission. 

Scientists have eyed lunar water as a key resource for enabling long-duration 

astronaut missions on the moon, though its form and exact amount are 

unknown. VIPER will aim to find out.

NASA crashed a rocket onto the moon’s south pole in 2009 to confirm traces 

of lunar water ice in the plume of dust kicked up upon impact.

Asteroid or comet impact caused extinction during last ice-
age: Study
A study, published in the journal Scientific noted that an asteroid or a comet 

hit the Earth, or blew up in the atmosphere 12,800 years ago, causing a 

period of extreme cooling that may have led to the extinction of more than 35 

species including giant sloths, sabre-tooth cats, and mammoths.

Researchers, including those from the University of South Carolina (UofSC) 

in the US, found further evidence of a cosmic impact based on research 

done at White Pond near Elgin in the US. (Representational image, source: 

Getty/ Thinkstock)

Researchers have found further evidence supporting the theory that an 

extraterrestrial body such as an asteroid or a comet may have crashed into 

the Earth almost 13,000 years ago, and caused the extinction of many large 

animals, and a likely decline in early human population.

The study, published in the journal Scientific reports, noted that an asteroid 

or a comet hit the Earth, or blew up in the atmosphere 12,800 years ago, 

causing a period of extreme cooling that may have led to the extinction of 

more than 35 species including giant sloths, sabre-tooth cats, and mammoths 

in what is called the Younger Dryas climate event.

The researchers, including those from the University of South Carolina 
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(UofSC) in the US, found further evidence of a cosmic impact based on 

research done at White Pond near Elgin in the US.

The new study adds to the discovery of platinum spikes — an element 

associated with cosmic objects like asteroids or comets — in multiple places 

across the world, including North America, Europe, western Asia, and recently 

in Chile and South Africa.

“First, we thought it was a North American event, and then there was evidence 

in Europe and elsewhere that it was a Northern Hemisphere event. And now 

with the research in Chile and South Africa, it looks like it was probably a 

global event,” said study co-author Christopher Moore from UofSC.

Archeologists continue to find evidence of an asteroid or comet impact 

pertaining to this time period, the study noted.

“There have been numerous papers that have come out in the past couple 

of years with similar data from other sites that almost universally support the 

notion that there was an extraterrestrial impact or comet airburst that caused 

the Younger Dryas climate event,” Moore said.

The researchers said that the extinction event got its name from a cold-

tolerant wildflower, Dryas octopetala that suddenly became common in parts 

of Europe 12,800 years ago.

Scientists believed that the extinction event was caused by the failure of 

glacial ice dams that allowed a massive release of freshwater into the north 

Atlantic, affecting oceanic circulation, and causing the Earth to plunge into 

the ice-age, the study noted.

The Younger Dryas hypothesis, on the other hand, claims that the cosmic 

impact was the trigger for the meltwater pulse into the oceans, the researchers 

said.

The researchers drilled and extracted sediment samples from underneath 

White Pond in South Carolina in the US and found that the layers in the 
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sediment pertaining to the initial time period of the Younger Dryas contained 

a large platinum anomaly, consistent with findings from other sites.

The study noted that a large soot anomaly was also found in sediment cores 

from the site, indicating that large-scale regional wildfires happened in the 

same time interval.

The researchers also found that there were decreased quantities of fungal 

spores associated with the dung of large herbivores at the beginning of the 

Younger Dryas period.

They suggested that this was evidence of a decline in population of large 

animals beginning at the time of the impact.

“We speculate that the impact contributed to the extinction, but it wasn’t the 

only cause. Over hunting by humans almost certainly contributed, too, as did 

climate change,” Moore said.

According to him, some of these animals may have survived after the event, 

in some cases for centuries.

The researchers said that at White Pond, and elsewhere, some of the large 

animals may have gone extinct at the beginning of the Younger Dryas likely 

due to the environmental disruption caused by impact-related wildfires and 

climate change.

According to Moore and his team, the discovery of microscopic spherical 

particles and nanodiamonds in other studies pertaining to this time period 

indicated that enough heat and pressure were present to fuse materials on 

the Earth’s surface.

“These kinds of things in science sometimes take a really long time to gain 

widespread acceptance. That was true for the dinosaur extinction when the 

idea was proposed that an impact had killed them. It was the same thing with 

plate tectonics. But now those ideas are completely established science,” 

Moore said.
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Novel method found to kill dormant TB bacteria in stem cells
The bacteria hide inside lipid droplets and so the stem cells do not kill them, 

say (from right) Gobardhan Das, Samreen Fatima and Anand Ranganathan  

The mechanism can kill TB bacteria shielded from host’s immune system, 

prevent disease reactivation

Delhi-based researchers have found that inhibiting lipid synthesis inside 

stem cells that produce bone cells (mesenchymal stem cells) can help in 

killing TB bacteria that are found inside the stem cells in a dormant state 

and safely shielded from the host immune system and TB drugs. While TB 

bacteria inside the macrophages actively divide, microbes inside stem cells 

lie dormant and also make the stem cells less likely to replicate thus surviving 

for an extended period of time. Ex vivo studies with human stem cells and 

work on mice showed that the two cells are programmed very differently to 

support active and dormant TB bacteria infection.

How bacteria hide

A team led by Gobardhan Das from the Special Centre for Molecular Medicine 

at the Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU) found that TB bacteria are free 

in the intracellular fluid (cytosol) of the mesenchymal stem cells while they 

are surrounded by the macrophage cell membrane on being engulfed. This 

allows the bacteria to promote rapid synthesis of lipids inside the stem cells 

and hide within the lipid droplets so created.

The results were published in Journal of Clinical Investigation.

That mesenchymal stem cells serve as reservoirs of dormant TB bacteria 

was known but the mechanism by which the bacteria survive for a long period 

was not known.

“ S tudies using human mesenchymal stem cells and macrophages and 

mice model studies helped us understand how TB bacteria hijack the cellular 

mechanism to stop the stem cells from replicating and turn themselves 
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dormant,” says Prof. Das. “The bacteria instruct the stem cells to synthesise 

lipids and hide inside them. The stem cells don’t kill microbes that are inside 

lipid droplets.”

There was sustained expression of genes controlling dormancy in the bacteria 

isolated from stem cells while genes that promote replication were expressed 

in bacteria isolated from macrophages. Mouse mesenchymal stem cells and 

macrophages too showed similar behaviour. In vitro studies using human 

stem cells showed the bacteria inhibiting stem cell replication.

When inhibitors to block lipid synthesis were used, there was reduced 

expression of genes that regulate dormancy of TB bacteria and replication 

of stem cells. “This helped confirm that TB bacteria induce lipid synthesis in 

stem cells and hide inside the lipid cells to escape from anti-TB drugs,” says 

Samreen Fatima from JNU and the first author of the paper.

Eliminating components

“Using a drug that inhibits lipid synthesis will prevent TB bacteria dormancy 

and make them susceptible to anti-TB drugs,” says Fatima. But killing the 

bacteria and preventing disease reactivation can be achieved by inducing 

autophagy (mechanism by which cells removes unnecessary or dysfunctional 

components) along with anti-TB drugs.

Inhibiting autophagy is one of the ways by which TB bacteria survive inside 

host cells. The researchers treated human macrophages and stem cells 

infected with TB bacteria with an anti-TB drug (isoniazid) and/or rapamycin. 

While isoniazid eliminated replicating bacteria found in macrophages, 

rapamycin induced autophagy in stem cells to kill the microbes. Similar 

results were obtained in mouse models too.

“In mouse models, inducing autophagy led to elimination of TB bacteria from 

stem cells. Addition of autophagy-inducing drug along with isoniazid led to 

sterile cure of TB and prevention of disease reactivation,” says Fatima.
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“This discovery paves the way for finally getting to grips with the scourge that 

is tuberculosis in its dormant state, and whose resurgence poses a threat to 

not only treating TB but also to disease control,” says Anand Ranganathan, 

a co-author.

Comet impact led to Ice Age extinctions: Study
Researchers have found further evidence to support the earlier theory that 

an extraterrestrial body such as an asteroid or a comet may have crashed 

into the Earth almost 13,000 years ago, and caused the extinction of many 

large animals, and a likely decline in early human population.

The study, published in the journal Scientific Reports, noted that an asteroid 

or a comet hit the Earth, or blew up in the atmosphere 12,800 years ago, 

causing a period of extreme cooling that may have led to the extinction of 

more than 35 species including giant sloths, sabre-tooth cats, and mammoths 

in what is called the Younger Dryas climate event.

The researchers, including those from the University of South Carolina 

(UofSC) in the U.S., found further evidence of a cosmic impact based on 

research done at White Pond near Elgin in the US.

New class of quantum materials for clean energy 
technology
The study finds that these nanostructures would show properties different 

from common metals like gold or silver

Researchers from IIT Bombay have discovered special properties in a class 

of materials called “semi-Dirac metals” that have been recently talked about 

in the scientific literature. Examples of semi-Dirac metals are systems such 

as TiO2/V2O3 nanostructures. Through calculations, the researchers have 

shown that such materials would be transparent to light of a given frequency 
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and polarisation when it is incident along a particular direction. The material 

would be opaque to the same light when it falls on it from a different direction. 

There are many known applications for transparent conducting films – the 

common example being touch screens used in mobiles. These results were 

published in Physical Review B.

“Our results in this paper show a very high optical conductivity of semi-Dirac 

materials for electromagnetic waves [light waves] of a specific frequency 

and specific polarisation” says Alestin Mawrie, a post-doctoral fellow at 

Department of Electrical Engineering, and the first author of the paper. 

Optical conductivity is a measure of the opacity offered by the material to the 

passage of light through it.

What are Dirac metals?

Normal metals like gold and silver are good conductors of electricity. A key 

aspect that decides the quality of conduction is the way energy depends on 

the momentum of electrons. Dirac metals differ from normal metals in that the 

energy depends linearly on the momentum. This difference is responsible for 

their unique properties. Semi-Dirac metals behave like Dirac metals in one 

direction and like normal metals in the perpendicular directions (since their 

microscopic structure is different along the two directions).

Within any material, charge carriers, such as electrons, acquire an effective 

mass which is different from their bare mass depending on the nature of 

the material. The effective mass and the number of states available for the 

electron to occupy when it is excited by an electric field, for example, determine 

the conductivity and other such properties. This is also true of a semi-Dirac 

metal. In particular, the effective mass becomes zero for conduction along a 

special direction.

Tailored for utility

“With the advent of man-made 2D materials, such properties have become 
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quite tailorable in what comprises the active field of quantum materials,” 

says Bhaskaran Muralidharan, from the Electrical Engineering department 

and one of the authors. “One such example is that the [energy-momentum] 

dispersion relation can be linear, leading to large velocities and vanishingly 

small effective masses. The velocities can be over a100 times more than 

normal metals, thus increasing the mobility and currents that can be carried 

across devices made of these so-called Dirac materials,” he explains. In the 

semi-Dirac metals, these properties are direction dependent.

In this paper, the authors have shown theoretically that the direction-

dependence of the microscopical properties gives the material special optical 

properties.

Alongside, the duo also understood that the material should possess 

interesting thermoelectric properties. “Thermoelectricity is a clean energy 

technology that uses waste heat to produce electricity typically in low power 

applications,” says Prof. Muralidharan. This technology is used in efficient 

cars, where it is used to keep lights on and to warm seats. Spacecrafts 

like Voyager which are too far from the sun to use solar energy can make 

use of thermoelectricity. “The holy grail of thermoelectrics is to increase the 

heat-to electricity conversion efficiency, for which there has been recent 

and tremendous interest due to the advent of nanomaterials and quantum 

materials,” says Prof. Muralidharan.

Thermoelectric display

In a second paper published as Rapid Communications of Physical Review 

B, the researchers show theoretically that semi-Dirac materials can display 

such thermoelectric properties. This new work paves the way for experimental 

studies on realising this. The article also describes how to engineer atomic 

positions and defects to achieve exactly this effect.
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Kyarr intensifies, becomes the first Super Cyclone in Arabian 
Sea in 12 years
Kyarr is the ninth super cyclone to have developed in the North Indian Ocean, 

after Super Cyclone Gonu in 2007

As per the forecast, it is likely to continue its movement west-northwestwards 

towards Oman coast during the next five days

Cyclone ‘Kyarr’ intensifies to become the first Super Cyclonic storm in Arabian 

Sea in last 12 years after Cyclone Gonu ravaged the Oman coast in 2007.

According to India Meteorological Department (IMD), the cyclone rapidly 

intensified Saturday onwards and became a Super Cyclone early. The 

rapid intensification of cyclones being observed in recent years is posing an 

increasing challenge for the scientists to predict the intensity of the storm its 

likely path.

As per the forecast, it is likely to continue its movement west-northwestwards 

towards Oman coast during the next five days. It could intensify further during 

the next 24 hours and weaken gradually thereafter. However it will remain 

‘severe’ till November 1.

The current assessment shows it is moving away from the west coast of India 

and currently lays centred over Eastcentral Arabian Sea, about 580 km west-

southwest of Mumbai (Maharashtra), 1450 km east of Salalah (Oman) and 

1010 km east-southeast of Masirah (Oman).

However, the sea condition remains phenomenal over eastcentral Arabian 

Sea around the system centre and is likely to remain so till 30th October 

and could improve gradually from the evening of 31st October. Gale winds 

gusting to 250 kmph are prevailing very over eastcentral and the adjoining 

westcentral Arabian Sea, as per IMD.

The government’s weather department has advised fishermen along the west 

coast not to venture into eastcentral Arabian Sea till Tuesday and into west 
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central Arabian Sea from October 28 to November 1.

Kyarr is the ninth super cyclone to have developed in the North Indian 

Ocean, after Super Cyclone Gonu in 2007. Gonu had made landfall in Oman 

with winds gusting upto 150km/hour, making it one of the strongest tropical 

cyclone on record to strike the Arabian Sea, killing over 50. It was also the 

strongest cyclone to have made a landfall in Oman.

Before that, Odisha was hit by a Super Cyclone in 1999 causing catastrophic 

damage to the state and massive loss of life and property. It remains one 

of the most destructive cyclones to have hit the eastern coastal state of 

Odisha.

Migrating eagles run up huge roaming charges for scientists 
in Russia
Migrating steppe eagles flew unexpectedly to Iran resulting in huge roaming 

charges for their SMS tracker.

A migrating eagle flew to Iran ramming up huge roaming charges for 

researchers. (Representational image: Pixabay/Moo84)

Russian scientists tracking migration route of 13 endangered steppe eagles 

carrying SMS transmitters ran out of money as one of the birds, Min, flew out 

of range causing huge data roaming charges for the team. He sent hundreds 

of backlogged text messages at once as he flew from Kazakhstan, where 

rates are cheaper, to Iran, where rates are more expensive.

The steppe eagle was listed as endangered by the International Union for 

Conservation of Nature in 2015. The researchers from the independent RRR 

Conservation Network have been tracking eagles’ migration routes since 

2015 to better understand possible threats to the Russian eagle population.

They equipped 13 eagles with tracking devices that send text messages 

with their coordinates four times a day. Every time a message is sent back, 
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MegaFon, the Russian company operating the SMS transmitters, bills the 

scientists. The price per SMS in Kazakhstan was about 15 Rubles (around 

Rs 16.67) but each SMS from Iran cost 49 Rubles (around Rs 54.45), 

reported BBC.

Elana Shnayder, a scientist based in Siberia who works for the conservative 

network told New York Times, “Hundreds of text messages flooded in from 

Min at once, each costing 49 rubles, or 77 cents — more than five times the 

expected price — and blowing through the project’s budget.”

Min seems to have been flown for months in areas without coverage, mostly 

in Kazakhstan and his transmitter sent the backlog when it connected to a 

network in Iran.

“He disappeared for five months, and all of a sudden there he is, with a very, 

very heavy phone bill,” Shnaider added. She also said that Min’s data wiped 

out the researchers’ phone credit as it was already depleted by eagles that 

flew to Iran, Tajikistan, and Turkmenistan.

The group had to resort to the crowd funding campaign “Top up the eagle’s 

mobile” to cover the extra costs. MegaFon said it would refund a few months’ 

worth of roaming charges from Min and the other 12 eagles. It also offered 

special rates to the team to help them continue the project.

‘Beached vessel is a threat to environment’
Beached dredging vessel Bhagvati Prem is definitely a hazard to environment, 

ecology and marine life if it continues to remain on the shore, said A. Senthil 

Vel, Dean, College of Fisheries, Mangaluru.

Responding to queries from The Hindu on the possible impacts of the ship 

remaining aground, Mr. Vel said that the beach-front would take a hit as it will 

get eroded. The vessel acts as a barrier to waves reaching the shore thereby 

disturbing and blocking the natural littoral sand movement.
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Mr. Vel incidentally investigated the impact of grounding of mv River Princess, 

an oil tanker that ran aground off Marmugao Port at Candolim beach in Goa 

on June 6, 2000. The vessels remain grounded for 12 years during which 

time about 1.5 km coastline got eroded.

Besides affecting the coastline, the grounded dredger with oil and other 

environment hazardous material is a threat to environment too. Oil spill, 

natural erosion of the vessel’s outer body and other hazardous items inside 

it would endanger the environment, Mr. Vel said.

He, however, agreed with New Mangalore Port Trust’s decision to beach the 

vessel to prevent its sinking and said that a sunken vessel would have posed 

a greater threat to environment.

Since Bhagvati Prem’s hull was said to be damaged, Mr. Vel wondered 

whether it could be towed away to a scrapping yard. If the vessel has to be 

scrapped at Surathkal itself, impact on environment would only get enhanced, 

he said.

Every single day counts as far as impact on the coastal line is concerned as 

the sea is still witnessing heavy winds. The beached vessel is susceptible to 

drifting as well as toppling. As such, it should be removed at the earliest from 

the place, he felt.

Meanwhile, Mr. Vel sent a team of experts from the college to Surathkal 

beach to study the situation  afternoon.

‘Dwarf planet’ Hygiea might be the smallest in solar system
Scientists have observed asteroid Hygiea and said that it may be the 

smallest dwarf planet of our solar system sized at 430 kilometres (267 miles) 

in diametre.

Astronomers using ESO’s SPHERE instrument at the Very Large Telescope 

(VLT) have revealed that the asteroid Hygiea could be classified as a dwarf 
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planet. They found that Hygiea is spherical, potentially taking the crown from 

Ceres as the smallest dwarf planet in the Solar System. (Image source: 

ESO)

Space scientists have discovered a new celestial body which might be the 

smallest such planet to exist in our solar system. Astronomers from European 

South Observatory (ESO) have found a tiny planet previously termed as an 

asteroid called Hygiea and said that it may be the smallest dwarf planet of 

our solar system sized at 430 kilometres (267 miles) in diametre.

According to the criteria which defines celestial bodies as dwarf planets 

instead of asteroids, is that it needs to have sufficient mass for the gravity 

to pull it into a a shape of a sphere. As per the image shared by the ESO, 

Hygiea meets that requirement.

“Thanks to the unique capability of the SPHERE instrument on the VLT, which 

is one of the most powerful imaging systems in the world, we could resolve 

Hygiea’s shape, which turns out to be nearly spherical,” lead researcher 

Pierre Vernazza from the Laboratoire d’Astrophysique de Marseille in France 

said in a release. He further added that based on these images, Hygiea may 

get reclassified as a dwarf planet and the smallest in the Solar System so 

far.

However, before Hygiea can get officially be given the status of a dwarf 

planet, the International Astronomical Union (IAU), which is the group of 

astronomers, need to review all the evidence and hold a vote. The IAU is 

the same group that was responsible for making Pluto a dwarf planet back in 

2006. Pluto is sized at 2400 kilometres (1491 miles) in diameter.

According to a report by Digital Trends, at the recently held International 

Astronautical Congress, NASA Administrator Jim Bridenstine had pointed 

out that there is an ocean in Pluto under its surface. It also has complex 

organic compounds and its own moon, which makes it look like a regular 

planet to most people.
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One of the criteria of terming a planet as regular one or a dwarf is that it 

needs to clear the neighbouring region around its orbit which means that it 

should be the celestial body that is gravitationally dominating in its orbital 

zone. Pluto fails to meet this particular criterion since it has multiple asteroids 

and other celestial objects in its orbital zone.

But according to veteran astronomer Dr Alan Stern, planets such as ours, 

Mars, Jupiter, and Neptune also haven’t cleared their orbital zone. “If Neptune 

had cleared its zone, Pluto wouldn’t be there,” a BBC report quoted him as 

saying in 2006.

A study of planets and asteroids in depth has been possible due to more 

powerful telescopes. “Thanks to the VLT and the new generation adaptive-

optics instrument SPHERE, we are now imaging main belt asteroids with 

unprecedented resolution, closing the gap between Earth-based and 

interplanetary mission observations,” Vernazza said in the ESO statement.

NASA Hubble telescope captures ‘ghostly face’ in collision 
of two galaxies
NASA has shared an image taken by the Hubble telescope where two 

galaxies are colliding and forming a ghost-like face.

The Hubble telescope has captured the image of two galaxies colliding an 

forming a ghost-like face (Image source: NASA)

NASA has shared an image that has been recently clicked by the Hubble 

telescope which depicts a ghostly face staring back at us from the depths of 

space. In the scary-looking image, the US space agency explains that two 

galaxies are going for a head-on collision against each other. The complete 

system is known as Arp-Madore 2026-424 (AM 2026-424) and it is placed 

704 million light-years away from Earth.

The violent collision gives the system a ring structure which is expected to 
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last for about 100 million years while the two galaxies will completely merge 

in about one to two billion years. Whenever galaxies come close to each 

other, one galaxy might get destroyed by the other, however, there can be 

cases when galaxies may get merged peacefully to form a bigger galaxy.

Such events of ring galaxies are quite rare and just a few hundred have 

happened around our galactic neighborhood. At present, space researchers 

are not completely sure if collision of galaxies will lead to a bigger galaxy 

or violent destruction, however, they believe it is all depended on the huge 

black holes that are located at the centre of the galaxies.

In order to have ring galaxies, the two galaxies need to merge in a particular 

way to form a ring. Collision of galaxies are quite common in space however 

not all ring galaxies turn out to be like this ghost-like ring. In this particular 

case, the two galaxies were close to each other and created a rare ring 

structure that gives an impression of two eyes within the skull.

The AM 2026-424 system got logged in the astronomical catalog called the 

Catalogue of Southern Peculiar Galaxies and Associations. This catalogue 

was first compiled by astronomer Halton Arp back in 1966, who later partnered 

with another astronomer called Barry Madore to extend the catalog in 1987.

This fungus turns ants into zombies and then causes their 
bodies to explode
Naturalists published their first accounts of Ophiocordyceps well more than 

a century ago. But only in recent years have researchers probed how these 

fungi go about zombifying ants and they’re still not sure.

Evolutionary biologists retrace the history of life in all its wondrous forms. 

Some search for the origin of our species. Others hunt for the origin of 

birds.
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On Oct. 24, a team of researchers reported an important new insight into the 

origin of zombies — in this case, ant’s zombified by a fungus.

Here’s how it works: Sometimes an ant, marching about its business outdoors, 

will step on a fungal spore. It sticks to the ant’s body and slips a fungal cell 

inside.

The fungus, called Ophiocordyceps, feeds on the ant from within and 

multiplies into new cells. But you wouldn’t know it, because the ant goes 

on with its life, foraging for food to bring back to the nest. All the while, the 

fungus keeps growing until it makes up nearly half of the ant’s body mass.

When Ophiocordyceps is finished feeding on its host, the fungal cells gather 

inside the ant’s body. They form a mat and push needlelike projections into 

the ant’s muscle cells. The fungal cells also send chemical signals to the 

ant’s brain, causing the host to do something strange. The ant departs its 

nest and climbs a nearby plant.

In the tropics, where many species of Ophiocordyceps live, the fungus drives 

ants upward, to a leaf above the ground. The ant bites down, its jaws locking 

as it dies.

The fungus sends out sticky threads that glue the corpse to the leaf. And now 

it is ready to take the next step in its life cycle: Out of the ant’s head bursts 

a giant stalk, which showers spores onto the ant trails below. “The ants are 

walking over a minefield,” said David Hughes, an expert on Ophiocordyceps 

at The Pennsylvania State University.

Naturalists published their first accounts of Ophiocordyceps well more than 

a century ago. But only in recent years have researchers probed how these 

fungi go about zombifying ants.

In 2010, Hughes and his colleagues identified a 48 million-year-old fossil 

of a zombie ant with a death grip on a leaf. The fossil demonstrated that 

zombifying fungi have been around a long time. But it didn’t offer any hints 

as to how the fungus evolved from its ordinary ancestors.
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“You think, ‘Where the hell did that come from?’ ” Hughes said.

He suspected an answer might be lurking in the diversity of living fungi. 

But before the age of DNA sequencing, researchers struggled to classify 

Ophiocordyceps.

In 2013, one of Hughes’ graduate students, João Araújo, began sequencing 

the DNA of fungi in scientific collections. He also went on expeditions of his 

own, turning over leaves to find zombified ants. If they were a species he 

hadn’t seen before, Araújo photographed them and pried off the tiny bodies 

to bring home.

What was once thought to be one species of fungus now turns out to be at 

least 28. Each zombifies a different species of ants or attacks other insects.

These species all belong to a much bigger group of fungi. Many of their 

relatives feed on dead plants, while some infect insects — mostly a group 

called hemipterans, which includes aphids and cicadas.

Araújo, now a research fellow at University of the Ryukyus in Japan, analyzed 

the DNA of more than 600 of these related species. Comparing the genetic 

sequences, he was able to draw a fungal family tree.

The tree revealed that all Ophiocordyceps species descend from a common 

ancestor. But that ancestor did not infect a hemipteran. Instead, the scientists 

concluded, it started out infecting the larvae of beetles.

The beetles infected by the fungi live in rotting logs. When the beetle eggs 

hatch, the larvae crawl around alone inside the log, chewing on wood.

Charissa de Bekker, an integrative biologist at the University of Central 

Florida who was not involved in the new study, said it was intriguing that 

Ophiocordyceps’ ancestors choose such a host.

“They’re mostly solitary creatures, with a very different life history,” compared 

to ants, she said.

If a beetle larva makes contact with a spore, it invades the insect’s body and 

feeds on its muscle. The beetle dies without any zombie drama.
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The fungus grows its stalk and spreads spores around the dead body. Other 

larvae crawling inside the log are then infected.

Araújo and Hughes hypothesize that millions of years ago, the fungi sometimes 

got picked up by ants that also lived in logs. In their new ant hosts, the fungus 

already had the ability to feed on muscles, grow stalks and spread.

But ants also presented the parasite with a major challenge. Unlike solitary 

beetles, ants live in crowded nests. Diseases can wipe out an entire colony, 

so the ants ruthlessly attack any individuals that show signs of sickness. 

“They kick them out of the nest, or they kill them and rip them apart,” Araújo 

said.

As a result, Ophiocordyceps could not spread the way it had in beetles, simply 

by killing its host and sending out spores.

Natural selection must have favored fungi that could keep ant hosts healthy 

as they were parasitized. When the fungi were ready to leave the ant’s body, 

they had to get it out of the nest alive. It became necessary to zombify the 

ant, to make it do a few things it wouldn’t ordinarily do.

By climbing a nearby plant, the dying ants could infect new ants, too. 

Ophiocordyceps “had to develop a way to make the host leave the nest, 

but not so far, because they still had to shoot spores and infect new hosts,” 

Araújo said.

The fungi’s transition to ants set off an evolutionary explosion. Once 

Ophiocordyceps had evolved to live in one species of ant, it began hopping 

to new species.

De Bekker said that knowing the evolution of Ophiocordyceps may help 

scientists figure out which genes various species use to transform ants into 

zombies.

“The behavior is very complex, so it’s not going to be one gene that’s 

responsible,” she said. “This study is helping us know what comparison we 

should be making.”
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The new study also indicates that the fungus jumped into ants in the tropics. 

Over the course of millions of years, it then spread toward the poles. As the 

fungus moved to new homes, it faced new challenges.

Zombie ants couldn’t bite down on leaves anymore, because they fell off in 

fall, before the fungi were done spreading to new hosts. Infected ants began 

hugging twigs instead.

Hughes predicts the first zombified ants lived in decaying wood in small 

colonies, and the infected ants barely got out of their nests before dying.

It’s even possible that some fungi belonging to this early lineage are still 

manipulating ants today. Hughes and Araújo suspect there are hundreds of 

other species of Ophiocordyceps still to be discovered.

“Every time I go to the same reserve, I still find new species,” Araújo said. “I 

think describing new species will be a never-ending job for generations.”
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Nobel Prize in Literature: Peter Handke wins 2019 award, 
Olga Tokarczuk 2018
This year, two Nobel prizes for literature were announced - one for 2019 

and one for the last year. The 2018 award was postponed following sex 

abuse allegations that had rocked the Swedish Academy.

The 2018 award was postponed following sex abuse allegations that had 

rocked the Swedish Academy.

Austrian author Peter Handke is the winner of Nobel in literature this year 

and the postponed award for 2018 went to Polish author Olga Tokarczuk. 

Two Nobel Prizes in literature were announced Thursday as the 2018 

award was delayed by one year following sex abuse allegations that had 

rocked the Swedish Academy.

Peter Handke was awarded “for an influential work that with linguistic 

ingenuity has explored the periphery and specificity of human experience,” 

the Academy mentioned.

Handke “has established himself as one of the most influential writers in 

Europe after the Second World War.” His works are filled with a strong 

desire to discover and to make his discoveries come to life by finding new 

literary expressions for them, the Academy said. He has written novels 

like A Sorrow beyond Dreams, Short Letter, Long Farewell. 

2018 Nobel winner Olga Tokarczuk was awarded “for a narrative imagination 

that with encyclopedic passion represents the crossing of boundaries as a 

form of life”. The author of Flights, she had also won the prestigious Man 

Booker International Prize last year.

Tokarczuk is only the 15th woman to win the Nobel literature prize in more 

than a century. Of the 11 Nobels awarded so far this week, all the other 

laureates have been men, reported AP.

There was no Literature Nobel in 2018 after the Nobel Foundation stopped 
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the Swedish Academy, the body that chooses the winner, from awarding the 

Prize. The Foundation stepped in after the Swedish Academy was hit by 

allegations of sexual abuse, financial wrongdoing, corruption, and a cover-

up.

During the #MeToo campaign in 2017, 18 women accused French-Swedish 

photographer and one of Sweden’s leading cultural personalities, Jean-

Claude Arnault, of sexually harassing them over a period of more than 20 

years. Arnault is married to the influential Swedish poet and writer Katarina 

Frostenson, who was then a long-time member of the Swedish Academy.

The institution, founded in 1786, has previously chosen to reserve the prize on 

seven occasions: in 1915, 1919, 1925, 1926, 1927, 1936 and 1949 because 

no literature candidate was deemed worthy of the prize.

On Wednesday, three scientists won Nobel in Chemistry for their pioneering 

work leading to the development of lithium-ion batteries. On Tuesday, the 

physics award was given to a Canadian-American and two Swiss, and on 

Monday the Physiology or Medicine award went to two Americans and one 

British scientist.

The Nobel Peace Prize will be announced on Friday and the economics 

award on Monday.

-With AP inputs

‘Ethiopia is proud of PM Abiy’s Nobel Peace Prize award’
Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed’s office said on Friday the nation of Ethiopia was 

proud of his Nobel Peace Prize award, hailing it as testimony to efforts to 

reform the country and seek peace with Eritrea.

“We are proud as a nation,” his office wrote on Twitter after the announcement 

of Mr. Abiy’s win.

In a statement, his office further praised the decision as “timeless testimony 
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to the... ideals of unity, cooperation and mutual co-existence that the Prime 

Minister has been consistently championing”.

“Since Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed assumed political leadership in April 2018 

he has made peace, forgiveness and reconciliation key policy components 

of his administration,” the statement said.

“At a national level, the release of tens of thousands of political prisoners, 

granting of amnesty for media entities and political parties charged under the 

anti-terrorism law to return from exile and engage peacefully, widening the 

space for political parties... are some notable milestones.

“At the regional level, ending the two-decade stalemate between Ethiopia 

and Eritrea has opened up a new dimension of possibilities for co-operation 

between the two countries.”

The statement also pointed to Mr. Abiy’s attempts to reconcile differences 

regionally, among all countries across the Horn of Africa.

However, despite Mr. Abiy’s moves for peace, the Eritrea deal has been 

undermined by a lack of tangible progress on critical issues like border 

demarcation.

Hopes that it may lead to an opening up of one of the world’s most isolated 

countries, and the ending of forced military conscription have also yet to bear 

fruit.

Eritrea’s Ambassador to Japan, EstifanosAfwerki, on Twitter hailed the 

decision, saying the people of Eritrea and Ethiopia “with blood, sweat (and) 

tears have won again over evil”.

The African Union chief, MoussaFaki, on Twitter congratulated the Ethiopian 

Prime Minister on the win “for his historic peace-building efforts that have 

given the world hope at a time it needs servant leadership more than ever.”
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NASA performs Mars 2020 rover’s descent-stage separation 
test
NASA successfully performed the descent stage separation test for its Mars 

2020 rover mission. It involved a crane for lifting a rocket-powered descent 

stage away from the rover.

In this picture from Sept. 28, 2019, engineers and technicians working on 

the Mars 2020 spacecraft at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, 

California, look on as a crane lifts the rocket-powered descent stage away 

from the rover after a test. Image source: (NASA/JPL-Caltech)

NASA has recently performed a successful separation test of the Mars 2020 

rover. The descent stage separation is going to deliver the six-wheeled robot 

to the surface of the neighbouring planet, the US space agency said in a 

recent release.

The test took place at the space agency’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in 

California on September 28. It involved a crane for lifting a rocket-powered 

descent stage up and away from the rover.

“Firing the pyrotechnic devices that held the rover and descent stage together 

and then doing the post-test inspection of the two vehicles was an all-day 

affair,” Ryan van Schilifgaarde, a support engineer for Mars 2020 assembly 

at JPL, said in a NASA statement.

The Mars 2020 rover mission by NASA is based on its previously launched 

Curiosity rover mission. The Curiosity rover has been exploring the Gale 

Crater on Mars since 2012. The Mars 2020 rover will be landed on the 

surface of the red planet with the help of a sky crane.

“With this test behind us, the rover and descent stage go their separate ways 

for a while. Next time they are attached will be at the Cape next spring during 

final assembly,” van Schilifgaarde said in the statement.

Mars 2020 rover is going to launch on a United Launch Alliance Atlas V 
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rocket in July 2020 from Space Launch Complex 41 at Cape Canaveral Air 

Force Station. The rover mission is scheduled to land at the Jezero Crater on 

Mars on February 18, 2021.

NASA said that Mars 2020 rover will be the first spacecraft in the history 

of planetary exploration with the ability to accurately retarget its point of a 

touchdown during the sequence of landing.

The US space agency had earlier attached a small helicopter dubbed as 

Mars Helicopter to the Mars 2020 rover. It is also inviting students to name 

the Mars 2020 rover. It has sponsored ‘Name the Rover’ challenge, winners 

of which will be announced on February 18 next year.

Rise, ruin and renewal of Barrackpore, British India’s first 
retreat
In a letter to Queen Victoria dated November 22, 1861, Lord Canning spoke 

about the funeral of his wife: on how since there was no burial place for a 

Governor General and his family, and the “cemeteries at Calcutta are odious 

in many ways”, Lady Canning’s body had therefore been laid to rest in a 

corner of Barrackpore.

“It is a beautiful spot, looking upon that reach of the Grand River which she 

was so fond of drawing, shaded from the glare of the sun by high trees and 

amongst the bright shrubs and flowers in which she had so much pleasure,” 

Lord Canning wrote. The tomb, which began to deteriorate in extreme 

weather conditions, was later shifted to Kolkata and now lies at St John’s 

Church in the city. But Barrackpore has been synonymous with the figure of 

Lady Canning. She had a deep attachment to Barrackpore and wrote in her 

journal “The house faces a great reach of the river & is crooked to the bank. 

I want to set it straight to the eye by making another walk at the same angle 

… I have opened to view a beautiful banyan, of late hidden by shrubs”.
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These interesting facets of history have been brought to the fore in a recently 

published book ‘Under the Banyan Tree - The Forgotten Story of Barrackpore 

Park ’. Written by former Kolkata Police Commissioner and senior IPS officer 

Soumen Mitra and Associate Professor of English at Scottish Church College 

Monabi Mitra, the book running to over 177 pages is full of anecdotes, 

sketches and paintings about Barrackpore, which had become the first 

weekend retreat for the Governor General and the Viceroys.

Published by Aakar Books, the book underlines Charlotte Canning’s deep 

attachment to Barrackpore, at a time when the Uprising of 1857 began 

and broke half a kilometre away from the Government House in the 

cantonment.

‘Uprising of 1857’

The authors refer that in May 1857 Charlotte Canning wrote in her journal 

how “a 34th man at Barrackpore made himself drunk with bag (bhang), took 

a sword and musket & regularly ran amuck (amok). He wounded a sergeant, 

then stabbed the adjutant’s horse and killed him… He was taken captive, 

had since recovered and will live to be hanged”.

The authors have highlighted that post-1857, Barrackpore cantonment 

became synonymous with the new mood in Indian politics, symbolised a 

location of opposition and dissent for the Indians while the British viewed it as 

an epicentre of mutiny. The book points that after Shimla was discovered the 

British withdrew to the hill station for large part of the year and Barrackpore 

remained a weekend country house.

The book deals with the restoration of the Government House and Garden 

that had become a police hospital after Independence, languishing in despair 

and slowly passing out of public memory. What the authors describe as a 

“twist of fate” is that co-author, Mr. Mitra, has been posted at the West Bengal 

Police Training branch and has been crucial in its restoration.
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Atwood and Evaristo are joint winners of Booker Prize
Margaret Atwood’s The Testaments and BernardineEvaristo’s Girl, Woman, 

Other jointly won the Booker Prize on Monday.

The authors will split the £50,000 ($62,800) annual prize, the judging panel 

said.

Ms. Atwood, 79, previously won the prize in 2000 for The Blind Assassin. The 

Testaments, published last month, is the sequel to the Canadian author’s 

best-selling 1985 novel, The Handmaid’s Tale.

Ms. Evaristo, the first black woman to win the prize, tells the stories of 12 

characters, mainly female and black aged 19 to 93, living in Britain in Girl, 

Woman, Other .

While the prize has been jointly awarded twice previously, the rules changed 

in 1993 limiting the award to one author. The judges defied those rules as 

they could not agree on a winner between the two books, which were on a 

shortlist of six.


